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Ryan Foods part of dairy merger
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Suiza Foods Corp. is buying Dean
Foods Co. for $1.5 billion in cash and
stock in a deal that will create a dairy
and specialty foods powerhouse with about
$10 billion in annual sales.
Workers at Murray's Ryan Foods, which
is owned by Dean Foods Co., will not
have to worry about their jobs being in
jeopardy.

"It is not anticipated at all to affect
any of of our plant employees except the
ones we identified earlier, and the Murray plant is not one of those plants," said
LuAnn Lilja, media specialist for Dean
Foods."That's the reason we indicated early
on which plants would be affected, so
people could keep a sense of security
about their jobs."
The company will be called Dean
Foods, but will be based in Dallas, where

Suiza is headquartered, executives said
Thursday. Suiza stockholders will own 65
percent of the new company's shares.
Dean Foods Co. purchased Murray's
Ryan Milk Co. in 1986. The company
has become one of Dean's top producers,
recently undergoing a $50 million expansion to ship Nestle's dairy products. It
will also soon launch a line of 20 flavors of Coffee-Mate.
The merger of the two biggest U.S.

dairy processors brings together complementary operations, products and distribution networks, and expands both companies' geographic reach.
"(Suiza) had been one of our main
competitors for years," Lilja said. "This
merger represents a positive change for
both parties."
Howard Dean, Dean Foods' chairman
and chief executive and chairman of the
merged company, said on a conference

DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky
Board of Education is pondering whether
to adopt new standards for judging how
students perform on annual school assess.
ments.
The performance categories of novice.
apprentice. proficient and distinguished are
intended to define the level of student
knowledge in each subject- and at each
grade level tested.
The standards. unrevised since they were
originally set in 1992 and 1993. have "become
almost indelible" in the public consciousness, John Poggio. one of the board's test
ing consultants, said Thursday.
Yet, significant changes have been made
in the testing system itself. "Questions are
being eliminated and new questions are
being brought on. ... We need to recognize
it is a new assessment." said Poggio. a
University of Kansas researcher.
The chairwoman of the state board. Helen
Mountjoy of Utica. said whether to adopt
new standards is a big decision that will
consume much of the board's time for the
next several weeks. The board might decide
in June.
The revised standards being considered
were developed over more than a year by
1,651 Kentucky teachers. They drafted written descriptions of each performance level.
Actual student work was examined and
reclassified. In most subjects tested, the
percentage of students classified as proficient or distinguished went up at each level
— elementary, middle and high school —
when the proposed standards were used.
Oddly. perhaps. the percentage of students
dropping to novice also increased in many
cases.
"It kind of looks like it clears out the
middle." Mountjoy said. The "significant
movement at both ends" has big implications for how students are taught. she said.
The standards are important because all
schools are under pressure to achieve an
average performance level of proficient by
2014.
Conservative critics of the system question whether the board and the Kentucky*
Department of Education want to bend their
own rules to beat the clock.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photos

Above, Matt Kovach looks for housing information for residents of
Hart Residential College after a
series of water pipe problems forced
the university to close the hall for
repairs beginning in the summer.
Trash cans are stationed at the
entrance to catch dripping water
from leaking pipes.
I think we feel pretty certain that everything is going to work out with the
funding."
Yeatts said engineers are currently
drawing up estimates on the project.
Once that process is complete, the project will be put out for bid. Then, once
the bid numbers are in, Yeatts said MSU
will seek the necessary bond funding,
which will have to be paid back over
time.
"If the bids come in higher than we
expect, we would have to do a value
estimation of what we wanted to do in
the building," he said. "If something
happened where we couldn't complete
the project, we'd have to look at a con-
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Audit: KSU records in disarray
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Internal accounting at Kentucky
State University was so haphazard and inadequate that examiners
could not give an opinion about
the school's financial condition.
according to a set of state audits
released Thursday.
A former employee's ability to
embezzle $845,000. simply by writing checks for "nonexistent invoices." was directly related to an
absence of internal financial controls. according to auditors.
There were three audits, all for
fiscal 1999. One was on the university's financial statements. A

second dealt with internal financial controls and compliance with
laws and regulations. The third
dealt with administration and spending of federal funds.
Each culminated in a disclaimer
— the worst of four possible opinions the examiners could have rendered. State Auditor Ed Hatchett
said it was just the second time
his agency issued a disclaimer in
more than 3,000 audits since he
took office. Hatchett is in his second term.
Hatchett, who briefed members
of the KSU Board of Regents on
Thursday, said he was consider-

Look for the
Spring Home
Improvement
in today's
Ledger &
Times

ing a deeper investigation by his
office into the most troubling problems uncovered by the audits.
But Hatchett also said he had
seen recent improvements in the
school's financial management.
"I believe it is possible to get
back to a position of good fiscal
stewardship here," Hatchett said.
KSU President George Reid
likened the audits to a "wake up
call." alerting campus administrators that drastic improvements were
needed in the school's financial
management.
"I view the audit as tough medicine to take to strengthen an oper-

ation that was in deep trouble two
years ago," Reid said.
KSU Regent Harry Lee Waterfield IL chairman of the board's
finance committee, said the school
already has implemented recommendations from the auditor's office
to improve its financial management. He said the school would
follow up on additional suggestions submitted Thursday.
Reid and Waterfield said the
extensive problems were years in
making and would not be fixed
immediately. They said a new

II See Page 2

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Nominations to university
boards of regents and trustees
and other higher education boards
are currently being accepted.
The Postsecondary Education
Nominating Committee will consider the following vacancies the
last week in May: one position
on each of the state's regional
universities, Eastern Kentucky
University. Kentucky State University, Morehead State Univer-
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sity. Murray State University.
Northern Kentucky State University, Western Kentucky University. three positions on the University of Kentucky Board of
Trustees, two positions on the
University of Louisville Board
of Trustees, three positions on
the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System Board
of Regents. one position on the
Council for Postsecondary. Edu-
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Leaks force
extensive
repairs in
Hart College
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray State University's Hart Residential College is in line for some major repairs to its water
system. The magnitude of those repairs, however,
will depend on some help from state funding resources.
Dewey Yeatts, MSU vice president of the department of facilities management, said the dormitory is
currently scheduled to undergo an approximately $1.3
million overhaul of its water lines beginning in midMay, after students have left for the summer.
-We've had a considerable amount of deterioration in our copper water lines," Yeatts said. "They're
35 years old. In one day, plumbers had to repair 21
leaks in one line."
With a mid-December 2001 completion. the renovation will mean MSU students that are normally
housed in Hart will have to be shuffled around
between the university's remaining dormitories during the upcoming fall semester while the work is
being completed.
"We feel very confident that we can accommodate them in our other buildings," said Paula Hulick,
MSU director of housing. "We will do our best to
try and honor their first choice."
While students were given an opportunity to
express their preferences Thursday afternoon, Hulick
said private rooms will likely be out of the question during the fall semester. She also said the university has been in contact with local hotels "kind
of as a contingency plan, in case of late applicants."
Hulick said the first floor of the dormitory. which
contains a computer lab and fitness center, will
remain open while the renovations are going on.
She also said all the Hart Residential College group
activities will remain intact, instead of shifting students to different residential colleges during their
stays at different dormitories.
"It's a strong community in Hart, and we want
the students to be able to maintain that link," Hulick
said. "Our number one priority is to try and be as
accommodating as . we can to our Hart students."
Yeatts said the dormitory will also receive "a
general plumbing upgrade." The project is still hinging. however, on whether MSU can cash into the
state's bond pool, which, Yeatts said, is still not a
certainty at this point.
"The project documents and all the drawings are
complete," he said. "We're still working on our
funding issues, but we hope we can get it out soon.

call that "there will be some dislocation
of people" but did not specify possible
moves or job cuts.
The company was founded by Dean's
grandfather 76 years ago and was the
No. 1 dairy processor until Suiza overtook it three years ago following a series
of acquisitions. Suiza entered the milk
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•Dairy ...
From Page 1
day of $32.50 on the New York
business eight years ago.
Stock Exchange.
The expanded Dean Foods, if
In late morning trading Thursit clears antitrust hurdles with fed- day, Suiza shares rose 41 cents to
eral regulators, stands to have $47.85, while Dean shares climbed
30,000 employees in 39 states. Its 18 percent. or $5.85 a share, at
displaced headquarters are in $38.35.
The transaction has received the
Franklin Park, 15 miles northwest
unanimous approval of both comof downtown Chicago.
Dean Foods processes and dis- panies' boards of directors and is
tributes milk, ice cream and spe- expected to close in the third quarcialty products such as pickles and ter of 2001.
"The combination of Dean Foods
salad dressings under the Dean's
brand and various regional brand and Suiza should leave a truly
names. Suiza processes and dis- dominant domestic fluid milk comtributes dairy products under brand pany with a market share approachnames that include International ing 35 percent," Prudential SecuDelight, Second Nature, Naturally rities analyst John McMillin said
Yours, Mocha Mix and Sun Soy. in a research note. -Antitrust issues
"This opportunity should trans- may force this percentage to move
late into increased consumption — closer to 30 percent, but we still
a benefit for the entire industry, think this deal can clear regulatofrom dairy farmers to consumers,"
Gregg Engles, Suiza's chairman
and chief executive, said in a statement. Engles will be CEO and
will assume the chairman's role
From Page 1
upon Dean's retirement.
management team had
Based on the closing stock price financial
that would be
improvements
made
of $46.44 for Suiza on Wednesfuture audits.
reflected
by
valued
at
transaction
is
day, the
"I do think there is light at the
$1.5 billion. Suiza is also assumend of the tunnel," Waterfield said.
ing $1 billion in debt.
The audits also listed 15 sepaUnder the agreement, sharerate "material weaknesses" — defiholders in Dean Foods will receive
ciencies in internal controls that
total consideration of $40.92 per create an "unacceptable risk" of
common share, consisting of $21 undetected errors or fraud. Beyond
in cash and 0.429 shares of Suiza the much-publicized embezzlement,
common stock.
auditors did not specifically allege
That is a 27 percent premium fraud, however.
over Dean's closing price WednesMaterial weaknesses included the
lack of internal financial controls.
In addition, there is no inventory
of fixed assets — land, buildings
and equipment. The university has
assigned them a value of $116
From Page 1
million but cannot document it.
tingency plan."
Hatchett's office took over the
Yeatts said the project has
audit last June after KSU's accountalready been pushed back once, with
ing firm. PricewaterhouseCoopers,
MSU opting to install a sprinkler
or PWC, resigned.
system and smoke alarms in the
PWC officials said the univerhigh-rise dormitory last summer
sity failed to furnish information
instead of focusing on the water
needed to finish the job. They also
problems.
said they had concerns about haIn the most drastic instance.
Yeatts said the building could be
shut down completely. but he said
that will likely not happen. Still,
he said, the current water probFrom Page 1
lems are too great to be ignored
for much longer.
"It's an opportunity that's being
"We basically have a ton of handed to the board to inflate the
plumbers over there every day," numbers," said Martin Cothran, a
Yeatts said. "It's worse now than spokesman for The Family Founit was at the start of the school dation.
year. It's costly."
If scoring to this point has not

•KSU

•Hart ...

ry hurdles."
Wall Street also endorsed the
deal. Suiza. shares rose 51 cents
to close at $46.95 on the New
York Stock Exchange, where Dean
shares were up $5.37, or nearly
17 percent, at $37.87.
But one lawmaker criticized the
deal as a marketplace disaster.
"The acquisition would produce
a company with vast market power
not only over consumers but also
over farmers who can expect to
be offered even lower prices for
their labor and their products."
said Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
who asked the Justice Department
last year to look into potential
anti-competitive activities by Suiza.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

bility, given the embezzlement scandal and continuing issues about
internal financial controls, Hatchett said at the time.
The job apparently got no easier for Hatchett's office. The report
said accounting records "were
incomplete and inadequate," contrary to the university's assertions.
Kentucky State is the smallest
of the eight state universities with
an enrollment of 2,254 students.
The damaging report was not
a total surprise. William Pennell,
the university's newly hired chief
financial officer, previously told
some regents that an audit with a
disclaimer was a distinct possibility.
Neither was the university's slipshod accounting a secret.
Janice Phillips, who was an assistant to former comptroller Paul
Branham, last year pleaded guilty
to — and is now in federal prison
for — the $845,000 embezzlement.
She took money earmarked for
university vendors and issued
checks to companies she and her
husband controlled.

• Standards ...
been accurately retlecting student
performance, "I'd like a public
admission of that," Cothran said.
The board is to have a special
meeting on the issue May I. It
met Thursday on the campus of
Kentucky School for the Deaf.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

TALKING HISTORY: Civil War re-enactors Sandy Forrest and Tom Yoder and their wives,
Rebecca Yoder and Wanda Forrest, talk to a group of Calloway County Middle School students in the school's new media center Thursday. The group of four talked of the hardships
of soldiering during the nation's greatest conflict.

Cingular creates 900jobs
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — The
nation's second largest wireless telephone company has announced
plans to build a call center in
northeastern Kentucky, a region
hit hard by cutbacks in the steel
and oil industries in recent years.
Clay Owen, spokesman for Cingular Wireless of Atlanta. Ga., said
up to 900 people will be hired in
the center that will handle credit
applications, debt collections and
technical support for customers.
People have already started calling the switchboard at the local
unemployment office to ask about
applying for the jobs, said Michael
Sturm, manager of the Kentucky
Department for Employment Services office in Ashland.
Sturm said about 3,000 people
are unemployed in Ashland and
outlying counties. One of those,
John Sammons of Wurtland, said
he's glad to hear that the company has chosen to locate in northeastern Kentucky.
-We just don't have many jobs
in this area," said Sammons, standing outside the unemployment
office. "Seems like the best people could do is move away to
find work."
Cingular, a joint venture between
SBC Communications and Bell-

CLARIFICATION

MR. POSTMAN

In the April 5 edition of the Mus-e
cutr Ledger & Times, a picture
Univer-ay
line of construction for the
sity Church of Christ Student Center contained incorrect information
It listed the center as being affiliated with the United Church of
Christ.
The Ledger regrets the error.
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From Page 1
cation, three positions on the Higher Education Student Loan Corporation Board ot Directors, and
two positions on the Kentucky
Authority for Educational Television.
If you have applied for one of
these positions during the Patton
Administration, you are not required
to reapply unless your information needs to be updated.

Other call centers will be in
Ocean Springs, Miss.; Fayetteville,
N.C.; Johnson
City, Tenn.;
Lafayette, La.; and Ocala, Fla.

However, you are encouraged
to submit a new application through
at
Internet
the
http://www.state.ky.us/agencies/gov
/boards htm. This form will provide comprehensive and uniform
information to the Committee.
If you do not have access to
the Internet, you may request a
form by contacting Bill Beam, Jr.,
Director of Boards and Commissions at 502-564-2611. Completed'
forms must be received by May
22.

Soapbox clinic Saturday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A clinic will be held Saturday at
the former National Scouting Museum on North 16th Street at 9 a.m.
for all those who want to participate
in the annual Soapbox Derby,
which will be held June 1-2.
The clinic is the first of two being held for participants. The other
clinic will be held in May at the
museum. Children who want to

compete in the event must bring a
birth certificate. Registration forms.
will be available at the clinic.
Potential participants must attend
one of the two clinics in order to be
eligible for the race. Pete Lancaster,
spokesperson for the derby, said
participants in the clinic should be
ready to spend "a couple of ,hours"
at the clinic for preparing for the
event, and that several modifications to cars that raced last year will
be necessary under this year's rules.

•

lye arrested
or narcotics
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Five Murray residents were
served grand jury warrants this
week as the Murray Police Department completed a narcotics investigation spanning several weeks.
The investigation, which relied
on undercover investigation by
MPD narcotics investigators, was
assissted by the Tr -County Task
Force and the Calloway County
Sheriffs Office.
Arrested in the sweep were:
• Jerome Warren, 25. charged
with trafficking in a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a
school, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of marijuana,
endangering the welfare of a minor,
and violation of probation. He is
lodged in the Calloway County Jail
on $2,500 cash, property, or surety
hond.
• Shawn McWherter, 22, charged

with two counts of trafficking in a
controlled substance within 1,000
yards of a school and conspiracy to
traffick in a controlled substance.
He was released from the Calloway
County Jail on $5,000 cash bond.
• Dwayne Gammons, 33,
charged with two counts of first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance and two counts of first-degree possession of a controlled substance. He is lodged in the Calloway County Jail on $10,000 cash or
property bond.
• Greg Renfroe, 24, charged with
first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance, first-degree trafficking in methampetamine and
first-degree possession of a controlled substance. He was released
on a $20,000 property bond.
• Sandra Fender, 34, charged
with 13 counts of obtaining a controlled substance by fraud. She was
released on $5,000 property bond.
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South, is opening five other new
call centers in the South that will
provide 4,200 jobs in a consolidation of services.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• • lei-ranee Hollowell. 123 South Liberty Road. Hopkinsville, was arrested Thursday for probation violation on original charges of possession
of marijuana and first-degree possession of cocaine. He was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail with no bond.
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DEATHS
Virgil L. Ford
Virgil L. Ford, 82, Dexter, died Thursday, April 5, 2001, at 12:05
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
He had retired in 1966 from the United States Army after serving
for 27 years with service in both World War H and the Korean Conflict. He was a member of Dexter Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 22, 1919, he was the son of the late N.C. Ford and
Dora Lee Henry Ford. Four sisters and five brothers also preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Alberta Miller Ford, to
whom he was married Aug. 15, 1975, Hardin; one daughter, Mrs.
Shirley Elaine Potter, Peoria, Ariz.; one stepdaughter, Ms. Jackie
Alexander. Murray; two stepsons, Johnny Lansford and wife, Sally,
Logansport, Ind., and William (Bill) Lansford, Benton; three sistersin-law, Mrs. Allene Gibbons and husband, Matt, and Mrs. Lillie Sheppard and husband, Jerry, all of Dexter, and Mrs. Lillie May Ford,
Lake Providence, La.; three brothers-in-law, Bobby Miller and wife,
Martha, Calvert City, Irvan Miller and wife, Robbie, Murray, and Gerald Miller and wife, Linda, Benton, three grandchildren, Becky Lou
Potter, Tracy Potter and Bill Potter Jr.; six great-grandchildren; seven
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Officiating will be a United States Army
chaplain. Full military rites will be conducted at the funeral service.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Saturday.

L.V. Blanton
The funeral for L.V. Blanton will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at St. John
Missionary Baptist Church where he was a member. The Rev. A.H.
Clark will officiate.
Pallbearers will be James W. Williams, Jimmy Stubblefield, Jerry
Todd, Bobby Rutledge and Martise Kendley. Flower girls will be
women of the church. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by Murray-Calloway Funeral Home.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Mr. Blanton, 62, Ash Street, Murray, died Wednesday. April 4,
2001, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born March 16, 1939, in Calloway County. His father,
Luke Blanton, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Virginia Stubblefield Blanton,
Murray: five sisters, Mrs. Gladys Allen, Ms. Jorine Blanton, Mrs.
Mammie Foster and Mrs. Virginia Milliken, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Jennie Sue Beldet, North Carolina; five brothers, Luke Junior, Eugene,
Johnny. Charles and Lemuel Blanton, all of Murray.

Kyle B. •Bebber
The funeral for Kyle B. Bebber was Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham officiated.
Pallbearers were Jody. Casey and Bryant Bebber, David Parrish,
Tim Underhill and Chris Ashby. Burial was in Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Bebber, 71. Riley Court, Murray, died Tuesday. April 3, 2001,
at 12:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

1VLHS studentsjoin
•
in 66Kick Butts" Day
Students from Murray High
School joined thousands of kids
across the country who took part
in Kick Butts Day, a nationwide
initiative that makes students leaders in the effort to stop youth
tobacco use.
As part of the Kick Butts Day
celebration, MHS students participated in "The Great Cover-up"
by plastering the halls of the school
with posters aimed at preventing
tobacco use in teens.
These students, members of
Teens Against Tobacco Use, used
television announcements and giveaways to help promote the Kick
Butts Day.
Throughout the year, young
advocates have taken part in a
variety of activities to protect kids
from tobacco, including working
with legislators to develop policies that limit young people's access
to tobacco products and educating
their peers about tobacco companies' deceptive marketing practices.
One teen said. "There's nothing cool about bad breath, smelly
clothes, and tobacco-stained teeth.
That's gross."
Thousands of elementary, middle and high school students across
the country organized Kick Butts
Day events for Wednesday to fight
youth tobacco use.
Young people participated in a
variety of Kick Butts Day activities. such as surveying tobacco
advertising in their communities.
lobbying local officials to support
anti-tobacco ordinances and tossing caps. hats, jackets and other

Items carrying tobacco brand names
into giant dumpsters.
In 2000. tens of thousands of
kids carried out more than 1,600
events. This number is expected
to increase in 2001.
"Kids are a powerful part of
the solution to reducing youth
tobacco use, not just part of the
problem," said Matthew L. Myers.
president of the Campaign for
Tobacco-Free Kids, which cofounded Kick Butts Day in conjunction with New York City Public Advocate Mark Green.
"They prove this nationwide on
Kick Butts Day by speaking out
against tobacco with one powerful voice."
The Washington, D.C.-based
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
is the largest initiative ever undertaken to decrease youth tobacco
use in the United States.

The AIMS program (Adventures in Math and Science) is up
and running at Murray State University under the direction
of Doris Clark-Parham. AIMS is a federally funded TRIO
program which offers an intense math and science curriculum for students in grades 9-11, during a six week summer program. Barbara Moore (left). AIMS administrative assistant, and Annazette Fields, MSU director of Equal Employment Opportunity, are pictured with Clark-Parham at the
open house reception held for local guidance counselors,
MSU faculty and staff and other individuals who welcomed
AIMS into the group of TRIO services at Murray State. For
additional information about AIMS, call 762-3367.

Henry selected for
student of month
Drew Henry, a senior at Murray High School, was recently
selected as a Rotary Club Student
of the Month.
Henry has been involved in many
activities at Murray High School,
ranging from varsity football, baseball and track to Hi-Y and French
Club.
He is also a member of the
power lifting team, the yearbook
staff and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
His honors include being named
"Most Improved Running Back"
and "Special Teams Player of the
Year" in football. He was named
to the athletic All-State Academic Team.
Henry has attended a summer
architecture workshop at University of Kentucky, Kentucky Youth
Assembly in Frankfort and the
National Youth Leadership Conference in Washington, D.C.
Henry's parents are Dana and
Doug Henry and Monica Lucas.

CHICAGO (AP)- An ItalianAmerican organization on Thursday sued the makers of the HBO
television series "The Sopranos,"
charging the program wrongly portrays most of the ethnic group as
mobsters.
The American Italian Defense
Association is not seeking monetary damages or cancellation of
the cable series, but wants a jury
to declare that the show offends
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6.00%
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Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
interest rate is guarcompetitive
This
anteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00°0 Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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Court Square
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2000 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
St#01154.1, White, V-6, Auto,
A/C, T/C, 10K Miles

2000 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
sus012151, Blue/Gray, V-8,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, CD,
21 K Miles

1999 Dodge 2500 SLT
St#00379.1, 4x4, V-10, Auto.,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette.
Only 6K Miles

1999 Ford Ranger
XLT Sport
St#01264.1, White, V-6,
5-Spd., NC, Cassette,
21K Miles

1999 Jee

e, Power Seats,
44K Miles

1998 Cadillac
Sedan Deville
St#01244.2, Brown, Leather,
Full Power, 24K Miles

1998 Plymouth
Grand Voyager SE
St#00396.1, Maroon, V-6,
Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
67K, Miles

1998 Chrysler
Town & Country LXI stit01130 1, White, Leather.
All Power

1998 Jeep Grand
Cherokee LTD
St#01354.1, 4x4, Black, V-8,
All Power. Leather, 57K Miles

1997 Nissan
Altima GXE
St#00014.1, Silver. A/C, PIS.
P/B, 68K Miles

1997 Plymouth Voyager
St#01337.1, Maroon. V-6,
Auto., A/C, P/S. P/B, 7
Passenger Seating, 80K Miles

1997 Chrysler LHS
St#00414.1. White, Leather.
All Power. 42K Miles

1997 Chrysler Concorde
St#01184.2. Burgandy, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
72K Miles

1996 Dodge 2500 Club
Cab SLT
St#01252.3, P/U, White, V-8.
Auto., A/C, P/W. P/L, T/C,
Cassette, New Micheln Tires.
47K Miles

1996 Chevrolet Corsica
St#01052.1, Burgundy, Auto,
NC, 76K Miles

1996 Toyota Camry LE
St#01307 1, White, Auto, A/C,
P/W, P/L, T/C, 79K Miles

1995 Infiniti J-30
ststolin 1, Dark Green, 4 Dr
Sedan, Leather. All Power.
83K Miles

1995 Chevrolet 1500 ExCab Silverado P/U
St#01334.2. Black, V-8
Auto , A/C, PM, P/L, T/C.
44K Miles

1994 Jeep Cherokee
Sport
St#01160 5, 4 Dr White.
Auto, A/C, 98K Miles

1994 Chevrolet
S-10 Ext. Cab P/U

FREE

Satellite
500 N 4th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

With Free Installation.

$39"Per Month Is All You Pay
111511 •4•1%turk

Used Cars & Trucks

St#01312.1. White, V-6, Auto
A/C, P/W, P/L, Leather Seats.
89K Miles

Beasley
Antenna

The Only Satellite TV System You Get

PEPPERS

1995 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo

Art N99ANNO0

HURRY!Limited Time Offer.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this

Upon Request

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

753-4703

eriirnpoi
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Merck
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....57.75
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44.75 1.03 Microsoft
Caterpillar
15.52 - 0.34
46.60 + 0.12 J.C. Penney
Daintier Chrysler
40.35 - 0.45
47.99 0.79 Pfizer, Inc.
Dean Foods
96.15 - 0.55
80.14 0.56 Quaker Oats
Exxon-Mobil
15 15 - 0.30
27.79 0.88 Schering-Plough
Ford Motor(New)
44.15 - 0.45
41.22 0.98 Sears
General Electric
66.80- 0.35
52.45 - 0.98 Texaco
General Motors
17.66 - 0.07
GlaxoSmithRline ADR ..51.11 - 1.49 Union Planters
23.02 - 0.23
17.92 + 0.11 US Bancorp
Goodrich
28.70 - 0.511
22.98 0.41 UST
Goodyear
49.75 - 0.79
11".B 11'.A Wal-Mart
IlopFed Bank•
18'.
97.41 - 0.80 Worldcom Inc.
IBM
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NEW YORK (AP) - While
Gianni Versace created fashions fit
for rich humans, the late designer lived in a private world befitting an emperor.
Among the items that the Italian designer kept in his Miami
villa:
A plaque of a lion devouring
a dog, worth $15.000 to $20,000.
Nude figures in marble, stone
and paint - low-key compared
to Versace's outrageously sexy
gowns.
A
four-foot-high
German
Baroque barometer, decorated with
angels. reverse-etched mirrors and
scrolling foliage, worth as much
as $15.000.
Those items and other contents
of the home where Versace was
slain four years ago are being auctioned by Sotheby's. starting Thursday night and continuing through
the weekend.
The designer was slain in July
1997 as he walked up the steps
of his home by cross-country killer
Andrew Cunanan.

BOB
CORNELISON

Stock Market Report

unc - price unchanged

the dignity of Italian-Americans,
attorney Enrico Mirabelli said.
HBO responded. saying the company was "very proud of 'The
Sopranos.' We're hardly alone in
our assessment that the show is
an extraordinary artistic achievement."
The group is suing Time Warner Entertainment Co. under the
"individual dignity" clause of the
Illinois Constitution.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

investments Since 185,1.

stock

Versace auction
brings thousands
during weekend

Lawsuit sues 'Sopranos'

EASTER
ERCHANDIS

20010

The circus is coming to town!
Reynolds's family circus will be
at the Calloway County Middle
School April 10 and at Benton
Middle School April 12 as a fundraising benefit.
Tickets are available at only
$21 for five family members. The
fun begins at 7:30 p.m. each night
The Murray Chapter has a waiting -list with the names of seven
children waiting for their dreams.
The only ways to fund the dreams
of these seriously ill children are
through fund-raisers such as these
circus, softball tournaments (such
as the one scheduled for April 28)
or through private donations.
Groups and organizations are
desperately needed for fund-raising events. If your fraternity, soror
ity, church group. business, youth
group or club would like to be a
part of putting a smile on thesc
children's faces, call area coordinator Debbie Adams at 436-6295
or Melanie Rogers at 474-2028.
The Dream Factory is a 501(0(3)
non-profit organization. All donations are tax deductible. Donations
can be sent to P.O. Box 88, Murray KY 42071.
Volunteers are available to speak
to your group or organization.

DREW HENRY
After graduation from high school
he plans to attend the University
of Kentucky. where he has been
accepted into the architecture program.
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1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
)901)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Get a free dish Network digital satellite tv system
(Model 3822/3922) and free basic Professional
Installation through March 31, 2001. Just subscribe
to America's Top 150, the best value in TV entertainment for only $39.99/mo-

1994 Jeep Wrangler
St#00339 1, Green, Auto.
A/C. Hard Top. 91K Miles

1992 Chevrolet 3500
Dually P/U
St#01224.2, Black, Turbo
Diesel, Auto, NC

Chevrolet 3500 3x3
Crew Cab Dually

1987

St#553.1, Black, V-8, Auto,
A/C, P/W, P/L, 90K Miles

PEPPERS

Valid major credit card and 12-month commit
ment required.
TWORK

'S

t01084.2. White, Auto, Air
88K Miles
P/S,
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2400 E. Wood St
Paris. TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Alfie tells 'rest of story'

Taking care of business
WASHINGTON (AP) — Seventy-five days into his term, President Bush is taking care of business — big business, that is.
With a pace that thrills his
financial backers in corporate America. Bush's administration and his
GOP allies in Congress have unraveled several policies championed
by his Democratic predecessor.
New workplace safety rules
aimed at reducing repetitive stress
injuries have been rescinded. A
get-tough policy on federal contractors who violate labor or fraud
laws is reversed. New energy efficiency standards for appliances are
proposed for the junk pile, along
with tough new standards for
arsenic in drinking water.
And those with an eye on federal lands have won proposals to
suspend rules limiting hardrock
mining on public lands and a new
policy barring road construction
in many national forests.
The rapid undoing of Clintonera policies — many enacted in
the former president's last days in
office — is winning cheers from
interests as diverse as forest products and electric utilities.
"Bush was never a mystery on
the campaign trail, and he's certainly not a mystery as he begins
to implement his vision for this
country." said Bill Miller, political director for the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce. "He was an
unabashed, pro-business candidate."
Democrats, environmentalists
and labor leaders already are sharpening their political attacks.
"The public is beginning to see
an administration that can't say
no to special interests," said John
Podesta. President Clinton's final
White House chief of staff.
White House Press Secretary
An Fleischer rejects suggestions
that Bush is following the agenda of corporate America.
"The president thinks that we
are all in this together — business, labor, consumer — and that's
his approach," he says.
Republicans say Podesta's former boss is partly to blame for
enacting so many last-minute policies using executive orders and
regulations that bypassed the GOPcontrolled Congress.
Clinton "changed the government by regulatory fiat on things
he couldn't get through Congress,"
former House Speaker Newt Gin

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040.
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mit@ murrayledger.com

For more years than he cares
to admit, Henry Buchanan has
been carrying around the story of
Alfie.
It's a story he's rather familiar
with, given that he looks in the
mirror every morning at the man
Alfie has become.
It's not everyone who can take
the trials and tribulations of childhood and weave them into tales
packed with humor, a bit of sadness and some doses of wisdom
to boot.
But once again. Buchanan has
succeeded. "And the Rest of the
Story" marks the third installment
of Alfie's adventures.
Local readers were introduced
to Alfie in "Alfie's Story," and
followed his exploits with the goats
and his numerous siblings.
He was a rather inquisitive young
chap. with wisdom beyond his
years.
That became apparent in "Alfie
and the Moonshiners," in which
Alfie just about got in over his
head on an adventure.
"And the Rest of the Story,"
outlines Alfie's life as he grows
toward manhood.
Still with a penchant of sniffing out trouble, Alfie got more
than his share when he discovered girls.

WILLFUL THOUGHTS

As we share his adventures, we
see a growing maturity that fully
emerges when Alfie and his family are told that Papa was killed
by a Greyhound bus while out
walking.
Alfie decided then he didn't want
to be a Greyhound bus driver anymore.
Alfie was given his father's
railroad watch, "a tangible symbol of Papa's headlong rush through
the day."
With the watch in hand, Alfie
took the mantle of leadership on
his shoulders and left his childhood behind.
Buchanan will sign copies of
the Alfie books Saturday from 1
to 3 p.m. at On Cue.
Also available will be "The
Goat Also Laughed," the sequel
to his first book, "And the Goat
Cried."
"And the Goat Cried" is a collection of about 24 tales of humor,
wit, satire and tears. The sequel

features tales of some of the people
who
have
influenced
Buchanan's life.
One of the funniest tales recounts
a story from the days of riding a
school bus and a conflict between
one of the students and the bus
driver.
Without giving too much away
and ruining the surprise, I just want
to say that Buchanan very cleverly painted a picture of a 16year-old who got his comeuppance
in a puddle of water.
Buchanan has a gift for Southern humor, and these latest two
books are among his best. He has
also established himself as a writer
of philosophy and mythology.
Don't miss the chance Saturday to go visit with Buchanan and
swap tales.
And don't forget to ask him
about Oscar and Ethel, who
appeared in "And the Goat Cried"
and are next in line for a new
hook all their own.

FROM OUR READERS

AP ANALYSIS

Church plans
DAVID PACE

prayer time

Associated Press Writer
grich said.
The exit strategy left Bosh with
a series of "political land mines
that would make their allies happy
arid be a public relations problem
to reverse," Gingrich said.
Bush has not shied from the
task, however, clipping burdensome regulations that conflict with
his ideology.
To counter the criticism. Bush
sometimes harkens to former President Ronald Reagan's vision of
a smaller, less burdensome government. But most of the time,
the new president simply cites concerns that the rules or policies are
hurting an already sagging economy.
For instance, he declared that
he would not heed new carbon
dioxide emissions required under
the 1997 Kyoto global warming
treaty because "we will not do
anything that harms our economy." He cited compliance costs
when suspending the new arsenic
standards and signing the work
force safety rules repeal.
Gingrich said that argument is
"clearly palatable- when talking
about regulations where costs far
outweigh benefits. But much of
what Bush has done in reversing
pro-labor rules and in promoting
energy production is more ideologically driven, he said.
"For the team that won to favor
the people who elected it ... strikes
me as being pretty normal American politics," he said.
Not all administration efforts to
roll back Clinton policies have
gone smoothly. The Agriculture
Department
announced
plans
Wednesday to no longer require
salmonella testing on ground meat
that the government buys for school
lunches — a move championed
by the American Meat Institute.
But the White House backed off
that plan Thursday, insisting it was
never administration policy.
"The good news is that salmonella in kids' hamburgers is
going a step too far," said Podes-

MURRAY

ta.
Larry Noble, executive director
of the Center for Responsive Politics, characterized the administration's early pro-business tilt as
"the payback for the campaign."
"Republicans received a lot of
money from a lot of the interests
that are affected by these rollbacks and this is what they were
hoping for," he said. "They invested their money before the election and this is their payback."
Analysis by Noble's organization shows that Bush raised far more
money than Al Gore, his Democratic opponent. in all 10 business sectors of the U.S. economy.
The only sector that favored Gore
was labor.
The electric utility and coal
mining industries, for example, gave
nearly $560,000 to Bush, but only
$80,000 to Gore. Both industries
stand to benefit form Bush's decision to withdraw from the Kyoto
treaty and also not to regulate carbon dioxide emissions.
The forest products industry.
which stands to benefit if Bush
suspends the new ban on roadbuilding and most logging in about
a third of all national forests, contributed nearly $300,000 to the Bush
campaign, but less than $25,000
to Gore.
Bush's business-friendly attack
on environmental and health and
safety rules hasn't created the same
uproar among Democrats as did
similar moves by Reagan in the
early 1980s and Gingrich in the
congressional GOP revolt of the
mid-1990s.
But Podesta warned that will
soon change.
"People started out trying to
find common ground to get some
things accomplished," he said. "But
if they're going to govern from
the hard right, they're going to
get a much harder reaction not
only from Democrats in Congress.
but from citizens around the country."
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Dear Editor:
Tuesday morning when writing my weekly article for our church newsletter I asked our people
to pray for those who were laid off at Vanderbilt
and other places.
I felt that as a church and community we needed to be available to support our families and
friends during this crisis they were facing.
Just a few hours later while at a meeting at the
Ledger & Times I found out that Mattel was closing.
What can we do to help? We want to know.
On Wednesday night, April 11, at 6:30 we will
have a share time and prayer time for those who
are laid off or will be losing their jobs.
The public is invited to come. The meeting will
be held in our Fellowship Hall, 204 South 4th
Street, directly across the street from the sanctuary.
If you would like for us to pray for someone
specifically, please call the church office at 7531854 or e-mail us at fbcmurray@fbcmurray.org
Now is the time for our churches and community to come together.
We need to remember that this will be a time
of grief for many people and grief takes time.
When someone we love dies it usually takes
about two years to work through our grief. Jobloss grief also takes a significant amount of time.
Wendell W. Ray
Pastor. First Baptist Church of Murray
203 S. Fourth St.
Murray, KY 42071

Students took stand
against tobacco
Dear Editor:
,More than 400,000 people in the United States
will die this year from a smoking-related disease.
On April 4, "Kick Butts Day," students from Murray High School took a stand to stop youth from
getting hooked on deadly tobacco products.
We know that 90 percent of smokers started
using tobacco regularly at or before 18 years of
age. To give kids a fighting chance, we participated in "The Great Cover Up" by plastering the
halls of Murray High School with posters concerning the prevention of tobacco use by teens.
We hope that Kentucky legislators will take a
stand with us and earmark funds from the settlement between the state Attorneys General and the
tobacco companies for tobacco prevention programs
that have been proven to work.
Kentucky must act now to counteract the powerful advertising and promotional programs of the
tobacco companies through school and community-based public education programs.
Consider these facts: Each day, more than 3,(X)0
kids become regular smokers; one-third of them
will die prematurely from a tobacco-related disease.
Kids are not just part of the problem, we're
part of the solution.
And as students from Murray High School, we
want tobacco companies to know that on "Kick
Butts Day" and every day throughout the year, we
are going to fight them every step of the way.
Teens Against Tobacco Use (TATU)
Mary Schneiderman
Murray, KY 42071

Donations sought
for MSU campaign
Dear Editor:
I'd like to urge our community to give special
consideration to this important moment in Murray
State University's history.
It is an important moment in the history of the
Murray-Calloway and surrounding counties as well.
Consider the economic impact that this year-long
influx of 9,000 students and the attendant 1,500
faculty, staff and their families have on this region.
Consider the education opportunities that are
offered. Consider the sports and cultural events
that occur only because of the footprint of the
university on this area.
Think of the thousands of people who come to
the campus each year for speech, music, theatre,
forensic, agricultural events in the nature of seminars, clinics, workshops, concerts, tournaments and
camps.
Think of the dollars they spend here and the
impact that has on this area. What would this be
without Murray State University?
The University is in the final throes of the first
comprehensive capital campaign in the history of
the institution.
There was a time when private funding was not
essential to assist academic programs, assistantships, salaries and other resources. That time is
long past and competitive institutions must rely on
private funding sources to maintain and further
their niche.
The goal is $25 million. $23 million has been
raised or pledged. Donors to the campaign to date
come from across this country in gifts of magnitude to gifts of modest proportion.
Funds in this campaign have already established,
for example, scholarships, endowed chair positions,
endowed professorship positions, library enhancement endowments, telecommunications systems management resources, and a special environmental
education resource library.
The final $2 million will not be easy to raise
in the next three weeks, but it can and should
happen.
Pledges can be made over a three- to five-year
period and payments do not have to begin immediately or to be any certain amount.
A prominent Murray citizen said during last
fall's Founder's Day program that this was the
time for Murray State University to have a capital campaign and to make it successful.
It was viewed as not only essential in consideration of funding resources, but as an important
signal for the future direction of the institution.
I ask friends and alumni to consider the magnitude of the resources Murray State University
provides and the imprint it makes on this and surrounding counties.
Having done so, please give all due consideration to making a contribution to the Vision Quest
campaign.
Let's rise to this occasion like our forefathers
did when this community raised the money to
locate this institution "in the heart of Jackson's
Purchase."
Let's be part of the effort that insures a bright
future in this century.
Bob Hargrove
Murray-Calloway County
Vision Quest Campaign Awareness Chair
106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center
Murray, KY 42071
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Need Line
EVENT
releases its REMINDER
'needs list'
for baskets

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

We have received 7.72 inches of rain during the month of
March compared to 5.70 inches during the month of February,
according to John Ed Scott, local government weather observer.
Records show rain fell on March 4, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 22,
29 and 30. Fog was recorded on March 22, 30 and 31, and
thunder on March 4, 5 and 12.
A high temperature of 68 was on March 23 and a low of
23 on March 26 and 27. Average temperatures for the month
were 54 for a high and 25 for a low, as recorded by Scott.

Easter Egg Hunt Sunday
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and Franklin and Springer Colleges at
Murray State University will sponsor an Easter Egg Hunt on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the quad area in front of Lovett Auditorium. This is open to all interested persons. For information call
Courtney Williams at 762-2511.

Youth Sports group will meet
The Youth Sports Association will meet Monday at 6 p.m. at
Taylor Bus Sales, 641 South. For information call David Taylor at
759-4545.

'AAP Chapter plans publication
Murray Chapter of International Association Administrative Professionals® is planning a special insert in the Murray Ledger &
Times on April 24. Any business wishing to have a part in this
insert may call Jama Galloway, 753-3012, ext. 655. Funds will go
for Murray State University scholarships.

4-H Club Camp planned
Calloway County 4-H Camp is set for July 2-6 at West Kentucky 4-H Camp in Dawson Springs. Applications and camp scholarship applications are now available at the Extension Office. The
deadline to register is May 1 and camp applications and scholarship applications are due with a $20 deposit. For more information call 753-1452.

Gospel music event planned
West Kentucky Gospel Music Association's spring singing convention will be tonight (Friday) and Saturday at Southland Baptist
Temple, Yarbro Lane, Paducah. About 40 area gospel groups and
soloists will be featured at the program starting at 7 p.m. each
evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Williams Henry (Ted) Crutcher

Anniversary celebration
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry (Ted) Crutcher of Salem Road, Murray, will be honored at an event in celebration of their 60th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. April 8, 2001, at Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Murray.
Their children and grandchildren invite all relatives and friends to
join the couple for church services beginning at 11 a.m., a light lunch
immediately following, and fellowship until 2:30 p.m.
Relatives and friends are invited to share all or any part of the
event.
Mr. and Mrs. Crutcher were married April 19. 1941, in Stewart
County, Tenn., by the Rev. J.W. Nelson.
Mrs. Crutcher, the former Velma Judel Outland, is the daughter of
the late Wiley Plentice Outland and Nellie Dean Sills. Outland.
Mr. Crutcher, retired from Murray State University. is the son of
the late Henry Clinton Crutcher and Hontas Leona Wiggins Crutcher.
The children include Shirley Jones of Gracey, Betty Moreland ot
Wingo, Helen Spann O'Cull of Murray and Harrel Crutcher of Dr)
Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Crutcher have eight grandchildren and 13 greatgrandchildren.

PAW 111 TS 0
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Benefit sale on Saturday
200 Church-200 Mile Yard Sale" is planned Saturday by over
200 churches in West Kentucky and West Tennessee. This is an
effort to raise funds for the Reelfoot Rural Ministries. Local churches participating in this effort are Goshen United Methodist Church,
Highway 121 North at Stella. and Kirksey United Methodist Church,
Highway 299 in Kirksey. The inside yard sales will begin at 8
a.m. at both churches. For more information call Carol Brunn at
759-4275.

Your Pet Supply Headquarters
•PraPea.,, •Eagie •namiued
•Seeemee Deet • Euizawdet 9ood..1
7(pr

cg eat.:

1304-H Chestnut St.

Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

Need Line has released a list
of items needed to fill the baskets for the clients.
Food items needed include rice,
dry beans, canned meat, instant
'potatoes, bread, crackers, cereal and
juice.
Personal hygiene items needed
include shampoo, razors, men's
and women's deodorant, toothpaste,
adult and toddler toothbrushes,
sanitary pads and tampons and
toilet paper.
Cleaning supply items needed
include dish liquid, laundry detergent and bleach.
Any person having items to
donate are asked to take them to
the Need Line office, now located at 804 Story Ave., Murray.
near Grace Baptist Church.
For more information call 7536333.

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER
COUNSELING
SERVICES AVAILABLE
For Adults & Children
1-800-928-7273

The Ultimate
Cure
For Boredom!
BRAIIMS
REQUIEM
Paducah Symphony
Orchestra, Chorus and
\lurray State Concert Choir

Saturday, April 7
d 8PM - Paducah
Tilghman Auditorium

Sunday, April 8
'it 3PM - Murray,
,Lovett Auditorium

Tickets avail, in advance
or at the door. •
(270)444-0065 (local)
(800)738-3727(long dist)

The following is a reminder of
an event for the coming week which
had been announced previously in
the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
(Ted) Crutcher of Salem Road.
Murray, will be honored at a 60th
wedding anniversary light lunch
and fellowship on Sunday. April
8, 2001. All relatives and friends
are invited to be a part of any
time of the celebration during the
11 a.m. services at Locust Grove
Baptist Church, followed by a.
light lunch and fellowship until 2:30
p.m.

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,
or Social Event
in the
Murray Ledger
Times.
You'll be glad
you did!

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

Pokemon 3
G - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10
Blow
R - 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:35
Along Came A Spider
R- 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45
Someone Like You
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25- 9:35
Tomcats
R - 9:20
Spykids
PG- 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:20
Heartbreakers
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
0 Brother, Where Art Thou?
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:00 - 9:25
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Lodge training Saturday
An American Red Cross Relief Training Program, 4 1/2 hours
in length, will be presented Saturday at 10 a.m. for WOW Lodge
728 at the WOW Youth Camp. Mark Anderson will be the teacher.
Each one should bring a sack lunch. All lodge members are requested to attend.

JPFOB program Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present an evening
of music featuring Jim Hurst and Missy Raines tonight (Friday) at
7:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Exceptional Center. 198 Old
Symsonia Rd., Benton. There is no admission, but donations will
be accepted. These programs were previously at the Weaks Community Center. Murray, before the building was destroyed by fire.

Prom dresses available
Prom or formal dresses have been collected as a special service
to high school graduates for their proms. Prom dresses in sizes 8
and 9 have been donated. Any one interested in checking on one
of these dresses call Della Outland at 753-7378 or luta Hutson at
753-7663.

Oaks Couples plan Bridge
Couples Bridge ot Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the club. Hostess will be Shirley Wade.
phone 753-2220.

SUPPORT RELAY FOR LIFE
11-3A11,

L
- LIE

fte*
e
)OIive
OPEN
MON.THRU SAT.'I'D. MIDNIGHT
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the Historic Pigmy Library
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Churches announce weekend speakers
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship services for the weekend as
follows:
Seventh-day Adventist
Worship services will be Saturday at 9 a.m. with Sabbath
School to follow at 10:15 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rex. Terry Vasseur, paStor,
will speak about "Triumph. Tragedy
and Tribulation" with scripture from
Luke 19:29-44 at the 11 a.m. worship service. Dean Cochrum and
Margaret Nell Boyd will be in
charge of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor. will speak about "the Palm Tree Christian- with scripture from
Psalm 92:12-15 at the 11 a.m.
worship service and about "Jesus'
Last Words on Earth- with scripture from Acts 1:6-11 a the 6 p.m.
worship service.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at the 9 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. The non-traditional
service will be at 11 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Pastor Dennis Norvell will speak
about "Jesus: Minister and Mediator- with scripture from Hebrews
.1 -6 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. wor-

ship services. A musical/drama,
"Jesus. King of Glory," will be
presented by the choir, drama and
sign language teams of the church
at the 7 p.m. worship service.
Ryker Wilson is minister of music
with Susan Reynolds. Hazel Brandon, Anita Bradley and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship Training at 6 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. James Redmann,
vacancy pastor, will speak about
"Jesus Is Lord" with scripture from
Luke 23:1-49 at the 8 a.m. worship service. Sunday School and
Adult Bible Class and social hour
will follow at 9:15 a.m. Maundy
Thursday service with Holy Communion will be Thursday at 7:15
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. The choir will
sing a at the morning hour with
Ray Hays as chcir director. Dwayne
Fulkerson will sing at the evening
hour. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. and Discipleship Training at
5 p.m. For information call 7537321 or 436-2204.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Why did Jesus Have
to Die?" with scripture from I

NEW OWNERSHIP
Shawn & Julie Vest - New Owners

GASOLINE • DELI • GROCERIES
& RESTAURANT

Elite Convenience Mart
Lynn Grove
435-4500
Hwy. 94 West • Lynn Grove. KY
alk.1

-1°

Local Author

Henry A. Buchanan
"Teller of Tales Old & New"
L ..•
Will Be
At

OnvaPe

1 Books Nimes
mac.

Saturday, April 7th
from

1:00-3:00 p.m.
Cookies & Refreshments Will Be Served

ay it COOL is
aster and pick up
Easter Egg Cake fo
all your little bunnies
$899

Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. His morning topic will he "God's Priorities for Your Life" with scripture
from Psalm 103:1-6. Paul Adams
is minister of music with Kathy
Thweatt and Tonya Thompson as
accompanists. The sanctuary chon
will sing "Lamb of God.- Assisting will be David Ramey, Wayne
Cathey, Diane Basiak and Michelle
Grace Baptist
Paschall. Sunday School will he
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, at 9:40 a.m.
pastor. will speak at the 10:45
Westside Baptist
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
The Rev. Glynn M. On, pasJohn Wood is minister of music tor, will speak about "When Things
with Dwane Jones and Oneida Cave In Around You" with scripWhite as accompanists. The choir ture from Job 1:13-22 at the 10:30
will sing "Blessed Redeemer" at a.m.
worship service. Toinmy
the morning hour and "The First Scott is minister of music. The
Lord's Day" at the evening hour. choir will sing "When 1 Survey
Sunday School will be at 9:30 The Wondrous Cross" and John
a.m. and Church-wide singing at Scott will sing a solo. Also assist5:30 p.m. Jeff Prater is minister ing will be John Yezerski and
of youth.
James Foster. Jeremy Hudgin is
minister of students and Lisa Whitt
First Presbyterian
is minister of children. Sunday
The Rev. Ann Marie Mont- School will be at 9:30 a.m.
gomery. co-pastor, will speak about
First United Methodist
"Father, Into Your Hands I ComThe Key. Larry J. Daniel, pasmend My Spirit" with scripture tor, will speak about "Were You
from Luke 23:44-46 at the 10:45 There" with scripture from John
a.m. Palm Sunday worship serv12:12-19 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m.
ice. The choir will sing "Prepare worship services. The Rev. Norma
Ye the Way" with Margaret Boone Reed, minister of discipleship. will
as director and Mandie Green as be liturgist. Dr. Pamela Wurgler
organist. The Rev. David Mont- is minister of music with Joan
gomery, co-pastor, will be litur- Bowker as organist. Dr. Wurgler
gist. Also assisting will be Jeff will sing "The Palms- at the early
Wortham, Ross and Adam Meloan service and the choir will sing "How
and Tom Mawhorter. Korean wor- Blest Is He Who Comes" with Kristi
ship service will be at 4 p.m. and Green and Jonathan Weedman as
Contemporary Worship Service at trumpeters at the later service.
7 p.m.
Dwayne Sutton will have chil-

Corinthians 4:1-10 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about "Foundations of Faith: Samuel. Kings
and Chronicles" with scripture from
I Samuel 16:1-13 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Curtis Darnall
will direct the song service. Garry
Evans is involvement minister, Alan
Martin is outreach minister and
Nick Hutchens is youth minister.
A short worship service will be
at 5 a.m.

St. John's plans services
St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main St., Murray, will
have special services and events
starting Saturday and continuing
through the following week with
the Festival Eucharist at 10:30
a.m. Easter. April 15.
The Easter service will feature
a special procession and music.
An Easter egg hunt will follow
the service.
On the eve of Palm Sunday, April
7, a potluck supper with Bishop
Ted will he at 6 p.m. followed
by the Eucharist. ConfinnatiOn nd
Baptism at 7 p.m.
The Holy Eucharist, Rite
with Palm Sunday procession from
the Memorial Garden and the dramatic reading of Jesus' Passion
will be Sunday at 10:30 a.m. Bishop Ted will preach and lead the

Bethany Baptist
Church to hold
revival services
The Rev. Richard Sexton from
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church, Cadiz,
will be the speaker ar revival services at Bethany Baptist Church.
New Concord.
Services will be at 11 a.m. and
6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
For transportation call the pastor, the Rev. David Cunningham.
ii 416-5243.

759-2333
WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER

Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, located at Buchanan, Tenn., will have
revival services starting Monday
and continuing through Friday.
The Rev. Vance • Rushing, pastor of Bethel Baptist Church,
McKenzie. Tenn., will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. each
night.
Sunday worship services will
he at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. with
the Rev. Larry Jones. pastor, as

6712ah ih_e ,9043/20i PADriaimpit

Jerry Noblin
at the
Protecting Older Patients From The Cold

/OMR

0
0- 111

3980 Murray Paris Rd., Hazel, KY

April 8-12, 2001
Sunday Morning Services 10:00 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.
Evening Services 7:30 p.m.

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Pharmacist

Sunday School will be at 10:15
a.m. at Martin's Chapel and at 10
a.m. at Good Shepherd.

ing
For information call Lauren
Wolff at 759-8833, Charles Rose
at 753-2566, or Sandy Garfinkel
at 759-4284 (e-mail: sandygarf4Pjuno.com).

Rushing to speak at church

615-A Southside Shopping Center

1_
Walter Mehr

tor, said the drama will be depicted by 13 men from this special
program for their worship experience for Palm Sunday of the Lent
season.

Unitarian group to meet

You DREAM IT, WE THEME IT,

Walter's
Pharmacy

school/children, and Boyd Smith,
minister of students, will read
scriptures.
Music will include a handbells
solo by jean Gray, vocal solos by
Margery Shown and Media Erickson, and selections by Students in
Praise, Runnels Family, In One
Accord and sanctuary choir.
The evening worship will be at
6 p.m.

Two churches to host dramas

SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

As people get older. hes mas lose the natural ability to keep warm in the cold That situation
made worse if older people are inactive. ill. or taking certain medications That inability 1,,
,Ider people at risk for hypothermia. a body temperature that is 96"f or lower Vv'hile most pr
think it hypothermia as a condition that occurs only when ii is extremely cold. older peoto 6,1
A n astually suffer from hypothermia if indoor temperature is slightly cool -Signs ot hypothermia an include shallow breathing. slurred speech. sleepiness. clumsii,
(IA (infusion The hest was to tell is by taking a person's temperature lithe temperature ruad
is at in below %T. .all 911 immediately
Hypothermia can he presented Steps to present hypothermia in older people in( lutie
•Vind out it medication being used can affect body temperature regulation
Oress warmly in layers of clothing. even when indoors Hypothermia can even occur in bed
so wear warm clothes and use blankets
•F-.at hot foods and drink hot liquids to raise hody temperature
'Set the thermostat to at least brf- to 7f/T. ask your doctor of it should
he set even higher
•
find out about fuel assistance programs offered by utility companies
'
ir local offices on aging

ris, Dorothy Urbon, Diana Riedel,
Anita O'Neal, Bob Franks, Aaron
Maddox, Jo Royal, Debbie D'Angel°. Cindy and Chris Clemson,
Art Cripps, Paul Kurz, Bill France,
Tom Holcomb 11. Rich Radcliffe,
Don Brittain, Lynn Elkins and Ken
and Teresa Elliott.
Shiloh Worship Center
The Rev. Willie Rascoe, pastor, will speak at II a.m. worship
service with Sunday School at 10
a.m. Bible Study will be Thursday at 7 p.m.
Russell C. United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. worship
service Sunday and at 7 p.m. service Wednesday. Red Woods is songleader with Margie Charlton as
pianist. Sunday School will be at
11 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study
at 6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Tim Cole, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services. Gene On Miller
will direct the music with Gwyn
Key and Rhonda Lamb as accompanists.
Higher Praise Center
Pastor E.F. Clere will be ministering at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service and at the miracle worship service at 6 p.m. Todd Clere
is minister of music.
Apostolic Pentecostal
Dale Mewman will speak at the
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. worship services at the church at 5I3C South
12th St., Murray. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. For information call cell phone 994-3074.

Special service to be held

service with a festive reception to
follow.
Communion services will be at
7 p.m. Monday and Tuesday. ComA special service of prayers and
munion will be preceded by an wusic will he Sunday at 10:45
Evening Prayer service including a.m. at First Baptist Church.
meditative music and silence. The
Dr. Wendell Ray, pastor, will prePrayer Book Rite of Healing will side at the observance of the ordibe offered for those who desire nances of baptism and The Lord's
it.
Supper.
The Tenebrae service will be
Mike Crook is minister of music
Thursday at 7 p.m. During this with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
candlelight service of psalms. all Ray as accompanists.
lights are gradually extinguished.
Joetta Kelly. minister of presignifying evil's apparent victory
over Christ, and a dramatic ending symbolizing the closing of
Jesus' tomb.
-A drama of the Last Supper,"As
The Maundy Thursday service
will begin with an agape meal, I Have Loved- You," will be prefoot washing and communion at sented at the 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. wor6 p.m.. followed at 7 p.m. by the ship services at Martin's Chapel
stripping of the church in prepa- United Methodist Church and at the
11 a.m. worship service at Good
ration for Good Friday.
The Good Friday Liturgy and Shepherd United Methodist
Communion service will be at 7 ('hurch.
The Rev. Michael Blake. pasp.m. Friday.
The Great Vigil of Easter will
be at 7 p.m. Saturday. "This beautiful and ancient service of readings. music and Holy C7ommunion
was the most important event of
The Unitarian U ni‘ersalist Felthe year for early Christians,- said lowship of Murray will meet Sunthe Rev. Carolyn West, vicar of day at 4 p.m. in the meeting room
the church. It begins in darkness of St. John's Episcopal Church,
and ends in resurrection joy. A 1620 W. Main St., Murray.
Coffee and fellowship will be
reception will follow.
before and after each meetserved
The vicar invites the public to
inforservices.
For
more
attend the
mation call 759-8133 or 753-6908.

Weavenly Baskets
508 N. 12th St.• Murray
(270) 753-3111

moments. Acolytes will be
Katy Garrison and Emily Butler.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Richard Guill, minister, will
speak about "The Voice of The
Serpent #1" with scripture from
Genesis 3:1-8 at the 10:15 a.m.
worship serv ice and about "Jew!.
- Our Great High Priest" with
scripture from Hebrews 3:1-6 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Kevin
Smith will be song leader.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner,
minister, will speak about "The
Blind Man Saw It- with scripture
from Mark 11:1-11 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus
is choir director with Angie Thome
as organist. Tory Holton and Mark
Dycus will sing "At Calvary." Tori
Holton will be worship leader.
Acolytes will be Charlton Claywell and Joseph Benton. Erica
Cheatham is youth director.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. Hilda Jo
Rogers will have children's time.
Acolytes will be Alex Paschall and
Austin Flint. Assisting will be Darren and Valerie Clark, Hazel Lee
Boyd, Lawrence Overby, Keith
Brandon and Jerry Veazey.
Northside Baptist
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor,
will speak at the 10 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Max McGinnis is song leader with Jane Turner and Joy Young as pianists. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Fr, Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct masses at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. on Sunday. Assisting will be Carl Har-

&cif%

speaker. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and Discipleship Training
at 5 p.m.

Pre-Easter revival
services to be held
at Trinity church
A pre-Easter revival will be at
Trinity United Methodist Church.
State Rt. 1241 off Highway 45
North. Mayfield, according to the
Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor.
The Rev. Eulas Greer of tamden, Tenn., former pastor at. several churches in Calloway Cohnmy. will be ,the speaker at services at 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7
p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
Special music will be by Gospel
Echoes of Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, Sunday: Ronnie Lear, Monday. LaNan and
Shelly Davis. Tuesday: and Youth
group from Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church. Wednemlav

CALL

CRIME 411411

seroppou;
OF MURRAY AND
„ALLOWAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500
Everyone is invited to stay after the morning worship service for a potluck driller

Ti.'. dul

sivocuriecltap

%vomiter alum*

of viity.,
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Mu,/ -cty Ca/to14%ay County
Directory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Worship

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10:10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship 9-00& 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6:00
Services
p.m.
Evening
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Say:.
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 pin.
9-:00 a.m
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATEST HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
8,9:15 & 10:30
Sun. Schools
6:0Q D.M.

a.m.

etfor4
tvhm

(p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 a.m. ft 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
5:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m
1st Sunday
2:00 pm
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p in
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 am.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m
Church
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p m_
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Diacipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a,m
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun, Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HAR1140NEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Service
730 p.m.
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7p
Sundays - Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
114

"What is impossible with men is possible with God"
Luke 18:27
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
-9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
700 p.m
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays(
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
1000 am.
Evening Service
6:90 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
10:30 a.m.
1030 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
9:50 a. m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:30 .in. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m_
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m

es/ I/mos/es if"

4M

513E
For All Special Occasions
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-000GF•JEF P

tritc•-r-i•hts la

LECTRIC

206 E. Main

SUPPLY

EQD"

"Serving Your Needs for Over 25 Years'
403 S. LP. Miller • 753-0212

1

d"sh

500 North 4th Street
270-759-0907
FORD

rn
Arbgt

753-4522

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-St.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
S a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
915 a.m.
Christian Education
5 15 p in
Wed Holy Fuchanst

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNTTY CHURCH
Worship
1030 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

Isis ppirsA.:4•

se/te. mt./et-

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11-00 a.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
TAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
2:00 p.m.
Thursday
7:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITEDEFT'HODIST
Worship
..{146114,4t. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
1000 a m.
Worship
900 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Worship
10:00 a. m

PRESBYTERIAN

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
16:00
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10.45 a.m. & 7 p in.

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
930 a.m.
Church School
1045 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a m.
10:30 a.rn
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a in.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a m
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m & 7 p.m.

/,‘•.•;Ni/oh%

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincolnaercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Call in or fax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax: 759-3329
firs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

753-9383

rt,
v VOA T

sc,.0000

4cr

Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-II p.m.

ot.E.A r
1510 Chestnut

Michelin 1?egill -

753-1489
Good,g I,

fulf; Mile

St. • Murra);IAt Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
118 N. 7th St.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707

"We have over 50 years experience
in design and craftsmanship"
and your loved
We
here to

are

serve you
753-1962

ones

Thi 4)

Murray Bank

Member FDIC

Flovv Banking Should Be

Murray
Appliance
212 E. Main St.

S. 121h St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626

405

Murray

West Main

753-1586

626S

Murray.
Kentueig

4th St

FREE COFFEE WITH PURCHASE OF GAS
Chuck Jones & Tina Cunningham Owners
(270) 753-7773

641 Super Shell

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.
lllit1 Quality Lubes & Fuel

RENTAL•SALES

Hwy. 641 North

OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
1000 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 am.
Sunday School
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p.m.

COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
_iinday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

-A.10
(NE 14
SF

753-8194

SATELLITE & ANTENNA

GALLERIES

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

.5 prem. rt

BEASLEY'S

WOODCZPIFTES

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 am.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 am
Evening Worship
600 p.m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.rn.
6:00 p.m
Evening
Wednesday
7:00 pm

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.

Street

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

200 East Main Street • 753-8201

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

FIVE STAR

••• ••ete

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CENTER

LUTHERAN

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY 00000

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Building Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Cain's*

Au

U

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a..m.

METHODIST

CHRISTIAN

D al2

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
.2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed.

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Evening Worship
6100 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10-.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:15 am.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Holy Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
fi:00 n m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5-.15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m., II a.m. &6 p.m.

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.rn.
Sunday School
11:00a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL ANIE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11-00 a. m

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
753-0440

S. 12th St.• 753-9131
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
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'Breds' offense erupts
to pound Aces 14-5

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

SHORT GAME...Murray State shortstop Mike Voyles lays down a leadoff bunt in the bottorn of the third inning. The bunt keyed a six-run rally, which propelled the 'Breds to a
14-5 rout of Evansville Thursday at Reagan Field.

DiMarco holds early Masters
lead; Woods not concerned
Tiger 65 just three days alter playing
AUGUSTA. Ga. IAP)
Woods stared at his ball, dazed the course for the first time.
Steve Stricker and Argentina's
and a bit confused after another
putt rolled awry in the opening Angel Cabrera breezed to 66s.
Another shot back were Phil Mickround of the Masters.
Just as quickly, he pulled him- elson, Lee Janzen and John Husself together. Woods putted out, ton.
In all, 14
removed his cap, shook hands with
the others in his group and erupt- players scored in
the 60s. the most
ed in a giant smile.
This guy isn't worried. Not in for a round since
1995.
the.. least.
So,
where
"There's four days,- said Woods,
Woods?
who holds three major titles and was '
wants to complete the set. "It's After putting his
awfully hard to go out there and first shot in the
shoot in the mid-60s every day pine straw and
his second in a
in a major."
WOODS
he
Still, it was hardly an over- bunker,
whelming performance by the wound up with a bogey. He meanworld's greatest player, carried out dered through the next 17 holes
on an Augusta National- course with barely a fist pump, nary a
that is rarely so forgiving. With spectacular shot.
He made only one birdie on a
moist greens and barely a trace
of breeze, Thursday was a day par-5 and finished at 70 — a bit
of a letdown for the huge galfor scoring low — real low.
Rookie Chris DiMarco took leries that followed him around
advantage, shooting a 7-under-par all day. hoping to catch a glimpse

P.

of history's finishing touch.
"I played pretty solid," Woods
said. "I hit a few good putts, misread a few. But overall, I'm pleased
that I got off to the start I was
able to get off to."
Woods was certainly aware that
he's never scored below 70 in the
opening round at Augusta — not
even in 1997, when he won the
Masters with a record 18-under
total.
That year, he also started with
a 70, then buried the field over
the next three days.
"No one is going to shoot 15, 18-under par in a round," Woods
said, showing off the devilish grin
that must drive rivals crazy. "Any
time you shoot in the red in a
major championship on the first day.
you are going to be in all right
position."
Then again, no one is going to
lay down and just let Woods do
something that had never been
done — hold all four major championship at the same time.

„,..,•

BINDS
BASEBALL
BELMONT
Saturday at 1 p.m.
Reagan Field MSU
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High boys' and
girls' tennis were on opposite ends
of the spectrum versus Heath Thursday at MHS.
While the Tiger boys (2-0) posted a 9-0 victory over the Pirates,
Heath's girls topped the Lady Tigers
(0-2) by the identical score.
In boys' singles, Murray's Boone
Lane and Reid Johnson both registered 8-1 victories against Adam
Bateman and Chris Leeper, respectively.
James Quertermous and Michael
Montgomery posted 8-3 wins over
Cagle
and
Wesley
Stephen
McSparin, respectively, while
Chase Lambert downed Micah
Thompson 8-2 and Josh Dunn
defeated Bryan Stigall.
The Tigers lost just three games
in doubles play as Lane-Quertermous beat Bateman-Cagle 8-2,
Dunn-Lambert blanked StigallThompson 8-0 and MontgomeryJohnson routed Leeper-McSparin 8On the girls' side, Heath's Jaclyn
Leeper, Lindsay England, Becky
Schaberg and Heidi Atkinson collected 8-0 singles wins against
MHS' Mandy Brown, Megan
Haverstock, Blair Lane and Mallory Rudolph. respectively.
The Lady Pirates' Catherine
Wright triumphed 8-2 over Sarah
Rall as Holly Atkinson defeated
Meghan King 8-5.
In doubles action. Leeper-England downed Haverstock-Rudolph
8-I, Schaberg-Heidi Atkinson
stopped Brown-Rall 8-2 and
Wright-Holly Atkinson held LaneKing at bay 8-5.
Murray's six-match homestand
continues today at 4 p.m. when
the Tigers and Lady Tigers host
Marshall County.

..1r
* --kMIKE OHSTROM,Ledger & limes photo

Murray High's Tom Masthay hopes to get the maximum
distance on this jump during Thursday's Tiger Time Trials at Roy Stewart Stadium. Four schools — MHS, Calloway County, Graves County and Fulton County — participated in the practice meet.
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Sheets, Brewers fall to Astros
major league
Mets 7, Braves 1
Rick Reed (1-0) pitched a threehitter for his first complete game
since October 1999 and delivered
a two-run single in a three-run
second.
New York won two of three in
Atlanta after having lost 21 of 27
at Turner Field. Rey Ordonez added
two RBI singles, and Jay Payton
went 3-for-5.
Odalis Perez (0-1), in his first
game since July 22, 1999. allowed
four runs — three earned — and
eight hits in four innings. He
missed last season following reconstructive surgery on his left elbow.
Rockies 11, Cardinals 2
Pedro Astacio gave Colorado
its third straight solid outing. and
the Rockies swept a season-opening three-game series at Coors
Field as Ron Gant and Todd Helton each hit three-run homers.
Astacio (1-0) struck out 10 in
eight innings, allowing one run,
six hits and no walks. Colorado's
three starters gave up four runs
in the series for a 1.69 ERA.
Matt Morris (0-1) gave up 10
runs — six earned — and I I hits
in three-plus innings.

/I

k
.k

error plated the second run.
Third baseman Preston Weatherly followed with a two-run single, second baseman Todd Satterfield rapped a base hit and Garner Byars reached on a fielder's
choice to account for the rest of
the scoring.
The Aces scored two runs each
in the eighth and ninth innings,
but it wasn't enough to overcome
Murray's big lead.
Russelburg (4-3) pitched 7 2-3
innings, allowing three earned runs
on eight hits, striking out eight
and walking just two. Relievers
Rick McCarty and John David
Poynor combined to pitch the final
1 1-3 innings.
McCutchan led the hitting attack,
going 2-for-4 at the plate with
three RBIs. Seets, Bidwell, Voyles,
Weatherly and Satterfield also had
two hits apiece.
Evansville starter Vince Serafini (3-4) took the loss, allowing
six earned runs on nine hits, striking out two and walking one in
five innings of work.

Murray
splits
tennis
matches

L0000ng Jump...

.•,

fully, he will learn and get betBy The Associated Press
In his major league debut, Ben ter."
Richard Hidalgo hit a two-run
Sheets gave up one run for each
homer and Chris Truby got his
Olympic ring.
"Between the adrenaline and third homer in as many games for
trying to pitch, I lost it some- Houston. 3-0 for the first time in
where," Sheets after the Milwau- 13 years.
"For his first big league start.
kee Brewers lost to the Houston
Astros 8-2 Thursday night. "I've he was very aggressive." Truby said.
got to try to stay relaxed and not "At certain points, he might have
lost a little hit of his command,
try to do too much.Sheets, who starred for the gold but he came back with his fastmedal-winning U.S. team last year's ball. When that works, he can get
Sydney Games, gave up five runs a way with a lot."
In other NL games, it was New
and six hits in six innings, a contrast to his three-hit shutout of York 7. Atlanta 1; San Francisco
8, San Diego 2; Los Angeles 7,
Cuba in the gold medal game.
"You don't want to give up Arizona 5; Colorado 11, St. Louis
five runs in six innings and a 2; Chicago 2. Montreal 1: and
two-run home run to the eight hit- Cincinnati 4, Pittsburgh I.
At Enron Field, Wade Miller
ter with the pitcher coming up next."
Brewers manager Davey Lopes (1-0) struck out a career-high 11,
said. "I'm trying to find some- allowing two runs and six hits in
thing good, but no matter how 7 2-3 innings.
Milwaukee headed home for
you cut it, five runs in six innings
Friday's opening of Miller Park with
is not good.
"He's got to improve and, hope- an 0-4 record, the, worst in the

brought the first run across on a
fielder's choice.
First baseman Brett McCutchan
picked up the biggest hit of the
inning, a three-run triple down the
right field line that broke open
the game.
Designated
hitter
Ronnie
Seets and catcher Zach Bidwell
also had RBI hits
as the 'Breds led
6-1.
Murray added
two more in the
fifth as Voyles
and right fielder
Josh Ridgway connected for RBI
singles to stretch the lead to 8-1
entering the sixth inning.
The 'Breds effectively put the
game out of reach in the seventh,
scoring six runs on five hits and
taking advantage of one Evansville error.
Seets scored the first run of
the inning on a single from Bidwell, and the 'Breds were off and
running. A hit batsman and an

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two big innings propelled the
Murray State Thoroughbreds to an
easy 14-5 triumph over Evansville
Thursday afternoon at Reagan Field.
Murray (17-14-1) scored six
runs in both the third and seventh innings to build a 13-run
advantage (14-1) while starter
Aaron Russelburg held the Purple
Aces to just one run through seven
innings.
Evansville (15-9) picked up that
run in the top of the second as
designated hitter Joe Noel reached
base after being hit by a pitch
and then stole second base. Second baseman Blake Wheaty followed with a double to right center to plate the run.
However, the Aces' one-run lead
would be short-lived as the 'Breds
erupted for six runs on six hits
and took advantage of one error
in the bottom of the third inning.
Leadoff hitter Mike Voyles' bunt
single was the first of three straight
hits as MSU loaded the bases for
left fielder Billy Moore, who

Serving You For 40 Years

M
111111•••••1111110111•4.
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6
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Schedule change
Calloway County's baseball and
softball games for Thursday were
canceled because of wet weather.
No make-up dates have been set,
but the Lakers will host Ballard
Memorial today at 6 p.m.

W • WI!
Motorola V2260
Dixieland Shopping Center
Digital Phone
teleihoind litertleite• on Chestnut St
$19.95
FREE Swivel Clip
FREE Colored Covcrs (2)

CELLTOUCH, nc.

Veriarwireless

11
1

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
$19 95

We service what we sell!

1100 minutes

rethible nn new one yew service &prominent Subiect creell OW& re sanyal Flea. be dined b emity
arrnination of cx:ontroct Othisr restrictions may apply El(pirse 4/15/01
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SPIRIT AWARD...Murray State sophomore cheerleader Heidi Holmes received the Ginger
Adams Spirit Award at Thursday's MSU men's basketball awards presentation. Holmes
(right) is joined by Adams' parents, (from left) Hafford and Joanna Adams.

Orioles
outlast
Red Sox

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

By The Associated Press
With just four runs and 12 hits
in 29 innings, the Baltimore Ofioles still managed to win two of
three from the Boston Red Sox.
Derek Lowe walked Melvin
Mora with the bases loaded in
the ninth inning Thursday night.
giving Baltimore a 2-1 victory.
"You get confidence in winning the series, and bigger confidence in winning these type of
games," Baltimore catcher Brook
Fordyce said. -Those are the kind
of games you have to win."
Held hitless by Hideo Nomo
one night earlier, the Orioles managed six hits off Frank Castillo
and three relievers.
"I know we can hit,- Boston
manager Jimy Williams said.
In other AL games, it was New
York 1, Kansas City 0; Anaheim
10, Texas 3; Toronto 11, Tampa
Bay 0; and Minnesota 9, Detroit
5.
At Camden Yards, Buddy Groom
(1-0) got two outs in the ninth
after Jason Johnson, 1-10 a year
ago, gave up one run and seven
hits in 8 1-3 innings.

"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
Philadelphia
0 1.000
3
1
Montreal
2
1 .667
1 .667
1
2
New York
Atlanta
2
2 .500 1 1/2
3
Florida
O
3 .000
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
—
Houston
0 1.000
3
Cincinnati
2 500 1 1/2
2
1
2 .333
2
Chicago
1
2
Pittsburgh
2 .333
O
3 .000
3
St Louts
4 000 31/2
O
Milwaukee
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Colorado
3
0 1 000
01.000
—
San Francisco
3
1
1 .667
Arizona
2
2 .500 1 1/2
Los Angeles
2
San Diego
O
3 .000
3
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia, 1205 p.m
N.Y Mets at Montreal, 6:05 p.m
Atlanta at Florida. 6:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Houston, 7-05 p m.
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 705 p.m.
San Diego at Colorado, 8:05 p.m
St Louis at Arizona, 905 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
3
0 1.000
1 .750
Toronto
3
Baltimore
2
1 .667
Boston
1
2 .333
Tampa Bay
1
2 .333

GB
—
1/2
1
2
2

Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
2
0 1 OW
Minnesota
1
1
Chicago
1
500
1
1
1
500
Cleveland
Detroit
2
O
2 000
Kansas City
O
3 000 21/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
667
—
Seattle
2
1
1/2
Texas
2 500
2
Anaheim
2 333
1
1
Oakland
1
2 333
1
Today's Games
pm.
Tampa Bay at Boston, 1205
.
Minnesota at Kansas City, 1.05 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago White Sox, 3:05 p.m
Toronto at N Y Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Seattle at Texas, 705 P.m.
Anaheim at Oakland, 9.05 p.m

Now may be the per ect time
to look into refinancing!

Home
ownership
may be
more
affordable
than
you
think

Fixed Rate Mortgages
625% APR*
15 Year
30 Years D 740/ APR*

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times

RACER RECOGNITIONS...Murray State men's basketball players honored at Thursday's
awards presentation are (front row, from left) Antione Whelchel, Dick Cunningham
Rebounding Award; Justin Burdine, most steals; (back row) Isaac Spencer, Bennie Purcell Assist Award, Tom Moran Most Courageous Award, Jeff Martin Senior Award and
Joe Fulks Most Valuable Player Award; Chris Shumate, Howard Crittenden Free Throw
Award, Rex Alexander Scholar-Athlete Award: and Cuthbert Victor, Garrett Beshear
Defensive Award, best field-goal percentage. Not Pictured is Andi Hornig, Garrett
Beshear Defensive Award.

Racers smash Samford 4-2
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Murray State men's
tennis team won three of the four singles matches
played Thursday en route to a 4-2 win at Samford.
The Racers (9-5) — whose roster includes just
five players — opened the match by winning two
of the three doubles matches to earn the doubles
point before running off three singles matches for
the win.
In singles play, junior Thiago Gondim won over
Chuck Haddox 6-1, 7-6 while senior Alex Sundsten
defeated Andres Leaf 6-2, 6-3. Freshman Zakaria

Bahn topped Clive Yeo 6-4, 7-6. Freshman Alex Hoy em
fell to Samford's Raphael Bohli 6-2, 76.
The No. 1 singles match between MSU junior
Nikola Aracic and Samford's David Misner was
unfinished after the Racers clinched the match-winning fourth point. The No. 6 singles match was forfeited to Samford's Colin Thompson.
In doubles, Aracic-Sundsten beat Bohli-Misner 86 while the team of Gondim-Hoyem was an 8-6
winner over Haddox-Yeo. Murray was forced to forfeit the No. 3 doubles match to Samford.
MSU returns to the courts today, visiting 18thranked Auburn at 1:30 p.m.

GOT SCORES? CALL THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES AT 753-1916

Up to$13000in
factory-to-dealer rebates
on select 2000 and prior model year JET SKI watercraft

Or

No Points!
Let Jerry D. Smith or Bob Manning discuss with you how you may be
able to realize substantial savings on your home loan with today's
lower interest rates. It's just one more way The Murray Bank is
working to make your life just a little bit easier!

for 120 days on any new 2001 model
Rebate offer valid on all new 2000 and prior year JET SKI' watercraft models Financing offer valid on all new 2001 JET SKI* waterr
models. Offers good for a limited time while supplies last Financing available to qualified buyers on approved credit Restrictiiv, ii•7
See dealer tor details Spprificat,on and ;Ince% subiert to change

at

Stop by our Main Office at 405 South 12th Street
or call

753-LOAN

O interest
O payments

-•e.e 6h me

The1)
Murray Bank
'Rates quoted as of 4/2/01 and apply to loans of $100,000 or more

0 down

Member

FDIC

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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T'ai Chi activities planned
- Over 50,000 people in 80 countries will celebrate the Third Annuli World T'ai Chi and QiGong
Pay April 7 with a world relay
of calm starting in Australia and
ending in Hawaii at 10 a.m. local
time, worldwide.
Locally, the T'ai Chi Association of Murray is sponsoring activities at the Calloway County Public Library starting at 9:30 a.m.
with a training session for beginners. People new to T'ai Chi can
learn enough in this session to
participate in the 10 a.m. celebration.

Charles Brenner, a master teacher
from the Society for Research and
Application of Nanlaoshu in New
York City, will be on hand to
share a few words about the
immense potential T'ai Chi has
for improving health and productivity.
The primary purpose for this special day is to educate the world
to the profound benefits that T'ai
Chi can offer to personal, social
and world health. According to
Hong Kong's South China Daily
Post ,'"A simple desire to make
everyone healthier has prompted

World T'ai Chi and QiGong
Day....'"
This year, the first of the new
millennium, World T'ai Chi and
QiGong Day corresponds with the
United Nations' World Health Day.
T'ai Chi is a calming, beautiful exercise for all ages, emphasizing breath control, visual and
mental concentration, and slow and
balanced movement. The Chinese
say that those who practice T'ai
Chi will achieve "the pliability of
a child, the vitality of a lumberjack and the wisdom of a sage."
In addition, there is a growing

body of evidence showing that this
simple, ancient mind/body workout is effective therapy for a host
of health conditions including high
blood pressure, sleep disorders,
chronic pain, anxiety and depression, attention deficit disorders,
multiple sclerosis, fibromyalgia.
lupus,
disease,
Parkinson's
migraines and AIDS to name only
a few.
The public is invited to participate in this free, local event. For
more information, call 759-2568.

Pageant to be
held at MSU

Most events have Mg
one champion. Last year,
Regay For Lie had 1.5 million.

The Miss Murray State University Scholarship Pageant will
be held Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
The pageant is held annually
to recognize Murray State students
who excel in academics and collegiate activities.
Campus organizations nominate
two women each fall who are then
interviewed by a panel of faculty
and staff judges. From these nominees — more than 50 per year
— the judges choose 15 pageant
finalists.
Contestants will be judged on
their interview skills, poise and
involvement in campus activities.
The top five finalists will receive
scholarship money for the next
semester.
The newly crowned Miss MSU
will represent the university at area
events during the coming year.
Participating in this year's pageant are: Christina (Tina) Maria
Andolina of Springfield, Ill.; Whitney Catherine Arnold of Hardinsburg, Ky.; Maria Elizabeth Brock
of Murphysboro. 111.; Lindsay Raegan Chamberlain of Murray, Ky.;
Jayme Duncan of Madisonville,
Ky.; Andrea Fisher of luka, Ill.;
Rebecca Francis of St. Louis, Mo.;
Ashley Elizabeth Hailston of
Honolulu, Hawaii; Julie Hallemeier
of Bridgeton, Mo.; Jennifer Hibbs
of Calvert City, Ky.; Holly Elizabeth Hudson of Sullivan, Ky.; Hannah Rose Lovell of Greenville,
Ky.; Christina Michelle Napper of
Wise, Va.; Ashley Olson of Ambler.
Pa.; and Meagan Renee Wright of
Metropolis, Ill.
The public is invited to attend
the pageant. Admission will be
charged

Last year over 2,800 communities across the country held a Relay For Life
event. This year we need you to join our community in championing our cause of
eliminating cancer as a major health problem for all Americans.This unique activity
is a celebration for families who are surviving cancer and an opportunity to remember
those who have lost the fight against cancer. It's an event that not only helps the
American Cancer Society raise money for cancer research, education, advocacy
and patient support, but also your opportunity to get involved.
And did we mention fun? There will be plenty of entertainment,food and
activities to make this year's Relay For Life better than ever. There is no finish line...
until we find a cure for cancer.

ow o ecome a
financial visionary.

SIGN UP TODAY!

Finding a way to protect your
money from inflation doesn't
require a crystal ball. Check out
www.savingsbonds.gov
to find out more about
Series I Bonds from
the U.S. 11-easury.

Call Paul or Rosanne Radke
at 759-1442 or
Toll Free 1-800-ACS-2345

111341WA11611
belmelYwdaSkAncrOGY.

AMERICAN
SOClETY
CANCER
tfrfA ProrS .14-Kmvars.

BATTLE OF THE CHAMPIONS...The Murray State University men's and women's intracollegiate sports and recreation
basketball champions recently participated in the annual
"Battle of the Champions" at the University of TennesseeMartin. This spring's women's team was Alpha Gamma Delta.
Shown (left to right) are team members Rebecca Francis,
Sara Williams, Amanda Miller, Jenny Moss, Tara Dunn, Amber
Alexander and Jessica Cardin.

BATTLE OF THE CHAMPIONS...The Murray State University men's and women's intracollegiate sports and recreation
basketball champions recently participated in the annual
"Battle of the Champions" at the University of TennesseeMartin. This spring's men's team was Butta. Shown (left to
right) are team members (back row) Paul Johnson, Russell
Stray, (middle row) Bo Alexander, Tony Goins, Jhirmaine
Miles, Justin Grooms, (front row) Howard Dillon. Byron
Phelps and Calvin Williams.

MSU students
compete in 'Battle'
The, Murray State University
men's and women's intracollegiate
sports and recreation basketball
champions recently participated in
the annual "Battle of the Champions" at the University of Tennessee-Martin.
These playoff matches were
started two years ago by MSU
intramural coordinator Allison
Epperson and UTNI intramural
director Gina Warren to encourage good sportsmanship in intramurals.
Each semester, a men's and
women's team at MSU is chosen
in either flag football or basket-

ball to travel to or host UTM.
To be eligible for the match,
teams must have a winning record
and maintain a sportsmanship rating of all 'A's and 'B's.
"By doing this, the intramural
program is rewarding good behavior by offering teams some real
bragging rights," Epperson said."So
far, the playoff matches have been
very' successful and have sparked
great excitement among all the
teams."
This spring semester, Murray
State teams selected to participate
were Alpha Gamma Delta and
Butta.

www.savingsbonds.gov

For cancer information cali I -800-ACS-2345 24 hours a day. seven days a week or visit US on the web at WNW cancer org

FISH FRY SPECIAL
MUST SELL BY APRIL 30TH

Cedar Log Siding
32 x 60 Model 866
3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 1,717 Sq. Ft.

(Northern
Insulation
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•Solid Oak Cabinets
•20 S/S Refrigerator
•40 Gal. Water Heater

ctiaminon

SftethilPuce
Same Location Since 1965
—established in 1946Across from Peppers Chevrolet- royota

NEW HOME MODEL CENTER

2427 E. Wood St.•Paris

•Fiberglass
'Deluxe Range

•Dishwasher
•2 Ceiling Fan,,

,64/
dijet qood tit*a Sc
cHammon
Homobuiickers C.

642-4891
1-800-642-4891

Menus for the lunchrooms in the Murray City Schools for April 9, 10
and II have been released by Judy Clark, food service director. The city
schools will be out April 12 and 13 for a mini break.
Janice McCuiston, food service director for Calloway County Schools,
said the schools will be out for the week of April 9 to 13 for the annual
spring break.
Menus, subject to occasional change. have been released as follows:
••
•

MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs: Tuesday - Power bar; Wednesday - breakfast
pizza. Toast, cereal, juice and milk are served daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, chicken pattie sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, clief
salad; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, peanut butter sandwich. Peanut butter and jelly sandwich is available each Monday. Vegetables, fruit and milk
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - waffle sticks; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast;
Wednesday - Poptarts. Toast, cereal, juice and milk are served daily. .
ikunch
londay - bar-b-que ribette, club sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - chicken
nuggets with bread, grilled cheese sandwich. Vegetables, fruit, milk, ice
cream bottled water and fruit roll-ups are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monay - peach turnover; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday banana nut muffin. Toast, cereal, juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - taco
salad bar, chef salad with crackers, French bread pizza; Wednesday - tray
lunch - cheeseburgers, hamburgers, hot dogs. French fries, fresh fruit,
cookie. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, vegetables, fruit and milk are
available daily.
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Sarah Duncan
City Clerk
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
PAST DUE 2000 PROPERTY TAXES
Total Due

Name - Property Address

$316.09
$290.25
$362.57
$65.24
$14.25
$274.19

A R C Properties LLC - 1607 Campbell
Accomazza, Edward - 1001 Vine Street
A,shcraft, Dwayne - 201 S. 13th
Bagwell, Harlan - Bagwell Mnr.
Behavioral Medicine Inc. - Tangibles
Betts, Charles - 624 Broad
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home Inc. - 413 S. 4th St.
Tangibles
Marvin - 101 N. 17th
Brandon, Christina - 123 Riviera Cts
Brandon, Edward - Trailer Fox Meadows
Bridges, Clayton - Roberts Ind. Sub
Brights of Murray - 110 S. 5th Street
Burress, Travis Gene - 1603 Catalina
Campbell, Barbara Dale - 1712 1714 1716 Brooklyn
Campbell, Herbert - 116 Murray Estates Drive
Cathey, Mary Brandon - 1802 College Farm Rd
Catlett, George E. - 1707 N. 4th
Catlett, George E. - Cherry
Catlett, George E. - 707 S. 3rd
Cavitt, Theresa Ann - 103 Spruce
Chambers, Paul - 400 & 402 N. 4th
Chambers Window Tinting - 400 N. 4th Tangibles
Clark, Pamela B - 1505 Clayshire
Clothes Doctor - 521 S. 12th Tangibles
• Coats, Terra - 407 N. 1st
• Coles, Lenice - 105 Clark
Colson, Donald Wayne - 303 N. 6th
Computer Graphics Inc. - 1301 Chestnut Tangibles
Cook, Jeremy - Trailer Riviera Courts
Cornelison Inc. - Tangibles
Cornelison, Robert St Gale -109 S. 15th
Costello, Lins - Fox Meadows B-7 Trailer
Cothran, Edna - 1621 Martin Chapel Road
Crick, Norma - Trailer Riviera
Criss, Nicole - 207 Cherry
Cullen, Maude - 1704 Calloway
D & M Market - Tangibles 403 Sycamore
Daniels, Judy - Trailer Coach Est. E9
Danner, Ronnie.. 1004 Poplar
Datta, Bonita - Trailer Holly Green Park
Dillard, Golden - 215 Spruce
Dillingham, Mary - TR Riviera
Dolphin Capital Corp. - Tangibles 88 Spruce
Doughty, Phillip - Trailer Fox Meadows A4
Dugger, Aaron - Trailer Coach Estates
Duncan , Anthony - Trailer Riviera Cts. #22
Duncan, Jerry Don - Trailer Fox Meadows E20
Edwards, Jerry L. - 1201 1203 Main
Edwards, Jerry L. - 505 Main
Elkins, Ray Lynn - 1607 Olive

$736.34
$126.33
$20.69
$59.64
$83.52
$892.93
$184.97
$1,146.50
$628.41
$206.69
$320.65
$26.69
$43.56
$201.86
$1,849.19
$11.42
$402.75
$1,042.45
$16.22
$169.71
$118.27
$573.38
$55.75
$34.28
$1,471.51
$114.17
$79.13
$63.54
$49.18
$378.65
$22.45
$69.38
$70.07
$80.51
$156.06
$24.59
$17.86
$69.38
$71.33
$47.95
$53.42
$3,705.45
$338.46
$692.04

aoyle,

$234.00
$242.04
$410.79
$410.79
$40.17
$402.75
$471.41
$310.36
$13.03
$97.39
$174.54
$21.85
$671.25
$1,134.01
$151.23
$8,044.76
$1,177.68
$22.64
$386.68
$28.48
$32.37
$511.25
$106.39
$24.59
$88.87
$547.40
$531.32
$47.57
$164.89
$112.66
$181.78
$659.89
$189.83
$105.42
$75.22
$16.22
$17.84
$78.09
$110.25
$116.26
$973.29
$619.71
$250.08
$330.43
$16.78
$40.17
$130.33
$26.52
$812.58
$42.11
$1,119.24
$26.69
$627.75
$59.64
$583.99
$892.93
$692.04
$34.33
$20.69
$475.08
$164.83
$691.75
$852.75
$1,567.23
$1,567.23
$231.44

Logan, Edward L & Denise L - 1500 Dudley
Mason, Steven - Welch Drive 41V-3-27, 28
Mason, Steven - Welch Drive 41V-3-29, 30
Massey, Patsy - 806 N. 19th

Legal*

Legals

Legals

Ellis, Mitchell - 415 N 6th
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed - 321 N. 5th
Emerine, Opal - 104 S. 15th
Farley, Jason - 1105 Olive
Farmer, Jo Ann 8z Carl - TR Riviera
Ferguson, James R - 219 S. 11th
Fields, Edward A. - 2218 Gatesborough
Fox, Jerry D. - 502 Pine
Gammons, L D - Pine
George, Marion - Trailer Holly Green Park
Gertzen, Joseph - 510 Beale
Gilbert, Johonna - Ash
Green, Jeffrey Scott- 49-57 Princeton Drive
Greene, Ronald L - 1546 Canterbury
Grogan, Fedelia - 112 N. 7th
Hacker Spears LLC - 1202 S. 12th Holiday Inn
Hale, Jimmy Joe - 1900 N. 12th
Harris, Brad - Trailer Riviera 218
Harrison, Bessie M - 402 S. 11th
Hart, Donald Jr - Trailer Fox Meadows C5
Have Mop Will Travel Beverly A DE - Tangibles
615 A 3 S 12th
Herndon, Lola - 1509 Belmont
Hester, David - Trailer Riviera Courts
Ho Mur Development Company - State Rt 121 N
Holbrook, William - Trailer Riviera Courts #40
Holland, David - 1635 Miller
Hornbeck, Roper - 1409 Main
Hornbuckle, James - 225 L P Miller
Hornbuckle, James - 506 N Cherry
Hornbuckle, James - 504 N 6th
Hornbuckle, James - 502 Elm
Hornbuckle, James - 1310 Kirkwood
Hornbuckle, James R - 601 S 4th
Hornbuckle, James R - 509 N Cherry
Houston, Michael - Trailer Riviera Cts 255
Hubbard, Louise Est - 409 N. 1st.
Hubbard, Louise Est - 105 Pine Street
Hudspeth, Lindsey - 404 Cherry
Hutchins, Billie G 210 S 15th
Imperial Business Credit Inc - Tangibles
1358 St Rt 121 South
James, Hafford G 222 S 12th
James, Stewart 1619 Kirkwood
Jennings, M Shane - 205 N 6th
Johnson, Michael Stephen 606 Sycamore
Keeling, Donnie Trailer Riviera Courts
Kentucky Plantation Company - N 16th Street
King, Jerry D - 209 Pine
Kingins, Kim - 165 Riviera Cts
Knotts, Wayne - 1616 Farmer
Koehler, Daniel - Trailer Riviera Courts
Kosmider, Matthew D - 2006 Melrose Dr
Landrum, Gloria & Willa Clovis & Ca - 202 Mulberry
Lanham, Richard - 1010 Payne
Lassiter, James D- 100 Fox Meadows C6
Lassiter, James R - 2022 Gatesborough Circle
Lassiter, James R- 604 S 12th
Lassiter, James R - 1654 Calloway
Lee, Christine - Tr Fox Meadows
Lee, Fred - Trailer Riviera Cts 211
Lee, Leamon Sr - 506 Pine
Leslie, Ruby Jo - 1606 N 4th Street 2 Acres
Loewen Kentucky Inc - Tangibles 311 N 4th St

Listed below are individuals, firms and corporations who have failed to
pay 2000 City of Murray property taxes. The amount set opposite the
property owners name is the amount delinquent taxes, penalty and
interest. In addition to that amount, a $3.00 publication charge will be
added each time the delinquent account is published. Unpaid property
taxes become a lien upon the described properties until paid in full. The
City of Murray utilizes the tax foreclosure method authorized by KRS
91.481 - 91.527 for collection of unpaid taxes.

010

010

Legals

Legals

Legals

Legals

(Editor's Note: Public Notice advertising plays a unique role both in American history and in the process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its one
premise is that people must be informed if they are to govern themselves completely. Public Notice advertising first came into being with the Congress of 1792. That
body, recognizing its responsibility to the people, required the Postmaster General
to advertise for bids for the construction of new post offices. From that inauspicious
beginning to the complex publication requirements in federal, state and local laws
today, government officials have come more and more to understand their obligations to inform the public through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over the
years have been the vehicle by which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will
continue to be as long as the public demands that it be informed frequently and by
the best means possible.)
010

010

010

010

010
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$772.40
$49.13
$278.98
$266.14
$65.48
$507.21
$459.00
$434.90
$1,656.33
$32.37
$67.44
$1,177.68
$571.50
$475.08
$20.69
$250.08
$12.21
$86.95
$551.44
$74.10
$195.48
$81.06
$450.97
$716.16
$13.03
$26.52
$173.88
$370.61
$571.50
$78.09
$359.60
$217.93
$121.98
$199.44
$17.84
$1,956.79
$555.43
$47.95
$74.10
$3,142.95
$114.17
$81.06
$22.64
$14.84
$788.12
$13.82

Massey, Patsy Wilson 805 Guthrie.
Matthews, Teresa - Trailer Riviera Courts
McCallon, J James - 1700 Didson
McKnight, Christine E - 1103 Mulberry
McMillan, Billy - Trailer Coach Estates E-10
Miller, Robert G - 1519 Johnson
Najdek, Charles J - 1613 Farmer
Nall, Dennis C - 1715 & 1717 Wells
Nance, Dale G - 801 Doran
Nance, Thomas - Tr Riviera #125
Neal, Chris - Tr Fox Meadows D-6
Outland, Kenneth & P Thompson - US Hwy. 641 North
Outland, Kenneth Oran - 706 Glendale
Padgett, Elmer E - 1309 Kirkwood
Page, Tim - Tr Riviera Courts 057
Parham, Alvin - 507 Cherry
Perry, Rudolph - Ash St.
Perry, Willie - 407 L P Miller
1.-Perry, Willie - 1707 Calloway
1st
Perry, Willie Earl - 408 N
Physician Resources PSC - Tangibles
Pinkston, Ray - Trailer Fox Meadows C2
Plunkett, Susan G - 304 N 17th
Poe, James Edward - 1505 Henry
Poe, Joseph D Jr - 114 Ash
Preston, James - Trailer Riviera Courts #12
Prime Leasing Inc - Tangibles 1307 S 12th Street
Ray, Larry & Marilyn - 107 S 15th
Ray, Larry G - 102 S 14th
Reed, Neal - 404 L P Miller
Riley, Jason - Stanford Drive
Robinson, Daniel Eugene - 1615 Miller
Ruff, James - Trailer Riviera Courts #90
Rutledge, Anthony - 405 N 1st
Rutledge, Dwight G & Robert D - 502 L P Miller
Sarver, Kimberly - N 16th St Brittany Ridge A1-A4
Sellars, Tony M - 1665 Ryan
Sheridan, Kayla - Trailer Coach Estates A2
Sigma Chi Epsilon Tau - Hughes
Sigma Chi Epsilon Tau - 103 N 14th
Smith, Douglas - Trailer Riviera 137
Smith, Randy - 100 Fox Meadows A-14
Snell, Teresa - Trailer Riviera #55
Soenkson, Matt - Trailer Riviera Courts 252
South Half Dev Co - N 12th Street
Sparks, Maggie Martin - 400 N 1st
Sports Outlet DBA Dennison Hunt - Tangibles
1203 Chestnut
Staples, Charlie E - 1505 Doran
Stephenson, Mike - Trailer Fox Meadows B17
Stickler, Marilyn. 1503 Henry
Student Housing - N 16th Street
Tacker, Susan - Trailer River Road
Thomas, Jerry - Tr Riviera #192
Thompson, Pamela & K Outland - Tangibles
Turnbow, Ben - 1103 Poplar
Uzzle, Cindy - Tr Coach Estates E-012
Vaught, Christopher - Tr 116 Riviera
Verwey, Mary Katherine - 406 Chantilly Dr
Walley, Robert - Trailer Coach Est Al
Walls, Ural L - 201 Cross
West KY Restaurants Inc - Tangibles 104 S 5th Street
West KY Restaurants Inc - 104 S 5th Street
Wilkins, Rick - 'I`r Riviera Courts #16
Williams, Charles H - 522 Shady
Williams, Greg - 511 Stone Ridge Lane
Wilson, Billy L - 1503 Belmont
York, K Lee - Tr Coach Estates G-7
Young, John P Jr- 1505 Oak

$2,666.14
$495.95
$86.91
$611.69
$79.13
$15.21
$83.02
$89.07
$459.00
$24.59
$20.69
$587.57
$59.64
$138.38
$597.57
$410.79
$47.95
$282.22
$780.44
$370.61
$59.64
$732.22

CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

753-1916

Display Ail.

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $7 00 minimum lot day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 evtr3 for Shopper TUOl Chi,vifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 extra for blind ivix

1141h

Just Say "Charge It"

010

VISA

020

020

-

INVITATION TO BID

Happy

The City of Murray is accepting proposals
from qualified waste management companies
to transfer and dispose of solid waste received
at the Murray Transfer Station. Interested
bidders may obtain the necessary bidding
information by contacting Don Rogers with
the City of Murray at 270-762-0380.
Proposals to provide this service must be submitted to the Murray City Clerk, City Hall,
207 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 by
1:00 p.m. on the 19th day of April, 2001. The
City reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. All proposals shall be sealed and
marked on the outside "Solid Waste Bid." Bids
will be opened at this time and the bid price
announced. Decisions on awarding the contract will be made at a later date after evaluation by the Public Works Committee, city
staff and City Council. Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of the firms experience,
(•apacity, financial strength, conformance to
solid waste plan, cost, and responsiveness to

30th
Birthday
to the
cutest
lawyer in
town!

Open Daily
Monday- Fnday 9:30- 4.30
Saturday 9:30- 3'00
WEDDING

FREE
PALLETS

RI LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

Opening April 9th

753-1916

Year

Make

Plate No.

Year

Make

Plate No.

Loet and Found

HELLO TO
GOOD BUYS

LOST 2yr old, male, chocolate Lab in Dexter/ Almo
area red collar and tags
$250 Reward
(270)534-8526
Leave message

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

West
Kentucky
Recycling

906 N 17th Street • Mayfield ler
510 S 4th Street • Murray, 10'
020
Murray
(270)767-9295

Auto Information - $35.00 Each Vehicle

050

Sat., April 7th
11 a.m. til ??
at Conoco
618 S. 4th St.
Donations
will go
to Benefit
Relay for Life"

...XN!ddie anqstoo

Name
\Luling Address

LAST seen on & Chestnut
St Monday small mixed
breed male dog 2 white
front legs. tail that curls
over back No collar
Reward. Please call if
seen, child's pet 7534828
MISSING dog Male strip
ed brown/brindle Missing
from 94East at Purdom
Rd 7 miles east of Murray
No collar on dog Reward
Call 759-4671

WE NI

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

CAR WASH

City of Murray 2001-2002 City Auto Stickers

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

PHOTOGRAPHY'

request for proposals.

6TH Annual Doll Show
Free appraisals
April 7th. 2001 10am-4pm
Cherry Civic Center
2701 Park Ave
Paducah, Ky
$2 per person under
12 yrs free

Now accepting spring
and summer merchandise
Men women and
children's, toys and
accessories

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ORDER FORM

NOW OPEN
Buttons & Bows
2nd location
412 Main St Court Square

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues 1
Wed. 1
Wed 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Happy Virthday

Legal Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

PLEASE HELP!

\lake check to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's Office, 20
So. 5th Street. Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped. sell
addressed envelope or $2.00 to cover cost of mailing.
\lay 31st is last day to purchase auto sticker without a 10%. penalt\
100% penalty will he applied on July 1st. Questions call 762-0350

For your Convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
Accepts
Visa &
r--"qtgirg
MasterIANt
rCard
Maste
' VISA
L.
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Announcement'
NOTICE
House Speaker Jody Richards pleased
with citizens'response to cleanup week

RN- LPN
Green Acres is looking for
caring individuals to join
our health care team We
currently have openings
for 6p- 6a Sat and Sun
every weekend You work
12 hrs get paid 16 We also have an opening for
part-time 6a- 2p every other weekend For additional
information contact April
Cornelius at 247-6477
Anyone interested may apply in person

Frankfort - With early estimates showing an increased amount of garbage being
picked up during the just completed
Commonwealth Cleanup Week, Kentucky
House Speaker Jody Richards called the
third-annual event "the best ever."
Speaker Richards, D-Bowling Green, sponsored the legislation in 1998 that created
ANNOUNCEMENT OF
Commonwealth Cleanup Week each March.
FACULTY POSITION
two
first
its
during
that,
Statistics show
Instrucyears, more than 37,000 people participated Lecturer (EMT-B
tor). Murray State Univerof
tons
17,000
than
more
removing
in
Occupational Safety &
garbage and cleaning up nearly 600 illegal sity,
Health, Full time, 10
dumps. More than 188,000 tires were
month, non-tenure track
removed during this time.
position to begin
faculty
While it will be later this year before the August, 2001. QualificaEnvironmental
Natural Resources and
tions: Master's degree reProtection Cabinet compiles the totals for quired (occupational safety
range
broad
a
noted
today
cabinet
2001, the
and health or related field
of cleanup and recycling projects across the preferred) Professional
Commonwealth. In Clark County, for exam- certification is required
ple, a highly successful metal recycling drive (Kentucky Certified EMT-B
was held at a local retail store parking lot, Instructor).
Candidate
while in Kenton County volunteers cleaned must have teaching expethe shores of Doe Run Lake. Franklin nence and meet the qualiCounty residents tackled one of the state's fications of the new Kenworst open dumps, and Marshall County tucky EMT-B Instructor
officials reported more than 2,100 tires were regulation. Good oral, writpicked up. In Lincoln County, roadsides ten and interpersonal skills
' were cleared of trash, while Eastern are essential. EMT-B field
Berea's experience will be preferand
University
Kentucky
Beautification Organization sponsored simi- red. Responsibilities: Full
time teaching and adviselar cleanups in Madison County.
"I thank and congratulate the citizen vol- ment of students, universiunteers, public officials, solid waste coordi- ty service, scholarship/ renators and other county employees who search and curriculum decoordinated and participated in the 2001 velopment Application
Commonwealth Cleanup Week," Speaker Deadline: May 10, 2001.
Richards said. "I am extremely pleased that To Apply: Send letter of
vithousands of Kentuckians are committed to application, curriculum
tae, academic transcripts
these
As
state.
our
of
beauty
the
preserving
graduate education, and
examples show, their effort benefits every- of
names. titles, addresses
one."
and phone numbers of
060

060
Help Warded

Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Computers
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out just because you have an Apple
computer Call the Mac
Doc! Hard drives, Internet
modems
connections,
software upgrades, print
mg problems, whatever I
can help!
753-5778
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet. On 121S.

436-5933.
9a m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
SNOW WHITE IS A
TROUBLEMAKER!
And so are the thousands
of other viruses that attack
your PC Call today for a
professional on-site scan,
removal and inoculation of
your computer
The Computer Guy
759-9560

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

Want to Buy

FOR sale by owner- 2
cemetery lots in Murray
Memorial Gardens $1.800
(901)836-5595
FREE
Consultation
to design your new
kitchen cabinets
Call Missy today at
Myers Lumber
753-6450
JERRY'S Sporting Goods
in Mayfield
Kirby & Orek vacuum
cleaners, bags belts, hoses
•LARGE Igloo dog house
$30
•Chain link dog pen
6ftx8ttx4ft high $70
Call 753-0487 after 5pm
MACHINE quilting
$3150 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MOTORIZED Jazzy wheel
chair. Motorized recliner lift
chair- light beige Call 7530988
PUSH mowers, three new,
one used
Coffee table with drawers,
heavey glass cover
753-5881
STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area. Special 8x10 $725.
Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale
$2.00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
VARIOUS shop equipment
for sale- brake, tire, computer equip., air compressor, tire racks, and various
office supplies, new and
used tires and tubesmake a bid on all, must
sell 270-767-0101.

For

JERRY'S Sporting Goods
iriMayfield
Motorcycle helmets, goggles shields, and accesoflea

Homes For Sale
12X60 2br., 2 bath, located off Hwy 94E, 2 miles
from Kentucky Lake All
appliances, gas heat
Asking $13,000.00
474-8783
474-8715
474-2276
1993 16x80 3br., 2 bath.
Front/back covered porch.
Large 2 car carport w/attached storage building,
on 2 acres. $38.000. OBO
489-2945
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939.
GREAT location 3br, 2
bath doublewide w/add on,
Central H/a, 24x30 garage, 2 out buildings. quite
area at town edge within 1
mile of MSU, churches,
and Wal-mart. Must see to
appreciate. Call 753-0955
for appointment.

14X70 mobile home. 9 ar
ces, 24x30 gar for rent,
new concord, Ky. Must
have ref. All appl.
436-5504.
HAZEL. 2br., appliances.
Washer & Dryer, lease. &
deposit. 492-8526.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

• We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
Appliances
three references to . Dr
collectibles 270-759-3456.
David G Kraemer, DepartANTIQUES
ment of Occupational
Old toys, advertising
Large Selection
Safety and Health, Murray
items, antique furniture
State University, 157 Inand primitives.
dustry and Technology
buy 1 or all!
We
APPLIANCES
Center, Murray. KY 42071Call 753-3633 ask
Ward-Elkins
3347. Women and minorifor Larry
On the Square
ties are encouraged to ap753-1713
ply Murray State Universi- FROST free refrigerator,
ty is and equal education stove, gas heater, electric
160
and employment opportu- heaters, good used carpetRome Fignisrlings
ing, storm windows 753nity. M/F/D. AA employer.
4109.
ATTENTION! 362 EntryBEAUTIFUL large antique
WANTED
level Truck Dnvers needed
go carts & bed, new custom sized
Riding
mowers,
NOW! No expenence necmattress & box spring, true
4 wheelers that need
essary Our drivers earn
value at $1,000. 753work
$600 to $900 per week
8734..
436-2867
plus benefits. NO CDL?
150
No problem! Training is
150
Midas
available with no employArticles
For Sale
ment contract. Get on the
For Bete
ar,
road to success call
WERNER TODAY! 1-800* DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE *
242-7364
BUSY Law office seeks to
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel has a limadd Legal Secretary/Paraited amount of quality dealer space available
legal Pay commensurate
for rent and welcomes new antique/colwith experience Send to
Secretary/Paralegal
lectible dealers. It's a sideline that many peoPO, Box 1040-L,
ple are doing for fun and profit & cost less
Murray, Ky 42071

USED

OPENING APRIL
z.„"t•
-kkotvickb
EXPRESS
HOTEL CeiSuITIES

1504 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Agricultural
Workers Needed
05/15/01 to 01/15/02
06/01/01 to 12/20/01
Wages: $6.39, $7.00 and $8.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing providing to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local state employment service
office.

WANTED
TECHNICIAN
•ASE Experienced
Preferred
Others may apply
with automobile
experience
Contact
Mark Lundquist
Service Manager

Brandon
Auto World
270-753-5315
Or

800-455-5315

Immediate
Openings For
Security
Guard
Position

SOCIAL Security disabledWe can get you approved
No fee unless you win'
Personal representation by
retired Social Security executives and associates
You win with us'
1-800-782-0059
SPARE- time work, Fulltime Income, Use our catalogs, to get big orders
Distnbutorships opening in
this area For a limited
time only.
Call 1-502-588-5779,
No Fees- No Obligation

than $1.88 per day fora 10'x10' rental space.
Your merchandise is marketed 7 days a week
by our professional staff. We take care of the
sale hassle and furnish you detailed computer generated sales tracking reports and
monthly statements. Experience the
Charlie's Antique Mall advantage.. "We

want to be your antique mall." Charlie's
Antique Mall, 303 Main St., PO Box 196,
Hazel, KY. 42049. Call 270-492-8175 or
Email: charlies10@aolcom
a.

•‘•A
434 070....44•01
.4.:` trrar Mace to be

& Childcare

All Shifts Available
Security Guard or
Military
Background
Necessary
Contact Excel
Services

270-759-8383
PART time grounds hely
er Starting pay $6 50 per
hour 437-4113 E 0 E
PHYSICIAN'S office has
opening in business office
Must have excellent communication skills, knowledge of billing, insurance
& coding a plus but will
training Send resume to
Receptionist
P.0 Box 1040-X
Murray, KY 42071
PHYSICIAN'S office seeking medical transcriptionist
to assist with filing also
Send resume to
Transcriptionist
PO Box 1040-X
Murray, KY 42071

CHILD Care Center now
hiring Must be 18 yrs old
and have high school diploma Come by 1610
Ryan Ave, for application
auto
EXPERIENCED
technician needed at Harlan Automotive, ASE certified preferred but not re
gutted. Call 767-0101 if interested
-5-1-. immediate opening
N7F
for resort housekeeping
Call Susan
270-436-2345
JANITOR service
seeting a few good peo- PRINTING Opportunity.
ple While training will be Use your production skills
part-time Quick advance- and leadership abilities as
ments and can lead to suManager
Production
pervisor placement Apply Salary in mid 30's, plus
by appointments only Call
benefits
Beverly 759-4222. leave
wwwinnovativeprinting corn
name, phone number and
(270)753-8802
message for calling
Security Guard
O.T.R. DRIVERS
with experience needed
NEEDED
Military background helpNew trucks arriving in ful Fax resumes to
March Run for Murray.
(270)444-0389
Ky. based carrier. 28e a
mile, no NYC! Minimum Wanted Day & night servone year driving 0 T R
ers with experience Apply
Clean driving record Call in person after 2pm at PaPat Maloney 270-759ghat's
0124 or 270-994-4864

WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553

150
Articles
For Sete

100
Business
OFP0rtimitY
CARRY out or delivery
Pizza franchise
Financing available for
qualified individual
Call Lance or Neil
1-800-310-8848
SALE or possible lease
Operating Restaurant
Will qualified for liquor licenses Large property w/
other uses E-mad/
land42071 @ yahoo com
or Write
1809-B Westwood
Murray. Ky 42071

27FT above ground poo
wall needed equipmen
and treated deck Cal
753-3712 anytime
BILL Gaither
concert tickets
Saturday, May 5th
Nashville Tn
753-1376 after 5pm
cHAIN Link dog pen
10x10x6 $50
Call 435-4021
ENTIRE collection costumes jewelry, many old
pieces Some sterling silver Also jewelry armoire
436-6275 after 5om

160
Home Furnishings
WHITE "farmhouse" table
with 4 chairs and matching
hutch. Small dresser with
mirror New cherry finished
vanity with stool. 489-2357
Lawn &Garden

300
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
7300 sqft insulated building w/office space on 3.76
acres. 14x14 doors, truck
parking, gas heat, 400
amp 3 phase electric, 3
miles from Murray on
121 N. 270-354-2269

Apertrnents For Rant
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 Bedroom apartments
appliances furnished including dishwasher, washer & dryer no pets we take
care of the yard work day
753-4937 night 759-8926
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2. 3br apts furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR $125/ month 4354035 after 4:30
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator DAN, W/D. Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR Efficiency Apt Partial
utilities paid $150./ mo.
No pets 753-2934 or
753-5094

Lawn & Garden

FOR SALE
"

MULCH
$20.00 A Scoop

Public Sale

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

2BR, 2 bath duplex ga
rage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, new townhouse, central, garage, 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex
1808 Monroe $325/mo
753-9621
1BR furnished apartment
Partial utitilies paid, C/H/A.
laundry room furnished
Lease and Deposit. No
pets. $350. per month.
1606 Miller 753-0932 or
753-5898.
apt.
furnished
1BR.
$200/mo. + deposit No
pets. 121 N. next to Fairgrounds 753-3139.
3 or 4br, Diuguid Drive
Coleman RE 759-4118.
4br,, Townhouse
Coleman RE. 759-4118
A nice 2br duplex apt on
quiet dead-end street on
Story St Appliances furnished w/w&d hook-up,
central gas H/A No pets
deposit required 753-7185
Available May 1st
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
437-4113
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus 7535980 or 753-1203 after
5pm
ATTRACTIVE 2br, C/H/A.
washer/ • dryer Private
clean, and quite Ref and
Deposit No pets Hwy 641
S Call 492-8634
Forgot
•LARGE BEDROOM in
Share
pleasant home
large living room, kitchen
& bath, w/d, Walk to Hospital or down town industry $170 plus deposit of
$125./ 70 Channel Cable
& Utilities included expect
for phone references 7539211

Computer Services
190

arm Equipment
gate
CATTLE-HEAD
$17500
'Seeder & fertilizer spreader 500Lels with on tractor
w/3pt hitch $225
George Poole 436-5598
.iftor 6PM

WANT ADS WORK
Heavy Equipment
KOMATSU D-20A7 dozer
$16,500 OBO 759-4959

1BR like new. appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR , efficiency $150/mo
Partial utithtes paid 7539826
1BR., furnished or unfurnished $195 to $225, low
utilities, no pets Cell
phone 994-5066 or 7533949
2BR duplex CentraVH/A,
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished. Coleman
RE 759-4118

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

310S. 4th St
Office Building.
753-4703.
Pets & Supplies
AKC Chinese Pug Ready
to go $300 753-0600
AKC Yellow Lab pups. Parents on site. Pedigree
available. $225.00 901642-7186.
CARE for your pets while
you are away. Reasonable
rates. 759-2099.
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
390
Livestock & Supplies

I

2BR brick house in Hazel
with garage, central gas
heat & air. 753-6117.
28R. 1 bath house, washer/ dryer PlOokup Fenced
back yard $275/ month
435-4035 after 4:30 or
leave message
3BR brick house- 503
Lynnwood Court- Great location- Call 759-1693 for
more details
3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A newly
redecorated $495 per
plus
month
security
(270)474-2520
RENT, Buy, Rent to Own
2, 3, & 4br Houses
753-4109

RETIRED
GOING OUT
BUSINESS

Furniture, giftware,
yard & garden and
more!

April 5-7 &
9-14
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Inside barn at
3550 Shady
Grove Rd.,
Paris, TN
731-642-3582
31 2 miles N. of
Hwy. 79 N.
Land For..Rent Or Lease

Want to lease
tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8790
Restarts!,
HALEY Professional
Appraising.
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"
KENTUCKY Lake

Lake Property

Ake
111211

INCREDIBLE WATER
FRONT LOT FOR SALE

This is absolutely the best lot on KY Lake.
Year round water on Main Lake. The view
from this lot is breathless. Located at the end of
a cul-de-sac for privacy. The most gentle slope
to the water of any lake lot on the market.
Dock permit available. This point lot is .52
acre and has 191' of shoreline. All power and
utilities underground. The restricted subdivision assures only quality homes to be constructed. Well is already in place. Located in
Red Water Estates (unit 4 lot 18). 759-1600
ext. 104(work) 753-8356 (home).
410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

• R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS U.S.A.•
•

•

k I.LAAN DER AUCTION

4
Cf)•

Saturday, April 7th •10:07 a.m.

=

t195 Acres - 20 Tracts - Murray, KY

33
3>
171

Hwy. 280 & Scott Fitts Road

, l>
Z
0 Location: Traveling Hwy 121 or 641
(/)

- through Murray, take Hwy 94 East (Main
1(..) St.). Go approx. 3 miles and turn right onto 7.
1
D Ky. Hwy. 280. Go approx. 3 miles to Scott- `±
.11 Fitts Rd Watch for auction signs
Cf)

C
JUST ADDED 225 ACRES
Adjoining farm plus 12-one acre tracts (f)

UU

CC

›,
(just before tobacco barn on
4
ii Scott Fitts Rd. watch for auction signs). *,
Maybe your dreams have provided • • , with a
glimpse of this exclusive Ky paradise with gently
rolling hillsides, creeks, springs & ponds. wild
turkey, deer, rabbit. squirrel, duck, geese. quail &
great fishing nearby - gentle breezes stirring
waist high pastures, Christopher Robin woods.
peace & quiet with an unmarred landscaped.
incomparable views and a feeling of freedom
from all the stress like you've never felt before
Wait' You're wide awake - you're not dreaming'
les here for you One of "His- finest creation,
Call us today for a plat of this beauty. Whether
you want Just a little acreage, or the entire PP,
acres, it can he bought exactly the way you wani
it. Any size tract you might desire up to 195 acres
with 3700 ft. of black top road frontage, well
maintained black top roads & city water on Ky
Hwy 280. Rural surroundings. yet only 15 minutes from Murray State University. Walking dislance to Miller Golf Course. 2 miles to E.ast
Calloway Elementary. No restrictions. Buy tra,ias small as 3 to 5 acres, 10 to 20 acres, 40 to 110
acres or whatever size tract you might desire

•
„ti
•
t'?

D
cn
Z
0
p

n

lialtimies For Rent

HUGE
ESTATE
SALE

Property.
2 horse gooseneck traile
w/living quarters. $4200.130 500 acres 3/4 mile on the
water (2) 1 acre ponds
Simco saddle $65 00
Good access from Kirby
753-8582.
Jennings Trail $450,000
HORSE hay for sale $2.50
615-297-7390 270-7533 yr old Brangus bull for
8050
sale/ trade Call 492-6200

4
•
Lli.
II

641 North at the 15 mile marker
753-5305
Open Mon thru Fri 7 a m to 4 30 p.m
Sat 8.00 to 12:00
We Want To Bu Tie Lo•s

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

(..)

McKnight & Sons Sawmill

120

WE service and sell computers Internet access unlimited $14 95 a month
Call
270- 762-0042
www eastmarketing net
Credit card not necessary.

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

EXCEPTIONAL nice lb
and 2br with all appliances
including washer and dry
er Located in University
Heights and Cambridge
Also 3br with all appliances, washer and dryer on
16th St directly across
from MSU campus
759-5885
EXTRA nice 2br., 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D. central gas
heat/ air 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905.
EXTRA nice, 2br, 2 bath
tryplex Appliances. Furnished. Garage No pets
Call 759-5238.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
LARGE 2br Brick. 11/2
bath. 1148sq. ft. plus garage. All appliances, no
pets. $550. month. Lease
& deposit. 436-2113.
NICE 2br, 2 bath duplex
with stove refrigerator, miwasher/dryer,
crowave,
Tile and carpet. Lawn
included.
maintenance
$475. plus security deposit. 753-9240.
NICE 2br duplex w/ carport, appliances. No pets,
lease. 710 Sycamore.
$450/mo. 753-7457.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br. apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY roomy 2br., 2 bath
duplex w/garage. Applianw/
furnished
ces
washer/dryer. 1 yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905

180

180

Cowan

-Factory Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Point of Sale Systems,
Medical, Retail, Farm
-Thlephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
-New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
-IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Sorviti.
Partner, Macs too!
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
-Storage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2888
htlp:11www.netcomindustrien.com
Greg Dowdy

1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012

Rent

•
CC
..
.4
ui
•

D
(i)
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Auction held at Pagliai's Restaurant as
970 Chestnut Street in Murray.

0
_
1....
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D
<1.
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CC

Terms of Auction 25% deposit day of auction halark c
days A 10% premium will he added to final
within

3o

bids and included in total contract !Will',

ER
ROBERT ALEXAND
CO

REAL ESTATE 6 AUCTION
i MO Lone Oak Rd Paducah, KY 42003
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MURRAY

YARD SALE
Rain or Shine
April 6 •7:00 a.m. to?
April 7• 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1.21 N. to 783 (Airport Rd.) turn right go
about 1 mile to Poor Farm Rd., turn left,
5th house on right.
Baby bed, changing table, 0-12 months
girls clothes, boy's clothes 7-16 size,
Playstation, toys, shoes, red futon bed,
home stereo, microwave, men's clothes.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE &
BAKE SALE
510 Stoneridge
off Sycamore &
Johnston St.
April 7
7 a.m.-12 Noon

MOVING
SALE
175 Artesian Drive
New Concord
(street between Bob's
Grocery & U.S. Post
Otfice)

Sat., April 7, 2001
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Clothes, decor, something
for everyone Proceeds

Furniture, tools, baby
items, toys, clothes,
etc

go to Relay For Life.

GARAGE
SALE
2224 Quail Creek
Drive
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Riding lawn mower,
light fixtures, household items, baby
toys, baby clothes
birth-18 months for
boy/girls, books &
many odds & ends.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
3211 Hwy. 641 S.
2 miles South of
Murray on 641
Fri. & Sat.
April 6 & 7
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of variety.

200 CHURCH'-200 MILE YARD SALE
Saturday, April 7. 2001 over 200 churches in West KY and West
will be having yard sales to benefit Reeitoot Rural Ministries
Proceeds writ help feed the hungry, provide affordable child care
children and assist familtes in emergencies
Local churches participating are

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
HWY. 121 NORTH AT CAUTION LIGHTS

Sat. Morning
7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
2571 State Rt. 121 N
Antiques, furniture
food processor,
Pokemon cards.

AND

video games. ham-

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
HWY 299 IN KIRKSEY

ster, 2 row planter,
books, something

Yard Sales to begin at 8.00 a.m.

for everybody.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1145 Robertson
Rd. N.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Adult & kids
clothes, toys.
shop & household
items, pressure
spray, gas grill.

1706 Keenland
Sat., April 7
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

INSIDE SALE
Mobile Home Full!!
April 6 & 7
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
7541 St. Rt. 121 N.
Near Coldwater
Clothes: men's,
women's, boy's, cow,
cat, heart stuff,
chairs, exercise, bed
clothes, shoes,
books, dishes, toys.

MOVING YARD SALE

Flea market, bell
collection, bed set,
cookware, curtains,
baby clothes, car
seat, plan pen, toys,
carrier, t.v, camera,
patio table, coffeemaker, misc.

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
402 S. 12th St.
Saturday,
April 7th Only
8 a.m.-?
Microwave,
furniture,
household items.
All proceeds go to
Relay for Life

YARD SALE

YARD
SALE
1512 Henry
Off So. 16th St.
Sat., April 7
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of items.

171 Coles
Campground
5th house on left
off of 641
Sat., April 7th
7 a.m. - ?
Children's clothes,
toys, nearly new
hospital bed, books
and much, much
more.

Pete's Yard/
Garage Sale

TWO FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

Fri., 8-4 & Sat. 7-3
639 Radio Rd., 5 mi. N. 641/Rt. on 1824
Great stuff, multi-party sale, knick knacks,
lamps, dishes, "cow" decor, furniture,
antiques, collectibles, clothes: girl's 10-14,
men's, women's 10-14/plus sizes, household items of every kind, tools.
outdoor/camping, boat parts, lots more!
Rain or Shine

SALE

Vine St. between 12th & 13th St.
Look for signs.
Sat., April 7th •7 a.m. -?
Construction tools, ARC welder, compressor, tools, lamps, furniture, tiller,
household items, toys, etc. Everything
must be sold! Don't miss this one!

94E &
Post Oak Rd.
Saturday
8 a.m. - ?
Prowler camper excellent condition.
a lot of items household & tools

LEDGER & TIMES
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MOVING SALE

HUGE MOVING SALE

1400 A Hillwood Apt. A in
Garage, rain or shine.
Sat., April 7•7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1706 Melrose

Starcraft ski boat, 8 person hot tub, 86 Chev.
p/u, bedroom furniture, coffee table & end
tables, other odd & end furniture, white kitchen
stove, Graco bassinet/playpen, nice men's,
women's and baby girl clothing

YARD SALE
Only
7:30 - 12:30
200 Stoney Creek
Lane
(Wiswell Rd. to 4way past S.W.
school, turn left,
1st street on left)

YARD
SALE
1004 Fairlane
Saturday
7 a.m-?
Lots of women's
clothes, collector
Barbie dolls,
pictures, sheet
sets & lots of
knick knacks.

Saturday

Books, children's
clothes, toys, barn
Junk, shelves.
Everything cheap!

•

WE'RE NOT
MOVING SALE

GARAGE
SALE

76 Cherry Hill Ln. 94
W past Oak Country
Club to Misty
Meadows Subd. Last
street. last house
Sat., April 7
7 a.m.-12 Noon

April 7
Rain or Shine
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Coupe car. child's
kitchen, lamp, curtains
clothes, toys/games

94E to 280 - 4-1/2 mi.
to Beane Rd., turn left,
1/2 mi. to Rockslde
Ln. turn rt., 1st house

on left.
Books, fishing equip.,
new formals, clothes,
household items & toys

Saturday, April 7
7 a.m.-12 noon
Furniture (sofa, tables, dining room table/6
chairs & hutch, bedroom group, upright
piano, wicker rocker) microwave, Nordic
Track treadmill, fireplace tools, linens, dishes "large" clothes, kitchen items, books &
more!

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

Corner of 905
Keenland Dr.
and Doran Rd.
Sat. 4/7/01
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
April 6th & 8th
7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
533 Justice Rd.
Go south on Old
Murray Paris Rd.,
turn left on
Justice.

Household items,
clothing all sizes,
light fixtures, exercise equipment,
misc. items.

Calloway Co.
School Bus
Drivers Relay
For Life
Yard Sale
Behind Old
City Park
Sat., April 7th
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Variety of items.

Household Items,
clothes, knick knacks,
old coins. Something
for everyone

YARD SALE
1513
Canterbury Dr.
Sat., April 7
7 a.m.-12
Noon
Household items,
clothing, Nordic
Track, misc.
•

HUGE YARD SALE
Saturday 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1-1/2 miles out 280, 3rd house on right
after East Elementary
Lots of fishing tackle, bass equipment, 10
& 12 ft. crappie poles, U.L. rods, new &
used baits, Lowrance X48LCR, Pampered
Chef, household items, adult & kids clothing & shoes, toys, lap top computer, elec.
typewriter, typing stand, boom box, t.v.
stand, smoker, Cannon printer, swimming
pool, lots of STUFF for everyone.

YARD SALE
1415 Dudley Dr.
Sat., April 7•8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Set of ladies left-handed golf clubs.
new electric smoker, 286 IBM personal system 2, books, misc. video
games, Char-Broil grill, and odds &
ends, ladies large size clothes.

r
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Deer Lake Condominiums
Open House

Lots For Sale
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11000 Price includes
water, septic & dnveway
Also and home packages
270-437-4838
Acreage
8. acres near Shiloh on
Redbud Rd $18,500 Will
sell on contract 759 1 701

WANT ADS
WORK

town $90's
753-2848 after 5
3 houses. Close to MSU
$38- $49 K. 753-2479

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate • 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
460
2BR, 1 bath home New
siding and other updates
Includes unit with 2-1 bedOPEN HOUSE
room apartments $50,000
Sunday, April 8th
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2 435-4035 after 4 30 or
from 2-5pm
bath, red brick, double lot, leave
message
24 Medinah Ave in Kerry town edge Consider leasLanding Golf Course, 4br, ing with option to buy/ lim- 38R. 2 Ba. 2400 sq ft of
2ba. custom built home. ited owner financing Call living area Formal dining
3195 sq ft
753-4109
and living rooms, large eat
Coldwell Banker
HOUSE & Land for sale in kitchen, family room
Marshall Realty.
House 1.706 living Sq Ft . with gas log fireplace
800-755-6716
18 acre land 436-5064
Walk up attic from oversize 2 car garage 40'x8'
covered
porch
Also,
24x30 workshop with 18'
overhead door Very nice
8 Bedroom,3 1/2 bath brick home; walking 58 acre lot with large oak
distance to hospital and downtown indus- shade trees $143,500
tries; or Shazam! It's a large 6 hr. 2 1/2 Extra garden lot available
icross the road Phone
bath with an upstairs one bedroom apart- ?70-753-9673
Homes For Sale

Magic Home For Sale!

ment or Aligazam! It's a 4/2 with large
apartment and in-law living quarters convenable to an extra three room apartment
or Abracadabra! It's zoned commercial
and has space (approximately 45(X) sq. ft.)
for various and sundry ??? or combinations
of the above. Did we mention it has room
for a parking lot or a large swimming pool?
Oops! $87,500 or will consider land or possible mobile home as partial down payment.

753-9211 By appointment only!

1987 Monte Carlo SS 2nd
owner, 143.xxx miles, 305
H 0 V-8 T-Tops, Goodyear GT II tires Good condition $4,000.00 Call 7531313 after 3PM on weekdays

404 N 5th St
3br , gas heat & air. 1,2
carport
&
basement
Stove. refrigerator, washer
& dryer
(270)759-9330
(901)642-6910

2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, on KY Lakefront, pool,
dock, carport, elevator. All appliances, cable.
city water, adjacent marina. Golf course 4 mi. 4YR old, 3br, 2 bath.
back Located near Johnaway. Starting at $105,000.00. Call 270-753ny Robertson Road, 2201
1362 D. 270-436-5380 H. 270-436-6161 office. Carrot Drive $124,500
Open House April 21st & 22nd from 10 a.m. to 767-0111
BY owner 1.5 story, 3br. 2
5 p.m. Take 94 East out of Murray, KY to Hwy. bath, brick with many up280 to Deer Lake Condo sign on Sauger Lane. dates. on nice corner lot in

NICE 2br back house near
MSU Large kitchen, deck,
C/H/A. fenced in yard
753-8764
NICE 4br, 2 bath house in
town on 105x105 lot in
very nice neighborhood
Large 24x24 great-room
with fireplace. DW, CHA
GD 18x20 master-bedroom Large deck, large 2
car garage and detached
workshop Total under roof
$2600 sqft $110,000
753-5736
436-2320

Usrld Cars

For Sale by Owner
1895 Queen Anne Victorian
Listed on the National Register of Historic Place,
Zoned for commercial or residential use.
Continue as a low-key Bed & Breakfast, use as a
professional office, or bask in the luxury of over
4500 square feet for you and your famil!..

$149,000
Call 270-753-5470 or 888-261-3028

for an appointment to see this historic
Murray property.
REDUCED", HOUSE on 9
480
acres, 3 miles North of
Auto Pwfs
Murray on Bethel Road
2br, 2 full baths with log
factory 77-79
cabin and several out NEW from
model Chevy pick up frontbuildings C/H/A, large
fenders $125 OBO
screen in deck, all fenced
Call 753-3731
6047000 80's
759-2095
Call 753-8350
CONDOMINIUM
Exceptional 3 bedrooms. 2
bath, 1400 + sq ft. all on
one level. plus covered
balcony & garage First
floor unit with several upgrades Convenient location, must see to appreciate
Broker/owner
270-753-8584
or 540-772-1050
DUPLEX for sale
Get a good deal
from owner
753-8588

Sport Utility Vehicles
1994 Ext Cab GMC 4x4
140.000 miles Loaded
Nice BO $10.500
436-5504

83 Jeep Cherokee, paid
$1500 put $3500 in it Rebuilt trans, new windshield.
Michelins, about everything but motor and steering box Needs motor
See at
$1500 0E10
Grimes Auto 641 South
Call 492-8485 r
86 Bronco II Needs trans
$300 489-6155
98 Jeep Cherokee Sport
iligatcyoiss & MY&
4WD 51,500 miles ExcelLoaded
1987 Honda 250SX 3. lent condition
package
wheeler Adult ridden. ga- w/towing
raged. front & rear racks $14,000 753-3660
Condition
Excellent
S1.375 759-1865 after
Used Cos
600
2000 H D Electric glide 1974 LTD 4dr 68.000 acclassic Red. 8.000 miles tual miles, show room con$17,800 753-4369 Leave dition. Asking $2800 7537523.
message
'99 Yamaha Banshee
93 Mercury Capri, converExcellent condition few tible Auto air, looks
bike runs good Must sell
Strong
extras
$4,200 Call for more infor- $2,150
mation 270-527-7607
767-0508

Taurus
Ford
1988
$150000 753-5499
1989 LeBaron Convertible
Power everything, leather,
fuel-intected turbo automatic 53,000 080 7670671
1991 Grand Prix SE 2dr.
red 435-4556
1993 Cadillac Seville STS.
98.000 miles, northstar
extra clean $7.500
753-4424 Days
753-3632 Nights
1997 Grand Prix GT
55.xxx miles Red. loaded
new tires. & battery
$12.000 Serious calls only 753-8057
'85 Chevy Camaro V-6,
147,xxx 5sp $1200 489
2893 between 4-9pm

FOR SALE
91 Hyundai
Scoupe

$2,000 OBO
less than 100.000

2000 Chevy Silverado extent cap 4 wheel drive 3
door 24,000 miles Loaded
$23,900 247-5265
84 Chevy Silverado LWB,
Extra sharp' New tires.
second owner Call 4374910 after 5pm

comport
99- 8x21.5 ft. sleeps 4.
Spnngview Life $15.000
or take over payments
Call 474-8156
Prowler sleeps 8, 4 new
tires last fall Excellent
condition. 759-9978
illgoete & Motors
14FT Jon boat with 15h
Mercury motor & trailer
$1,850 Call 492-8298
14FT Duracraft Semi-V
trailer
motor,
9hp
$1000 00 firm 753-7526
1990 18ft 4 Winds Runabout with 4 3 litter engine
and 32 OMC outdnve full
canvas cover Depth finder. am/fm cassette stereo
Excellent condition $7,600
OBO Call 753-0387 after
5pm or leave message
oes ()tiered

miles

call 759-9215

WE SERVICE

496
Vans
1992 Dodge Caravan
91,xxx, Great Shape nc
rear seats. way under
blue $3,700 753-8734
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr,, dual air, 20 000
miles Must sell' $16.200
247-5265

Used Trucks
1983 S-10 Chevy pickup.
good condition $1,650
Call 492-8298
1986 chevy 4x4 350. Good
work truck $2,500.
436-5504
1987 Chevy Silverado P/S.
P/B, tilt, good condition
Red/beige Phone 4892785 leave message
1990 Chevy Silverado 3/4
ton 4WD with 350 motor,
auto transmission, 7533712
1993 Chevy S-10. One
owner, sharp, 5 speed
$3 200 753-8744

All Major Appliances
and Most Maior Brands

Services Offered

Sorvices Offered

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches. decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380.

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales.
D G. Landscaping
Service and Installation
Mowing, Fertilizing
Beasley's Antenna
and tnmming Insured
& Satellite,
For Free estimates
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
753-2210
270-759-0901.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Siding Quality Work Free
ROY HILL.
Estimates Over 25 Years
Septic system, gravel.
Experience Gerald Walwhite rock
ters 753-2592
436-2113
DEPENDABLE Lawn
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Mowing Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
759-4564
CARPET
DOGWOOD
wrinkles repaired
LANDSCAPING &
753-7444.
LAWN CARE
CARPORTS Starting at
Complete line of services $675 installed Roy Hill
offered including mowing (2701436-2113
12 years expenence
Cecil McLeod's
Free estimates
Lawnmower Repair
Call David 753-9000
Pick-up & delivery
FENCING
753-9814
Midway Fence All types
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Complete services
Tilling- Blade WorkReasonable prices
Bushhogging
Free Estimate Insured
Free Estimates
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell Phone 853-4188_
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages Carports, Pole
Barns Metal Buildings
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Qua,'
ty Workmanship Afforda
ble Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE tree work
hauling, cleaning
out
sheds, gutters cleaning
etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

FACE
BRICK
750,000 ON THE YARD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

VOWELL
LI SONS
Martin,

1- N

800-587-3828
. Availably
Weekend Appointment,
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Spring is almost here and that means that
it is time to show your lawn a little TLC.

No lob:. Too Small Or Too Laixe

• MOWING • LANDSCAPING
• GUTTER CLEANING

270-753-8204

Licensed

Insured

759-2514

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens

4364320

Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
.*Additions, *Garages,
: *Pole Barns,
••Vinyl Siding & Trim,
*Replacement Windows
!Decks, *Metal Roofs
FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907'

WANTED yards to mow
Call 759-2427
WATSON ROOFING
New roofs, repairs metal
and tearoffs Call for estimates 753-3026
WILL mow yards in the
north 6th Street neighborhood. Call 759-0227, ask
for Chris.
WILL mow yards
Dependable and affordable Call for free estimate
(270)759-0974
YARD-TECH
Lawn & Landscaping
maintenance Lawn
spraying
437-4407 210-6268

TIM'S
Lawnmowing Service
Fast & Friendly service.
Free estimate.
753-0462

WANT ADS WORK

NEED your yard mowed?
Call me!
Honest and Dependable
Free Estimates
753-4692
Ask for Billy Cox
PERSONAL TOUCH
Landscaping,Mowing,
Fencing. &
Home Improvement
Call 753-5904
landPROFESSIONAL
scape maintenance. Planting & custom yard work
Free estimates. 767-9735
R&H Lawn Mowing
Service
Leave message and we
will get back in touch Call
759-8965 after 4pm or
759-9527

MOWING and trimming
for small to average lots
within city limits of Murray
For reliable mowing service Call Steve 767-9178-

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removel
*Free Estimates
753-5827

EL)

/

CI_ AS

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROOFING and Painting
Inside, outside, yard work
hauling, and wall murals
Free estimates 474-1555
ROOFING- Shingles and
flat roofs new roofs and
tear-offs 437-4718
S&M Mowing Service
Handy man yard work
Affordable rates
Free Estimates
759-1923, Bobby Story
75-5234. Ricky Miller
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014
LAWN
mower repair
Riding Mowers only
436-2867

Matt's
Mowing

Re.rifeilfraf 6- Command!!•Free F4iinirfe•

Seeding
Mowing
Bed Mulching
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal Weed & Insect
Control

FOR any outdoor
service's. Lawn, mulch,
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect.
Call Brandon
436-5277

Yard Alert! Yard Alert!

• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

&WV SERVICE

Offend

Offered

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS

P/CTI/RE PERM-I

530

530

630
Services Menai

6.10
Sermes Offered

&
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Please call Paul for
(ilp free estimate at

270-759-4979

71--

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

{Mg.
LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in eiAstoni Work nit
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
•MULT1SPEC COATINGS

INS S_11

11
.
.
111L

Gyms

T

•

David's Cleaning
Roofing
Metal
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
Services

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-753-6895

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULMNSI:RED OWNTR:IIVOSBURN

1-800-909-9064

We Specialize in Cleaning"
.
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

HOROSCOPE
are.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Expenses topple even you over,
yet you might assume a devil-may-care
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Apnl attitude. Someone you put a lot of faith in
7,2001.
assures you that your decision is sound.
You often find yourself juggling two sets Make sure that it is. as the full moon colof concerns. Decide whether to follow ors your fiscal awareness. Schedule qualyour mind or your heart You become ity time with a loved one. Tonight: Fun
more sensitive to others, but you might doesn't have to be expensive!
need to establish boundaries — not only LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
for others, but also for yourself. You gain **** Express more of your ideas and
through excellent Communication and an thoughts. All eyes turn to you. Right
ability to learn and absorb information now, everyone sees you in the most poseasily. A tnp or a foreigner opens up itive light. Reach out for someone who
your mind and possibilities. If you are has always provided you with a sounding
single, you open up to a new relation- board. Recognize that how you say what
ship. If you are attached, you have the you think makes all the difference in how
potential to create an especially dynarnic it is received. Tonight: Whatever makes
year together, producing much more of you happy.
what you both want. LIBRA plays SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen to someone who has
devil's advocate.
insights that you frequently don't. A
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll partner cares and expresses his feelings
Have
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; in a way you can understand. Think in
terms of the long run, here. Use kid
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1-Difficult
gloves when dealing with this person, as
feelings run high. Tonight: Do your
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
** * The full moon presents a thing.
unique opportunity to deal with others. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You could be hard-pressed to meet oth- ***** Join friends in making any
ers' requests. Make calls and reach out. and all things possible. Others seek you
Use your ingenuity to include as many out, ready for some fun and frolicking.
people as possible in your day. Make You know no limits right now, but be
sure your sweetie gets time, too! Tonight: careful when following an imaginative
idea. Reins in impulsiveness. Juggle
Where the action is.
calls, plans and friends. Tonight: Leader
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might need R&R, but the full of the gang!
moon tosses more into your path. Be CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
willing to say no and to establish bound- **** Take charge and follow anotharies. Take care of yourself first. A part- er's lead. You realize what someone
ner honors your requests when it's clear wants and expects from you. Think in
that you mean business. Tonight: Put terms of achievement. Your ability to
your feet up.
come through when others fade marks
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
your success. Your intuition tells you
***** Your playfulness lightens which way to go if you are unsure.
others up. Express who you are, and oth- Tonight: The lead actor.
ers will respond. You feel appreciated by AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
someone, finally. Make plans that ***** Achieve success and fulfill
involve travel and a loved one. Others your goals by detaching and taking a
seek you out, and you could surpnse long-term view. Your ingenuity and light
them with your joyful behavior. Tonight: energy draw others toward you.
As you like it.
Someone wants to be special to you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Think about whether you want this.
**** Pressure builds. You know Tonight: Relax at a movie or concert.
what you want to accomplish, but PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
responsibilities call. Juggle what you **** Another wants your personal
want and what you need to do. Don't attention. Though you might not be
hesitate to reorganize your day. A special exactly sure about what needs to happen,
fnend plays a role. Tonight: Your home brainstorming takes you in a new direction. Recognize the possibilities. Still;
is your castle.
use caution with your spending. as you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others want you! Express are likely to witness some extremes.
what you want, and you'll find that, for Tonight: Dinner for two.
now, others are happy to accommodate.
Get together with fnends or work on a BORN TODAY
long-term, heartfelt project. You accom- Actor James Gamer (1928), actor Jackie
plish a lot and still enjoy yourself. Chan (1954), singer Billie Holiday
Tonight: Others want to be where you (1915)
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

*•*

Phone (270) 759-4734

Kopperud Realty

OPEN HOUSE
1372
.
:17
he:-7.1

grs7
7
3
4

—Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner ci Operator
*Luke Lamb•

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
. Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
'Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
'Install moisture barriers

1.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINES_S?

Visit Our Showroom Today
•
CAR

T &FL

•

c V

753-7728

Rd

759-0610

Krodbrc

SOO owls
AckilVD• 000MOUVH • -IA NiA • 3111 d11400 • 3111 3IWVH3D
Pgr

JCirrICZ-

e
fal

270-759-2288

•Well Pumps
•Water & Sewer Lines
•Water Heaters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
•New or Remodeling

MIN WO di

H•4'4

74iiari?a41si

To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

Spacious and gracious 5 BR, 3 bath home with over
4,000 sq. ft. under roof. $165,000. MLS #3002122
For more information, call or come by-.
711 Main St.
753-1222

07Privonr

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

KY. Master Plumber 6059

from 170 to 163
"The results are mixed and, in
many ways, discouraging," said
Marilyn Whirry, a high school
English teacher . in Manhattan
Beach, Calif.,. who is also a member of the National Assessment
Governing Board, which develops
and reviews the tests.
The tests were given to about
8,()00 students from all parts of

All Tillers Are Not
Created Equal.
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Reading test results mixed
fourth -graders' average scores in
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fourtha 500-point test came in at 217
graders read about as well as they
.• diti eight years ago. new test results
last year — identical to the results
%flow, hut while the best readers . in 1998 and 1992. The scores were
arr improving, children having the
slightly better than in 1994, when
the average student scored 214.
rilsi trouble are reading more
But while. students in the top
10 percent increased their average
:Reading results for the 20(X)
score a hit --- from 261 to 264
N!itional Assessment of Educa---the average scores of readers
tignal Progress, known as "the
in the bottom 10 percent dropped
nation's report card." show that
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the nation.
The results also showed that:
White students' average
scores remained level tit 226, up
from 225 in 1992.
— Black students' average scores
were 193, the same as 1992.
— Hispanic students' average
scores dropped slightly, from 201
to 197.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
their Scottish pragmatism, avoid the
last problem by serving grape juice in
individual cups during communion.)
Before I am condemned as a godless communist (don't laugh — it's
happened before), let me emphasize
that all people have a right to express
their religious beliefs. However, in so
doing, they cannot expect the laws of
nature to be miraculously suspended.
If you are in line for communion and
the person ahead of you has the flu,
when you take a sip from the wiped
chalice, you are almost certainly
going to be exposed to the virus.
(Should you not subsequently become
ill, thank your immune system, not
divine intervention. Of course, you're
just as exposed if you sit in a pew next
to this person.)
Consequently, the communion chalice is a potential bouillabaisse of
infectious agents. Fortunately, in
most instances, this risk is small.
Nonetheless, during the winter season of various viral afflictions, the risk
is heightened. This fact is merely a
reality that communicants have to
accept. However, I have several
patients who politely disdain the chalice during flu epidemics.
I side with you on this issue.
The obvious solution? Be the first to
sip out of the communion chalice.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I am responding
DEAR ABBY: Why do television
Findings from an automobile
and movie directors think they on behalf of the Vermont State
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is costomust fill every moment of a show Judiciary CommitteAto a recent let- safety belt survey, conducted by
chondritis? Is there a non -steroid
with background music? I know ter from "Needs ttzi Know," who Murray Police Department, along
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derful nature shows have such loud
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law.
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Costochondritis
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DEAR READER:
In Vermont, the institution of below the average rate.
to understand the commentary.
a poorly understood chronic inflamWhat would be wrong with simply marriage is available only to couMurray High School won sweepmation of the cartilage that attaches
hearing the natural sounds of ples of the opposite sex. However, stakes trophies in French, Spanish
the ribs to the breastbone (sternum).
same-sex couples may establish a and Latin at the
nature, like the sea or the forest?
It causes pain, tenderness, and
Foreign Language
Many people I know dislike "civil union," which entitles them to Festival at
swelling of the rib ends. Prednisone is
Murray
State University.
going into restaurants because, benefits and privileges, as well as
often prescribed to control symptoms
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the
level
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"background"
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again,
and reduce inflammation. However,
moted to head coach of the Murray
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sitting
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a
State
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And
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College Lady Racers.
effects, including ankle puffiness and
movie theater. Any sound level partner, their families and friends
Twenty years ago
behavioral changes. Ask your doctor
about 90 decibels does permanent enjoy their stay in Vermont.
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to prescribe weaker medication, such
JOHN F. CAMPBELL,SENATOR,
damage
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and
supporters gathered at 1 a.m.
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volume,
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more appropriate for you.
likes that noise. We are permanent- Regardless of what you call it, ior Division state championship in
To give you related information, I
ly damaging the hearing of our peo- your landmark civil union law speech and debate. Larry England,
Health
am sending you a copy of my
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Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
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PACIFIC PALISADES,CALIF. follow your lead and allow
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In church, during
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
communion, we are served wine from
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certs and dance clubs.
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one-story frame home of
Laymon Peeler on Martin's Chapel
Road was destroyed by fire on April
4.
Births reported include a girl to
Pvt. and Mrs. Terry Wayne Mott,
March 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Call, March 30.
Forty years ago
Kentucky Gov. Bert T. Combs
has named Max J. Blythe of Hopkinsville to the board of regents of
Murray State College. Blythe replaces Alton Mitchell of Smiths
Grove whose term had expired.
Murray College High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of America won honors at sub-district FFA
night at Marshall County High
School. First place honors went to
Tommy Lassiter, creed, Charles
Eldridge, impromptu speaking, and
Hamp Brooks, public speaking, all
of MCH chapter.
Fifty years ago
A fire breaking out shortly after
5 p.m. April 5 threatened the entire
block on East Main Street between
Third and Fourth Streets. The fire
apparently started in the rear of
Nance's Store and burned rapidly
on the interior, catching the pool
hall above it on fire. Adjoining
businesses suffered some smoke
and water damage.
Recent births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. George Wyatt,
March 31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Roberts and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lovett, April 1; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham, April 3.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. April 6, the
96th day of 2001. There are 269
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 6, 1909, explorers
Robert E. Peary and Matthew A.
Henson became the first men to
reach the North Pole. (The claim,
disputed by skeptics, was upheld in
1989 by the Navigation Foundation.)
On this date:
In 1830, the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints was organized by Joseph Smith in Fayette, N.Y.
In 1862, the Civil War Battle of
Shiloh began in Tennessee.
In 1896, the first modern Olympic games formally opened in Athens, Greece.
In 1917, Congress approved a
declaration of war against Germany.
In 1965, the United States
launched the Early Bird communications satellite.
In 1998, country singer Tammy
Wynette died at her Nashville,
Tenn., home at age 55.
Ten years ago: Iraq reluctantly
agreed to accept United Nations
conditions for ending the Persian
Gulf War.
Five years ago: A sorrowful
President Clinton was on hand at
Dover Air Force Base in Delaware
to greet the arrival of 33 flagdraped caskets carrying the remains
of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown
and other victims of a plane crash
in Croatia.
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MSU students travel
to Australia to study
Though Christmas vacation is
almost forgotten by most college
students, one couple at Murray State
University will remember theirs forever.
Kelly Herman and Joel Tatum
traveled to Australia during their
winter break through the Cooperative Center for Study Abroad.
The couple thought the two-week
program offered by CCSA was a
good way to add credit hours to
their curriculum and also a neat
way to spend their winter break,
but the trip added much more.
Herman, a sophomore from St.
Genevieve, Mo., said, "It'll open
your eyes; you'll realize it's important to know about other places."
While in Australia, Herman and
Tatum visited the Great Barrier
Reef, Bondi Beach in Sydney and
stayed in North Queensland and
New South Whales. Their excursions ranged from scuba diving to
visiting tropical rain forests to learning about the native aboriginal
tribes.
Through the CCSA program,
Herman and Tatum were enrolled
in an animal husbandry course.
For Tatum. an animal science major
graduating in May, the course
counted as an annual science internship. For Herman, a sophomore
pre-veterinary student, the class
allowed a look at livestock practices in a foreign country.
"If you ever even just thought
about going anywhere. Tatum said,
-and you get the opportunity to
do it, do it."
Both the students felt the trip
was also a good networking tool.
Throughout their trip they inter-

Animal Health Day
to be held at MSU

1
11

acted with students and professors
from other colleges and universities. Herman said she felt more
aware about opportunities in her
field because of the new friends
she made on the trip.
Aside from spending time on
the beautiful coastline and spotting crocodiles, the trip added a
sense of independence to Herman
and Tatum.
"Some people, when in college,
are not really on their own," Herman said, "but when you are in
another country, you are really on Pictured are Pamela Bryan from Regional Medical Center in
Madisonville, Congressman Ed Whitfield and Rebecca Wright,
your own then."
There is another opportunity for MS, RD, LD from Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center
students to travel to Australia. The for Health and Wellness.
Australia and New Zealand program will send students abroad from
June 21, 2001, to July 19, 2001.
CCSA is a higher education
consortium of 23 colleges and universities with member schools from
Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi.
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, TenCongressman Ed Whitfield Murray-Calloway County Hospinessee and Texas.
recently
accepted an appreciation tal's Center for Health and WellHeadquartered at Northern Kentucky University, the consortium plaque for his work as a co-spon- ness.
Bryan and Wright met with Whitannually plans, develops and coor- sor of the Medicare Medical Nutrifield
in his Washington, D.C..
tion
Therapy
Act.
dinates study abroad programs in
Making the presentation was office to express appreciation for
English-speaking countries.
Anyone interested in CCSA pro- Certified Diabetes Educator Pamela the action of the 106th Congress
grams should contact Dr. Celia Bryan, M.S., RD.. L.D., from to provide Medicare Medical NutriWall in the Department of Jour- Madisonville's Regional Medical tion Therapy coverage for indinalism and Mass Communications Center, and Registered Dietitian viduals with diabetes or renal disRebecca Wright, MS., L.D., of ease.
at 762-3171 or Dr. Ron Cella in
the English department at 762-4532.
Students outside the local area
may request information from the
Cooperative Center for Study
In order for TVA to remove a Road, southeast of Mayfield, to,
Abroad by dialing toll-free at I 800-329-6015 or checking the damaged 69,000-volt switch for and including. Stella in Calloway
site
at repairs, an outage will be neces- County; Graves-Calloway Count)
Web
CCSA
sary at West Kentucky R.E.C.C.'S Line Road; Browns Grove; Lynn
http://www.nku.edu/ccsa.
Coldwater Substation.
Grove; Tri City; Highway 94
The outage will occur April 8, between Lynn Grove and Tri City;
beginning at midnight and lasting and the Gobo and Farmington areas.
approximately two hours, or until
Should adverse weather condiaround 2 a.m. April 9.
The areas affected by this out- tions develop, this outage will be
"So, Sen. Clinton. are you ruling age are Highway 121 from Flood postponed.
out a run for president not just in
2004, but in 2008 and beyond?"
"Yes," replied Clinton, according to the Post account.
A top Clinton aide, who was
nearby and listened to the entire
Body Wrap
exchange, later told the Post that
With
Massage
he is unsure whether Clinton had
ever made such an ironclad refusal.
Campaigning last year. Clinton
repeatedly said she intended to serve
her six-year Senate term if elected and would not speculate beyond
Shoppes of Murray
759-3343
that.

Whitfield accepts
co-sponsor plaque

TVA to cut power

Clinton not running
NEW YORK (AP) — Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton, who has
long been speculated as a possible presidential candidate, told The
New York Post that she has ruled
out running for the White House
not just. in 2004, but in 2008 and
beyond.
The statement came when the
former first lady was pressed to
clarify a comment she had made
earlier, referring to the presidency as "not something I'm going
to be doing."
Clinton was asked by the Post:

Tan
All Month
For
$39.95

Cutting

$60.00

Edge

The 16th annual Animal Health
Day will be held at Murray State
University April 7 from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the A. Carmen Pavilion, located next to the West Kentucky Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
AHT Day is sponsored by the
Animal Health Technology/Pre-Vet
Club and is one of the major
activities promoted by the club as
a service to community members
and their pets.
AHT/pre-veterinary medicine
students gain valuable practical
experience outside the classroom
by providing basic pet care. Pet
owners benefit by receiving the
services at a reduced rate.
AHT Day has grown into a
very popular event over the years,
usually serving around 200 dogs
and cats brought in by their owners.
All cats and dogs brought to
AHT Day will receive a free physical exam and nail trim at no
charge. Other services include fecal
exams for both dogs and cats at
$6 each, and heartworm testing
for dogs at $10 each.
According to Jami Hay, animal
health technologist and lecturer in
Murray State's school of agriculture, pet owners should be aware
of how important preventive health
care is to helping their pets live
a long and healthy life.

"Dogs begin their senior years
around age seven," said Hay. "Yearly exams are important for all
ages, but become critical to spot
problems early in older animals,
especially with the prevalence of
heartworms and other parasites in
this area."
Pets who receive fecal and heartworm testing will also be given a
bath and dip (for flea and tick
control) at no charge. Bath and
dip services can also be purchased
separately at a minimal charge of
$10 for small animals and $12 for
large animals. Cats will not be
dipped.
As part of AHT Day, students
will conduct a raffle, with a portion of the proceeds going to benefit The National Education for
Assistance Dog Services(NEADS),
a non-profit organization that trains
dogs to assist the physically handicapped.
For more information about Ani-:
mal Health Day or Murray State'
animal health technology/pre-vet:
program, call (270) 762-7001, of
check out the school of agricul:
ture's Web page at http://www.murraystate.edu/agr/.
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Custom houses add 'personal' touch
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
When it comes to Janet and
Clay Walker, the old saying
rang true: a house wasn't necessarily a home.
The usual pre-built houses
didn't fit their image of what
they wanted in a home. So
despite a little added cost and
a little inconvenience, they
decided to have their own home
built for them by a contractor.
"The biggest inconvenience
was the time involved." Janet
said. "We had to wait for the
house to he built before we
could move in. We started the
process in September or October, and we moved in a couple 01 weeks ago."
But the advantages tar outweighed the disadvantages of
building their own home, which
is in the Crossfield subdivision
at 2110 Glenwood Drive.
-We avoided having to go
in and redo it tor style and taste."
she said. "It's more personal.
I was able to pick out colors
that V,CM with my decor."
And that. she said with a
smile. is the most enjoyable
part of the process.
"Once you get into the decorating part of it. it's a lot of
fun." she laughed.
But more nuts-and-bolts parts
of a home can benefit as well.
Electrical systems. plumbing
and cable drops can all he configured to the vision of the
contractee. This means fewer
problems when furniture is
placed in the home.
Local suppliers are more
than happy to assist with custom home-building efforts. Tony
Kinsey, salesman for Murray
Supply. spoke highly of those
who make the decision to construct their own home.
"Most times, when you do
something like that, you're getting something that you've
planned out. that's custom to
you." he said. "So many times
when someone buys a house.
they have to come in and
remodel it."
lie also advised potential
home builders not to he hesitant to get their hands dirty in
the process, and to he as active
as possible in getting their home
right the first time.
"When you're working wiiii
a contractor, the contractor
would rather get your input
right from the first." he said.
"It makes the job easier lot
them. too. That way. they're
not has ing to redo any of the
designafter the fact. When
4 )if re pleased. they're pleased."
Robert Swat, owner of Swift
Roofing Compari. talked about

III See Page 14

The newly built home of Clay and Janet Walker in Crossfield Subdivision (above) is full of the personal touches
that make a house a home. Personal items such as
framed photos and family heirlooms (right) fill the shelves
of the Walkers home with memories. Even a bathroom
corner (below) can be a perfect place for a personal touch
in decorating.
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Home inspection market grows
(ARA) - Buying a house is one of
the biggest life decisions you will ever
make, and one that you'll live with for
a long time. With mortgage rates shrinking, more people are putting their money
down on a home now rather than later.
As a result, one of the fastest growing
segments of the booming home services
industry is home inspection.
"It's extremely important to hire a
reliable home inspector when buying a
home," says Michael G. Brewer, CEO
of Pillar To Post, a Tampa, Fla.-based
home inspection organization with franchises in over 200 locations nationwide.
"Moreover," says Brewer, "many people don't realize that they should hire a
home inspector when they are selling
their house as well. A good inspection
can end with a checklist, which assesses the general condition of your house.
This should include recommendations for
minor touch-ups and repairs that can
make the home 'ready for sale.—
Brewer and Pillar To Post offer these
tips for making sure your home inspection is done right:
- The inspector should belong to ASHI
(The American Society of Home Inspectors). Be sure to ask.
- The inspector should carry full errors
and omissions insurance. Again, ask.
- You should receive a full written report.
preferably on the spot.
- The following are items in the home
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PaintSALE

Tan/atm
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driveways every couple of years; though asphalt and concrete.
- Joint-caulking with hot rubberized joint
for purely cosmetic purposes, some homeowners like to have it done annually. filler, bonding between the driveway and
The need for sealcoating doesn't imply concrete garage apron, sidewalk and street
total and complete exterior
any sort of quality problem with the orig- - and preventing costly water damage.
- Sealcoating with industrial grade sealinal driveway.
structure and foundation
Sun naturally delivers a beating to er, using the company's one-of-a-kind,
asphalt: oxidizing it, shrinking it and non-tracking, slip-resistant formula and
electrical system
decomposing it. Oil spills and other chem- application techniques that penetrate the
icals discolor and fade it; car-care poly- sealer into the pores of the blacktop.
heating system and heat pump
mers that provide sheen to tires, for Many companies use spray application,
but in that technique, the sealer often
example, often stain blacktop.
cooling system
The Jet-Black Way: Company oper- just ineffectively sits on top of the driveators usually require about an hour' to way surface. Jet-Black recommends the
plumbing
complete repairs and sealcoating of the use of a brush that literally pushes sealtypical residential driveway, which is coat into the pores of the asphalt, for
interior
about 900 square feet. The average cost long-term effectiveness. The finished sealcoat has a no-slip consistency similar to
is a few hundred dollars.
water heater
that of No. 220 sandpaper.
Here's the procedure:
- Power-edge cutting of overgrown
- Power-cleaning with a wire brush.
property and site
along blacktop. This allows for the
grass
- Heat-treatment of oil spots, includIf any of these items are overlooked,
to be applied to the edges of the
sealer
that
primer
acrylic
an
with
priming
Brewer warns that you have not received ing
provides greater adhesion to oil and gas driveway, for a manicured finish.
the proper inspection.
- Keep driveway clear of traffic for
Another popular and smart home serv- spots.
hours. Jet-Black also offers driveway
24
kickstand
- Patching of holes such as
ice for spring is the sealcoating and refurstriping as well as stenparking-lot
or
holes.
sink
and
marks
tire
marks,
to
bishing of your driveway. According
including hopscotch and
games
for
ciling,
- Repair of larger areas with asphalt
Doug and Andy Hoiland, of Burnsville,
you have a concrete
If
shuffleboard.
Minn.-based Jet-Black International, a (optional).
homeowners whose
now,
Until
driveway:
rubberized
hot
- Crack-filling with
national franchise specializing in this servof concrete have
composed
are
driveways
degrees
400
to
heated
is
which
filler,
crack
the
change
can
ice, this is one step that
their slow
watch
to
but
choice
little
had
whole look of the house drastically. Here, Fahrenheit in a process equivalent to that
- deteproperty-defacing
sometimes
and
they give advice on how to go about typically used on highways and city
been
alternative
has
The
only
rioration.
I
to
I/4-inch
of
streets. Fills in cracks
implementing this service:
winter
in
pliable
remaining
inches,
I/2
homes
Most
done:
be
When it needs to
4
typically require sealcoating of asphalt temperatures, year after year. Bonds to MI See Page

that absolutely should be inspected:
roofing/flashing/chimneys
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• Inspection ...
From Page 3
to have the old concrete removed and
replaced with fresh concrete, at a typical cost of thousands of dollars.
A new concrete-sealing process that
costs several hundred dollars is now available. It is remarkably less costly - and
much less disruptive - . than concrete
replacement. Available in a variety of
colors including plain, white, red and
charcoal, the concrete sealer is applied
at a thickness of about one-eighth of an
inch in a non-slip texture with the con• sistency of about No. 80 sandpaper.
Another service that immediately
improves the look of your home is exterior painting. Certa ProPainters, the country's only full-time residential painting
franchise, has some tips to offer homeowners who may be looking for a painting crew.
George Fougeron, president of the
Oaks, Pa.-based company says that in
the $100 billion painting industry, the
average homeowner spends at least $2,000
on home repainting over the course of
five years.
"More important than the money," says
Fougeron. "is the home itself. You want
to be sure that your upkeep. both inside
and out, is of excellent quality."
Certa ProPainters offers the following
five things to look for before hiring a
painting contractor:
I) References: And make sure you
really call them. Find out about the qual-

ity, service and overall performance. Ask
if they would hire that crew again.
2) Detailed List of Preparation to be
Done: If someone has to uproot your
begonias to paint the exterior of the
house, you want to know that beforehand.
3) Detailed List of Items to be Painted: Without this, that beautiful white trim
might be painted mint green along with
the wall.
4) Match What You're Promised to
the Back of the Paint Carr That's right!
On the back of paint cans are complete
instructions on how to "prep," such as
washing walls first. If your contractor
hasn't included this in his/her prep list,
he's cutting corners!
5) Do Get at Least One Other Bid:
Three is usually good, but get at least
two different bids. After all, you need to
compare to something!
Five Things to Review Once the Job
is Done:
1) Review Contract: Was everything
you agreed upon done?
2) Walk Around the Property or
Rooms: Was everything done the way
you wanted? You need to address issues
then and there.
3) Errors: Check for drips, paint
where it doesn't belong, missed spots and
loose and lifting edges.
4) Neatness Counts: How did he or
she leave things? How is the area where

the equipment was stored? If outside,
how is your garden and shrubbery?
5) Make Sure Everything Works!
Check your windows to make sure they
weren't painted shut. Open and close
them before the crew leaves. If inside,
check electric sockets.
Fougeron adds, "It's in a painting
contractor's best interest to see that all
is perfect. After all, when customers are
satisfied with the service, they will call
the contractor back again and again, and
refer him or her to their friends and
neighbors."
When all is said and done, minor
repairs to the home, both inside and out,
will increase its value for a new buyer,
or just make the owner's life much easier.
The latest and hottest home service
available for this is the Handyman segment of home improvement. Mr. Handyman, of Ann-Arbor, Mich. and a sister
company to Molly Maid, the nation's largest
residential cleaning franchise, offers these
tips on finding a handyman:
Find the Right Handyman: There are
many handyman services that run ads in
the classifieds. By referring to the Yellow Pages, you will see businesses with
a bigger investment into the success of
the business. Ask for references so you
can speak to previous customers and ask
the customer if they would hire the service again.

The Right Person: Ask about the
backgrounds of the people employed by
your handyman service. Do they hire
tradespeople with a broad background in
home projects?
Practice Makes Perfect: Find out how
long the handyman service has been in
business. A long established company has
a track record, which will obviously make
them more experienced and professional.
This helps you receive prompt, quality
service with fewer hassles.
Insure Yourself: Verify that the service is complying with the appropriate
insurance regulations, such as worker's
compensation. You want to make sure
that if an accident occurs, you are not
held responsible. Be sure to choose a
service with bonded, insured, employees.
Ask for references.
A Taxing Experience: A legitimate
handyman service takes care of social
security and other payroll taxes for their
employees. An important point for you,
because by law, you must pay social
security taxes on any household employee. If you don't think this is an issue,
dig up the news stories of Zoe Baird,
who lost her bid to become the Attorney General because she had not complied.
Product Probing: Ask questions about
the products that will be used to fix your
home. Find out about warranty availability.
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Centerpieces add to appearance
(ARA) - As winter snow
changes to spring rain, restlessness is soon overtaken by the
inspiration of migrating birds and
blooming flowers.
People become more active as
social gatherings and parties
increase with the more accommodating weather.
Whether it's a graduation or
a garden party, inviting spring as well as your guests - inside
your home is made simple by
incorporating nature into your
decor with the use of natural
centerpieces.
"Creating an appealing centerpiece will instantly lure your
guests to the table," say homecare experts from the makers of
ELECTRASOL and JET DRY.
They offer the following centerpiece ideas that will add color
and freshness to your spring gatherings.
Flowers With Flair: Centerpieces containing flowers are the
most popular choice for kitchen
and dining tables, not only during spring, but any time of year.
With hundreds of varieties and
colors of flora to choose from,
the scents and shapes you can
add to your tables are endless.
But instead of buying an expensive bouquet at your local florist

or grocery store, create a unique is to fill the remaining space in
floral centerpiece using a little cre- your container or vase. Sand is
ativity and items you already a perfect substance to hold up
own.
any number of stems and it adds
Creative containers are the first another aspect of nature to the
ingredient to designing an eye- centerpiece.
catching floral centerpiece. Liven
You can even color coordiup your tulip or daffodil bou- nate the sand and your flowers
quet by placing them in a unique by dying the sand with food colcontainer. A single stemmed rose
oring. Simply combine sand, water
or daisy placed in a colored or
and food coloring mixture, let
antique bottle is a great way to
mixture sit for 15 minutes,
show off your spring blooms while the
and enjoy the unexpected
drain
utilizing the pieces in your own
of spring color the sand
splash
home - a simple yet elegant look.
your table's centerpiece.
to
adds
"An easy way to make dishFruit and Veggie-Tables: What
washer safe vases and containers shine after months of stor- could be more functional than
age is by using ELECTRASOL .an edible centerpiece?
automatic dishwashing detergent,"
Fruits and vegetables offer their
the homecare experts say. "This own individual, natural beauty that
is a great way to make not only can be reflected in a centerpiece
your centerpiece shine, but plates, in many ways.
glassware and silverware surA citrus centerpiece can offer
rounding the centerpiece as well." a breath of fresh air to any winFor vases or dishware that ter-logged home. Simply start by
may otherwise be streaked and filling up a frosted bowl with pears
spotted after washing, use a rinsand apples. To release the refreshing agent such as JET DRY once
ing scent of the lemons and limes,
a month. It is especially useful
rester to carve
for preventing spots and film and use a lemon
the fruit. Then,
in
designs
swirling
settable
sparkling
maintaining
spaces
remaining
the
in
fill
simply
tings.
vegetaand
fruits
smaller
Centerpieces such as flower arrangements add a perwith
Along with sparkling containers, another simple way to bles like bnissel sprouts and sonal touch to your table.
accent your flower arrangement kumquats.
MEI
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Big ideas offered for small spaces
Architect Sarah Susanka of Raleigh.
Jet13) — Last year when I updated the
kitchen in my small 1970s-era house, it N.C., agrees. "Big rooms are great for a
wasn't easy finding full-featured small party but are less livable," she says. In
appliances. So the new range is a little 1998, Susanka published "The Not So
too deep for its space, and the new Big House" (Taunton Press, $30 hardrefrigerator a size smaller than I would cover) advocating building houses "smaller than you thought you needed, but with
have liked.
Others have difficulty finding suitable more quality, comfort and •character."
furniture for small living rooms and bed- Somewhat to her surprise, she had a runaway best seller which to date has sold
rooms.
It seems that everything readily avail- about 300,000 copies.
Now Susanka has a Web site
able is just too big and too bulky. Those
who don't live in "McMansions" espe- (http://www.notsobighouse.com) with a
bulletin board that features spirited discially are affected.
"The problem is the manufacturers are cussions among those who choose to
selling to the soccer moms," says kitchen build small.
Recently, one visitor to the site asked
designer Deborah Krasner of Putney, Vermont. "You can still buy a 30-inch stove, where to find furniture that can he used
but the high-performance ones are 36- in small rooms. Solutions offered ranged
inch stoves and the refrigerators with from buying antique' and vintage pieces
made to fit smaller rooms to shopping
more features are the larger sizes."
If you think that major appliances are in stores that specialize in imports. "Scanbigger than they used to be. you are dinavian furniture design tends to be for
right. "Over the long term of two or smaller bodies, and they don't assume
more decades, the footprint of appliances you are going to want to lie down on
has gotten larger," says Mark Buss. vice every piece," says Susanka.
Working against the "small is beautipresident of Maytag Appliances of Newton, Iowa. The preferred refrigerator, for ful" philosophy is that most Americans
example. is now 36 inches wide com- equate larger size with greater comfort
and convenience.
pared to 30 inches some years ago
"With appliances, it's about solving
But Krasner is one of those who see
a sea change coming. "Looking ahead, life's little annoyances," Mark Buss says.
simplicity seems to be the direction we Maytag•s latest offering — a 36-inch
are going in. As the kids grow up and wide "side-by-side" refrigerator available
move away, some of those really big in March at $1,649 and up — is in this
houses are going to feel uncomfortable." vein. The freezer shelves in the side-by-

Drop-in electric GE stove w'th ample counter space on both sides.
side unit are variable, accommodating a
large frozen pizza stored flat (having to
stack them vertically annoys a surprisingly large number of people, it seems).
In the refrigerator section, wider shelves
at the top can easily hold a large watermelon or big platter.
Buss sees a trend to smaller appliances, but not in the kitchen. For convenience, some people want small fridges
and microwaves and smaller washers and

dryers in or near the master bedroom.
Those who truly do want to downsize
their homes without necessarily making
them less luxurious do have alternatives,
provided they can afford them. Originals
and reproductions of mid-century modern furniture and sleek ne%% Italian designs
often have the right lines and measure-

• See Page 10
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Decorating bit
by bit can work
AP) With instant gratification seemingly the law of the land, it's nice to
know that decorating on the installment
plan can be more satisfying than getting
it all done the day after tomoriow.
It's not only easier on the budget, it
can he more interesting. "If you do it
all at once, the room lacks the richness
that a room put together over time will
have — it's like a song with only one
note," says Lyn Peterson.
Peterson is founder and president of
Motif Designs, a wallpaper and fabric
design firm headquartered in New
Rochelle, N.Y., and has decorated innumerable homes over several decades. She
recently wrote her first book, "Lyn Peterson's Real Life Decorating" (Creative
Homeowner Press, $27.95 softcover).
Those just starting out need to outfit
a home vs ith the basics. "These days,
that's typically defined as a bed, sofa,
table, chairs. TV, decent lighting, and I
would add, a computer. but most of these
items can start out as hand-me-downs or
as inexpensive new purchases, if that's
all the budget allows.
"Shop at Mom's, and find out if your
Grouping such as this mantle top combination may be created over time by town has a hulk garbage day when people put unwanted items out on the curb,"
slcwly adding collectibles.
she advises. "Americans generate a lot
of waste, including old TVs. sofas, unused
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children
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• Use gasoline as a motor fuel
uoly, not a cleaning agent

• Don't overload extension cords or
run them under rugs, over nails or
through door openings
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Heating and Air Conditioning

Overloaded Electrical
Outlets Are Dangerous.

Specialists in Carpet & Furniture

tiles and much more that's usable
Peterson says this early period when
people are making do with second-hand
items is an ideal time to experiment with
taste. There's no harm in having a country French bedroom, a vintage kitchen
and a contemporary living room. In fact,
the experimentation is likely to show
you which styles you enjoy living with
the most.
Especially fur young people who are
furnishing a flint home when their tastes
are not set, it's a good idea to not to
rush into expensive purchases.
"Instead of buying a costly dining
room table, for example, why not buy a
kitchen table and use it in the dining
room with six side chairs?" she asks.
"Later, when you can afford it and your
taste is formed, you can use the kitchen
table in the kitchen and buy the dining
room table and new chairs."
When a room is furnished with number of mismatched items. either color or
pattern can be the unifier. One strategy
is to emphasize two colors that go well
together. like red and green or blue and
yellow Make one color dominant and
the other an accent. Various hues of the
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Travelers bring adventure home
(AP)- Travelers often go to the ends of the earth
to bring home colorful indigenous crafts to add distinctive notes to their homes.
Except for missing out on the adventure of travel
itself, armchair travelers can buy some of the same
unusual objects.
Crafts from faraway places can be found in home
furnishings specialty stores, crafts galleries and, increasingly, via the Internet through dot-corn companies and
nonprofit groups.
For example. the wares of Bangladeshi artisans were
displayed to retailers shopping the New York International Gift Fair in January. They are being offered
through a joint venture between an American compa-

III Decorating

ny, One Nest.com, Inc. (http://www.onenest.com) and
the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee and
include textiles, baskets, woodworking items and clothing.
"People of Bangladesh can sell more products and
use the income to educate their children, live in better conditions, and gain respect among their peers,"
said Durreen Shahnaz, a Bangladesh native and CEO
of One Nest. In return, Americans have access to interesting decorative objects.
One Nest is one of a number of Web sites now
putting artisans from the developing world and American retailers together for mutual benefit. Another example is http://www.viatru.com.

There are also Web sites for consumers, such as
http://www.novica.com, with a database of approximately 8,500 items made by 1,700 artisans and artists
from around the world. Customers order directly from
the maker.
Logging onto http://www.peoplink.org results in access
to large database of products, countries and prices. In
January, there was even a sale section with serving
spoons from Africa, baskets and birdhouses from the
Philippines and musical instruments from various countries.

• See Page 9
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From Page 7
colors can be used.
When furniture is not perfect — say
sofa and chair hand-me-downs — patterned
covers can disguise the wear and tear.
Similarly, a table that has seen better
days can be covered with a patterned
cloth.
When it is time to buy new pieces,
try to steer clear of fads and focus on
selections that represent trends. The difference? "Fads don't last while trends
can last for decades," says Peterson.
Often there's a longer-lived version of
the faddish item. For example, to Peterson the all-white room (walls, furniture.
fabrics, accessories) is a fad that will

wear thin, while a room that emphasizes
neutrals is a trend that will continue to
be fresh for a longer time. Well-made
down-stuffed throw cushions are a trend,

out and relax are a trend.
To avoid fads, Peterson advises that
you "never buy anything that is in the
height of fashion. If something is not a

"Fads don't last while trends can last for decades.
-Lyn Peterson
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Motif Designs
while pillows decorated with dangling crystals are a fad. Huge extra deep chairs
— such as the so-called chair-and-a-half
— are a fad, while comfortable flarearmed sofas that invite you to stretch

hot fashion item, it will never get cold."
Some tips from Peterson on how to
have an attractive room regardless of
budget:
- Choose comfortable, sturdy furniture

in classic styles that can take abuse. Two
of her favorites for comfort are sofas
with low rolled arms and footstools that
can be pulled up to easy chairs.
- Even when there's overhead lighting, include table lamps in your plan.
Overhead lighting is good general illumination but not so good for tasks, and
it's harsh and unflattering. Your head
casts a shadow on a book in overhead
lighting. An inexpensive lighting enhancer
is a dimmer switch for $10 or less that
you can install yourself.
- Even with wall-to-wall carpeting, a
patterned area rug provides visual warmth
and color

INTEGRITY CUSTOM CABINETS
- Kitchen Cabinets
- Vanities
- Counter Tops(Conan & Surrel)
- Bookcases
- Entertainment Centers
- Gun Cases
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III Travelers ...
From Page 8
"While many craftspeople in underdeveloped parts of the world have no electricity, those that do have access to computers and cameras to present their objects.
as well as the marketing know-how to
take advantage of them, and can find it
helpful to sell on the Internet," says
Paola Gianturco of Mill Valley, Calif.
Gianturco, co-author of -In Her Hands:
Craftswomen Changing the World"
(Monachelli Press, $60, hardcover), recently completed a five-year project in which
she saw firsthand how making craft
objects is helping sometimes desperately
poor women raise their families' standard of living.
She became intrigued with the subject in 1995 and decided to take a sabbatical from her corporate consulting business to photograph and write about the
phenomenon.
She invited a former colleague, Toby
Tuttle of Evergreen, Colo., to join the
adventure.
Before each of six trips, the women
lined up interpreters knowledgeable about
crafts who spoke English as well as the
native language.
Their book showcases the crafts and
lives of some 90 women in 12 countries
in Latin America, Eastern Europe, Africa,
and Asia.
Altogether 18 different crafts are represented, including rugs from Turkey;
textiles such as applique panels, woven

fabrics and knitted doll purses; pottery
from Latin America; flower painted panels from Poland: straw baskets and mats
from Africa; and batik work from Indonesia.
There is a great variety in both the
crafts themselves and the methods for
marketing them. "Some of the handicrafts are exquisite and elegant and some
are funky, some expensive and others
inexpensive, some for sale locally and
others internationally," Gianturco said.
But while there are many variables,
what doesn't change is that the profits
are largely spent on education and better nutrition.
Typically, about a quarter of the purchase price paid in the United States in
a store or by purchasing online will go
to the artisan.
Not all the customers for crafts are
foreigners. "In Bali, women used to spend
as much as a third of their day creating
elaborate religious offerings of arrangements of fruit and flowers," Gianturco
said. "Now many of them are working
outside the home and this has created a
career opportunity for some women to
make the offerings and sell them to other
women."
An exhibition of photographs from "In
Her Hands" is scheduled May 18 through
Jan. 2, 2002, at the Field Museum, 1400
S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago

Bathrooms of today can offer an escape from the stresses of life by being
functional -- and therapeutic.

Every bath needs
Top 10 amenities
But in recent years, the bathroom ha'
(ARA) - More than ever, today's bathrooms provide an escape from reality assumed new significance - no longer is
and the daily stresses of life. With hec- it just functional, it's now a therapeutic
tic schedules, family obligations and oasis.
To truly make their bathroom a haven
careers, sometimes the bathroom seems
like the only place in the home to find
peace and quiet.
• See Page 13
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Hardware offers change of mood
(AP)— Changing the hardware on furniture, cabinets, doors and windows is
so simple, yet so effective in changing
the mood of a piece or even the entire
room. Why didn't we think of it before?
True, there were pioneers decades ago,
but the widespread popularity of interesting hardware seems to date back only
about five years or so.
"Hardware was one of the last things
people started to look at, perhaps because
it is such a small detail," says Terri Hartman. She is co-author of "Decorative
Hardware: Interior Designing with Knobs,
Handles, Latches, Locks. Hinges, •Lighting Fixtures and Other Hardwatt." (Harper-Collins $35).
Renewed interest in vintage furniture
— which often has interesting hardware
— is one of the main reasons why the
spotlight came to fall on decorative hardware, Hartman says. People began to

realize that what works for vintage furniture also works on kitchen cabinets and
undistinguished furniture.
"Changing the hardware has become
a way of turning a piece of mass-market furniture into something distinctive with
little effort," Hartman says.
Her book (written with Liz Gordon,
owner of Liz's Antique Hardware in Los
Angeles) provides a whirlwind tour through
about 350 years of American knobs,
levers, pulls, hinges and similar items
used on furniture, doors and windows.
It also is a guide to what's available
and where to find it. Sources include
hardware specialty stores, general home
furnishings outlets and hardware stores,
as well as catalogs and Internet sources.
Antique and vintage hardware, reproductions and contemporary designs are
available. Each has its advantages and
drawbacks.

"With antique and vintage hardware,
the quality is unsurpassed, since we can't
make hardware today of the same quality," Hartman says. "Finding something
suitable is usually not a problem — thousands of patterns were made in the Victorian era and if we can't match something exactly, we can come close," says
Hartman, who is also manager of Liz's
Antique Hardware.
Vintage hardware can be expensive,
but to get the comparable quality today
can be even more costly. Adding to the
expense, however, is usually the need to
restore the items.
Still, it pays to use the old stuff when
doing period restoration. Look for the
old in specialty stores like Liz's, salvage
yards and on the Internet. "E-bay has a
fast and furious section for vintage hardware," Hartman says, "but you'll be competing against collectors who display their

treasures in Lucite cases in the living
room."
With the popularity of antique hardware, good reproductions are now available. The advantages of using reproduction hardware are that you can get as
much as you need, the hardware comes
in a wide range of prices and requires
no restoration. Furthermore, it's easier to
install than antique hardware, which sometimes has to be laboriously fitted.
"Reproduction hardware also conforms
to current building codes relating to door
latches for disabled access, which is
important for commercial buildings," Hartman says.
Reproductions of 19th century styles
are popular at Restoration Hardware stores,
where about approximately 1,000 different items of builders' hardware are stocked.

Miele, for example, markets washing
machines, clothes dryers, dishwashers,
ovens and cooktops that fit well into
small spaces. A washing machine that
fits into a 2-foot-square space is about
three times the cost of a typical American unit.
"That is our entry level, but the machines

have stainless steel tubs, heat their own
water, require no bleach, and use 13 to
17 gallons of water, compared to 40 gallons to 65 gallons for standard American models," says Chuck Van Hoos, product information supervisor for Miele, Inc.
in Princeton, N.J.
Even Miele finds it hard to resist the

American love of bigness. "This is the
only place where we offer a 6-kilo washing machine. Standard capacity all over
the world is 5 kilos, or 11 pounds of
dry laundry." Van Hoos says. "The average load of wash in the U.S. is under
7 pounds. Most people think they wash
a lot more than they do."

MI See Page 12

•Ideas ...
From Page 6
ments.
A few appliance companies like SubZero of Madison, Wis., maker of refrigerators and freezers in two-drawer modules, and European manufacturers such
as Asko. Gaggenau and Miele make small
high-end appliances beloved by affluent
urbanites and their decorators.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality 1York (-Since 1937"
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Plastic laminates
provide alternatives
(AP)- In the wacky world of plastiL
laminates, river rocks never wash away.
grass doesn't need cutting, a heap of
jellybeans never gets stale and a redand-white checked picnic cloth doesn't
have to be laundered.
Such frankly faux novelty patterns.
along with metallic effects and unusual
textures, can turn cabinet surfaces, counters and walls into conversation pieces.
Through the use of digital photography, virtually any image — a logo, a
photograph. lines of text — can be custom-printed onto a sheet of laminate.
This conjures up thoughts of surfaces
decorated with wedding invitations, children's artwork, heirloom photographs and
favorite pet portraits.
Don't be in a hurry to plan a room
around little John or Jane's latest art
effort. At the moment, custom-designed
patterns on laminates are available to
large commercial clients rather than Mr.
and Mrs. America and mainly employed
in signs, point-of-purchase displays and
restaurant and store interiors.
"Our most popular installations are in
hotels, retail displays, casinos and nightclubs — anywhere a designer wants to
make an impact." says Beverly Palmer,
commercial marketing manager of Formi,i Corp. Cincinnati.

As designers employ special effects
in laminates and novelty laminate patterns in their own homes and fOr residential clients, the word is slowly trickling out. Furthermore, the number of patterns continues to grow:
"There are two design trends," say.
Grace Jeffers. design editor of Laminating Design & Technology Magazine. a
trade publication in Fort -Atkinson, Wis.
and a consultant to Wilsonart. "One trend
is for intriguing graphically bold patterns
or effects, and the second trend is for
dimensional textures.
Among the more startling patterns.
Jeffers singles out an iridescent pattern
as well as a laminate that looks like
troweled plaster (from Abet Laminate, an
Italian company), those jelly beans and
that picnic check (from Wilsonart), and
a corrugated cardboard look (Formica).
Formica introduced its DecoMetal this
past summer with 48 patterns. Some unusual effects are created by combining two
sheets of material. The top sheet is perforated to reveal a different material
beneath. One pattern combines a perforated wood surface with a metal underlay exposed as small squares.
At this point. it can be hard for a

Flowers and candelabras can spice up a dining room setting for any household. Various artificial and faux products are available that will add life to
this area of the house

III See Page 12
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• Hardware ...
From Page 10
Dave Glassman, marketing director for
the 110-store chain, catalog and Web site,
singles out old-fashioned bin pulls in
bronze or nickel -plate. clear, or green
glass knobs and zinc Arts and Crafts pull
rings as among the most popular styles.
Also available are knobs shaped like river
rocks and some that look like miniature
screwdrivers (sometimes used in home
offices). Most items run between $4 and
S15 per item.

Those who prefer their home to reflect
the present have plenty to choose from
in contemporary hardware. Limited only
by the imagination of designers and craftsmen, contemporary - hardware designs
include sleek stainless pulls and novelties such as a pull shaped like a knife,
a fork or a spoon. Liz's stocks pulls
shaped like small toys that are just the
thing for children's rooms.
Hartman offers these tips when shop-

ping for replacement hardware:
- Write down exactly what dimensions
are required for the hardware. For example, measure the distance between
predrilled holes.
- If you want an exact match, bring
photos and/or a tracing of what you wish
to match.
- When replacing door hardware, it
can save return trips to the store if you
bring along specific information, or even

the actual old hardware you want to replace.
If it's not available, measure the thickness of door and note whether it is solid
or hollow, whether it swings into or out
of the room, and which side of door
needs hinges.
- Pay attention to functional issues, especially for older cabinets with hard-toopen drawers.
The more substantial the knob, the
easier it is to pull.

•Plastic ...
From Page 11
consumer to see samples of unusual patterns since they
are rarely sampled by the big box retail outlets like
Home Depot and Lowe's. You might find some of
these special patterns at showrooms of independent
kitchen and bath dealers and in upscale home design
centers. Another way to learn what's new is to skit
manufacturer Web sites or call their customer service
numbers.
Expect to pay a premium. Most of the unusual patterns are more expensive than standard patterns —
about $5 per square foot instead of $1.25. Jeffers estimates.
Perhaps more of the unusual is on the way. Already
patterns are replacing solid colors in laminates. "At
our design launch in April. Everything was some sort
of pattern," says Brenda White. public relations coordinator for Wilsonart International in Temple. Texas.
"A pattern is more practical because you don't notice

stains or scratches."
When working with highly patterned laminates, there
are some decorating dos and don'ts.
"With the super-bold patterns, a little goes a long
way," Jeffers says. "It is a good idea to have a table
or a few cabinet faces but not to plaster the pattern
all over your kitchen cabinets."
When using laminates with highly reflective surfaces, Palmer says "if there is light shining directly
onto the surface, you will see all the fingerprints and
smudges. Duller finishes are more popular in residential use."
Those who like the newly fashionable look of stainless steel for a countertop won't be happy with a laminate version for a surface that requires a workhorse
material.
They need an industrial sheet grade of metal attached
with rivets.

Another use for unusual laminates is as furniture.
Gary Roberts of Cleveland is making desks, credenzas and pedestal filing cabinets surfaced with Formica's Ligna laminates.
The top surface of the laminate is actually a form
of poplar embossed with a grain pattern duplicating
various woods such as Birdseye maple.
The pieces are made by hand and prices are fairly
high — from $4,000 and up for a desk or a credenza.
"When you tell people it's a laminate, the perception is that it's a cheap material. Actually, it's a fairly expensive material that has a unique look. Formica's pricing on this product is five to 10 times greater
than what its lower products would cost," says Roberts.
"The laminates work well for furniture. They are as
scratch-resistant as a wood veneer and they bring color
and pattern to design." says Roberts.
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•Amenities ...
From Page 9
of rest and relaxation, Americans
are knocking out walls to increase
the size of their bathrooms, while
adding a host of amenities. The
master bathroom is now becoming
the focal point of the master suite,
providing both opulent luxuries and
a host of modern conveniences.
So what items are consumers
adding or including in their luxury
bath?
According to a recent survey by
the National Kitchen & Bath Association (NKBA), there are numerous luxury items. Below are the top
items that consumers say they are
adding - or want to add -- to their
baths:
I. Whirlpool Tubs
Once only thought of for exclusive spas, the whirlpool tub is now
a common item in today's luxury
baths. With its pulsating jets, it is
like having a massage right at home.
Offered in a range of sizes, configurations and color options, the
luxury bath can be equipped with
a whirlpool unit custom-tailored to
the needs of the homeowner. But
while these tubs certainly offer a
great getaway from life, they do
have a few drawbacks including the
length of time it takes to fill and
how quickly the water can cool off.
2. Showering Upgrades

r

Since not everyone likes to wait their way into the luxury bathroom
for a whirlpool tub to fill, many of as well.
4. Entertainment Center
the latest "hi-tech" shower systems
You may have taken advantage
now offer immediate gratification
of these options at fine hotels and relaxation.
Shower researchers have identi- why not incorporate them into your
fied four types of showers - rou- own bathroom? Color television and
tine, refreshing, therapeutic and relax- the latest sound systems are also being
ing - and while each shower is incorporated into the bathroom to
taken for a different reason, each offer the perfect way to catch up
produces rejuvenation. As a result, on the day's news while getting
one plumbing manufacturer. Moen, ready in the morning or listening
recently introduced its vertical spa to music while unwinding in the
experience which allows consumers shower or tub.
5. Heated Floor/Towel Bars
to customize their shower with body
Consumers are also adding heatsprays, single or multi-function showerheads, hand showers, multi-func- ed flooring systems to further their
tion transfer valves and other options. bath luxury. No more cold floors
These types of shower systems are after a hot shower on a winter's
now at the top of every consumer's day. as a heating system. installed
list as they remodel or construct a between the subfloor and finish floor.
is now often the answer. The heat
new bath.
is accomplished through a network
3. Flooring Options
There's nothing that sass high of electrical heating cables or hot
style more than marble flooring. water-filled tubes. To complement
Although a hit pricey, it holds its the warming floor, consumers can
value and gives any bathroom a also install heated towel racks so
that towels will be warm and "toasty"
truly spa-like appearance.
Mosaic tiles are another high-end upon exiting the bath or shower.
6. Sinks with Style
flooring option that add a dramatic
Today's bathroom sink trends
flair to the room - they can even
be hand painted or arranged in a include "vessel bowls" that sit on Remodeling your bathroom can be as simple as
pattern to create personalization. top of the counter - rather than in picking out new vanities, mirrors, and cabinets at
local home supply stores.
Stone and concrete are modern flooring materials that are now making • See Page 14
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• Amenities ...
From Page 13

Many of today's homes feature a study or office area. An attractive set of
office furniture can be an asset to any home.

•

Custom

...

From Page 2
some of the financial decisions in designit-yourself homes.
"If you were building a spec (prebuilt) house. you're going to try to build
it as cheap as you can to make it marketable," he said. "If you're designing
your own. you're going to spend more
because you're going to want to build it
a little bit better than a spec home."
While he said that no more than two

percent of his residential business comes
from self-designed homes, he Said that
number may change.
"It's probably on the increase," he
said. "I think we're seeing more people
who are not going to give $250,000 for
a home that they're not satisfied with
when they move in. They're probably going
to spend a little bit more and make sure
the\ ect what the\ want."

it - or In alell own, separate stands
These bowls truly make a design statement and will make your luxury bathroom stand out.
Rather than settle for the traditional
vitreous china, luxury bath owners are turning to these avant-garde sinks which arc
made with materials like colored glass
or stone.
7. Natural Light
Today's luxury bathrooms crave an
Abundance of natural light. This can be
Accomplished by installing a skylight or
a wall of windows. Another option is
using lighted glass blocks to divide the
room or for shower enclosures. This creates an open and airy feeling and provides needed natural light for applying
makeup or other tasks.
8. Custom Cabinetry
Armoires. bookshelves, tables, chests
and shelving units are also finding their
place in today's luxury bathroom.
These not only create the look of furniture in the bath but they can carry on
a furniture theme from the master bedroom.
Popular cabinet lines like Aristokraft
and Schrock report that extras like rollout trays for makeup and toiletries, drawer organizers or even inside door mount
racks for holding hair dryers, curling
irons and hair care products are making
life easier for the homeowner. Other preferences for medicine cabinets that offer

special amenities st, H
multi-level shels es And magnif‘ ins' mirrors are also on the rise.
9. High-Style Faucets and 13aittio0111
Suites
Move over plain and .enter the exquisite! Manufacturers such as Moen have
dramatically expanded the styles of faucets
available in recent years. What's more,
today's faucets tend to provide what all
consumers are asking for - a coordinated suite look between faucets, shower,
bath and accessories. One of the newest
looks in these coordinated "suites" is the
Asceri Collection. This Moen suite pays
special attention to detail with features
like non-tarnish finishes, solid ceramic
inlays, etched handle hubs, arched spouts
and wing-styled handles - these extra
decorative touches really makes a room
special. In addition, a host of exceptional
never-before-seen finish combinations will
help luxury bath owners make a style
statement.
10. Vanities
Freestanding furniture style vanities
are gaining popularity in today's luxury
bathroom. Rather than the built-ins that
are the norm for most bathrooms, these
freestanding pieces offer an extra measure of intricate design.
Decora bath vanities, for example.
offer detailed carvings, designed feet and
creative finish options for an additional
form of expression in the bath.
.1,
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Personal expression key to decorating
(ARA) - Even though it's not the biggest or els up and place them throughout the room in
most visible room in the home, the bathroom creative containers such as baskets or floweris a great place to showcase your personal style. pots.
Add a personal touch.-- Customize bare walls
This small but essential space can reveal a lot
about a homeowner, and it is fast, easy and with photos and pictures in decorative frames.
Turn your bathroom into your favorite getaway
affordable to decorate in an original way.
with a montage of old postcards from friends'
some
and
color
fresh
of
By adding a splash
unique accessories, you can transform your bath- or family vacations.
Coordinate hidden spaces -- Use shelf liner
room into a fun and fashionable setting that reflects
integrate color patterns inside cabinets and
to
your personality.
In order to create a fresh look without chang- on shelves. It's a fast way to tie the room decing the layout. decorate around and add flair oration together, and a great way to protect shelves.
With removable, non-skid or smooth varito existing bathtubs, windows and cabinets.
A bathroom needs to be comfortable and eties. Duck brand EasyLiner is available in an
practical, but innovative decorating techniques array of styles, colors and patterns.
It also applies quickly and easily to make a
can help you put the "fun" into functionality.
Whether you decide on a theme or color, if great solution for any shelf lining need.
Bring the outdoors inside -- Potted plants
you stick with decor you like and use basic
a relaxing, natural atmosphere and add
create
can
you
together,
elements to tie everything
give your bathroom an inexpensive facelift that a fresh, clean scent. Also, use scented candles
to simulate a romantic escape with exotic aromakes a unique personal statement.
drab,
mas.
a
turn
you
help
Here are some tips to
These everyday household items are sure to
out-of-date bathroom into your palette for peradd a creative ambience to any bathroom. Simsonal expression.
Enhance color -- Create a vibrant mood in ply by refreshing these few elements, you can
your bathroom by decorating in bold, bright change the entire mood of your bathroom, which
can help change your mood too!
hues.
Best of all, when you are ready for a new
colwith
Highlight your existing decorations
look, it's easy and affordable to update and
orful and functional accessories.
Try a Duck brand Softex bath mat or Soap replace this decor to adapt to any season or
Fish soap holder. They come in fashionable col- trend.
ors and offer a fun yet practical addition.
The bathroom is the perfect room for a
Create luxury -- Make your bathroom a com- homeowner to express his or her personal
fortable retreat by adding plush, colorful tow- style. Adding fresh colors or unique acels.
cessories can provide a warm and refreshInstead of limiting them to racks, roll tow- ing environment.
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- New carpet collections offer variety
(ARA) - Calm colors, more texture,
and bold patterns are taking the floor in
this year's carpet couture.
Carpets are getting ever more stylish,
taking cues from a variety of places,
and with a soft feel aimed at providing
tranquility to ease our stressful lives.
Sage green was the rave of the carpet
color palette last year, but in 2001, spa
green is emerging as a hot-tie.
"It's a leading-edge color," says Pam
O'Toole, fashion coordinator at Shaw
Industtries, the largest carpet manufacturer in' the world. "It gives the feeling of
calm, introspection and rejuvenation."
Kathy Young, product manager of Sutton, also sees the spa as a key influence in color this year. "Just take a look
around at all the spa-influenced packaging," she says.
Various trade publications are reporting spa colors from home textiles to dinnerware to small appliances. Overall, the
look is cool and casual, with a California feel.
Beige continues as a popular perennial, but with a deeper, chameleon-like
color, taking on hues that change with
the light. Spicy browns, alive with red
and orange Asian-inspired tones, are poised
to hit the stores in late spring.
The pre-eminence of solid-only plush
carpets is waning. Patterns, created with
either color or texture, are fast becoming a new direction for the industry, says
Kim Gavin. editor of Floor Covering

Carpet manufacturers are offering a wide variety of colors, textures and bold patterns for home owners this year. Carpeting
is becoming more stylish by taking cues from various places.
Beige colors are once again popular. but the demand for solidonly plush carpets has diminished.

Weekly, the trade newspaper of the carpet industry.
As unveiled just a few weeks ago at Surfaces, the
big floorcoverings trade show in Las Vegas, Nevada.
carpets abound in a wide range of bold or sophisticated patterns.
"You can put a lot more visual interest on youi
floor, than ever," says Gavin.
You'll find florals, vines, diamonds, zen-like circles, and checkerboards. Custom Weave launched Inscriptions, which has a lot of drama derived from carving
the carpet surface with patterns, even though it's only
one color. It's a very high-end look, but at a more
affordable price point -- another indication that carpet selection is getting more sophisticated. Inscriptions is available in 48 colors and a variety of designs.
each one protected with Scotchgard protection. Inscriptions is a great choice for fashioning a rug from carPetTextures and patterns are elbowing out the smoothsurface carpet from its top niche because easy upkeep
is a major factor in carpet choice these days.
"People are getting tired of solids, and patterned
carpets can hide a multitude of sins because dirt and
stains are less visible," says Gavin.
A decidedly big twist in carpet is the barber pole
yarn, spiraling a thin, contrasting yarn up another
thick yarn. This technique, which adds dimension and
a slight multicolor effect, is being used in everything
from shags to berbers in a big way.
Contrast gets high marks in all sorts of designs.
"It could be the contrast between a loop yarn and a
cut yarn, or the use of two different colors," says
O'Toole. "There is just a lot of variety now. The con-

• See Page 17
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• Carpet ...
From Page 16
words today, in part because owners are
sumer today wants something unique."
The cable look -- think fisherman coordinating carpets with other flooring,
sweater -- is chic, and there are many such as wood and tile, particularly in
new models featuring lots of flecking in relaxed open floor plans.
"The consumer's interest in unifying
cut-pile designs, as well as multilevel loops.
the dcor is really helping us determine
Both styles offer a casual look.
While carpets are getting stylish, the our color palette," says LeAnn Baggetyarns that make them so are also under- ta, director of marketing services for
going changes. The new soft fibers are Tuftex. "Color choices are broader and
right in step with other home items."
getting rave reviews.
Talk about casual. Shag carpets have
"For the female consumer, a carpet
a comeback in recent years, parmade
soft
and
pleasing,
has to be both visually
and luxurious," says O'Toole of Shaw. ticularly on the West Coast, but don't expect
"You'll see much more of the soft nylons them to be the same as in the go-go
coming into the retail store." Despite a days.
The quality has improved with better
cottony feel, these hard-working fibers
have plenty of durability, and that's what yarns, the invention of carpet protection,
is making them a big hit with consumers. and different construction, such as mix"This kind of carpet just makes you want ing thick and thin, as well as long and
short yarns.
to run your hands through it."
Tuftex of California, which led the
3M's new deep down Scotchgard protection for nylon carpet shields the fiber way with its dare-to-be-different long
from top to bottom, al the way to the shags, unveils a new version called Shagbacking. The greater fiber coverage keeps Ri-La, a shorter pile successor to its
dirt from working its way into the fiber, Shaggy Chic and Ultra Chic lines, which
which will make vacuuming more effec- are still popular.
Do we still need to rake them?
tive and help a carpet look good longer.
"Shags are much better than years
And, spills are as easy to clean up as
ago," responds Baggetta.
ever.
"They don't flatten like they used to.
The new, deep-down Scotchgard protection is on many of the "Lee's for Liv- When shag was first popular. Scotchgard
ing" collection, already at Carpet One protective treatment for carpet hadn't been
dealers and at Abbey stores on "The invented yet," she adds. "Now, they stay
cleaner, so the yarns don't mat down like
Best."
Easy care and casual are operative before."
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Tips offered for making
most of garage sales
(ARA) - Having a garage sale has native means: Get the most for your
fast become America's most popular way large-ticket items by not selling them at
to recycle its household goods, simplify your garage sale, where shoppers expect
life and bring in some extra cash. The to pay rock-bottom prices. Instead, before
best time to have a sale is just before your sale, advertise items worth $20 or
or after you move, when you're forced more through other free or low-cost outto handle every one of your possessions lets. such as neighborhood newspapers.
employee newsletters, student publicaand decide whether to keep it.
tions or church bulletin boards.
chilyour
when
are
times
Other good
This works best for items like furnidren move out or when you retire. With
the right approach, having a garage sale ture, appliances and office equipment.
can be a refreshing experience as well Take your better clothing to a consignas a smart financial move. But many ment shop, and explore the options availpeople aren't quite sure how to tackle able through re-sale stores that specialthe project or do it in a way that's both ize in books, appliances, sporting goods
or baby items.
efficient and effective.
Take a retailer's approach to pricing
Here are some tips from an expert to
displays: Price your merchandise so
and
experithe
of
most
the
make
you
help
that customers will feel like they're getence.
Give yourself time: Give yourself plen- ting a bargain -10 to 20 percent of retail
ty of lead time to gather merchandise value, more for items that are like-new.
for your garage sale. Start weeks, even Visit other people's sales to get ideas for
months, beforehand and sort through all yours, and have a mirror available if you
your closets, drawers and boxes. Do you plan to sell clothing.
Overall, be sure to mark prices clearreally need every utensil in your kitchen
drawers or all the Christmas decorations ly, display merchandise between knee
level and eye level, and rearrange your
you've accumulated?
Include your attic, basement and garage display as items are sold - just as retailin the search and have as complete a ers do.
Quench customer thirst: Shoppers get
sale as you can. Offering both volume
and variety of merchandise will attract thirsty on the garage-sale trail. Offer
shoppers as well as bring in the most them free lemonade, iced tea, cold water
or coffee, and sell popcorn. cookies and
income.
Sell large-ticket items through alter- soft-drinks at a modest price.

LAKE LAND
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workmanship
USTOM HOMES
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Tax refunds can be invested in homes
(ARM - Spring is finally here, and
if you're one of the lucky ones, so is
your tax refund. With the extra money
in your pockot and sun on your back,
its the perfect time to consider giving
your home a makeover.
Each year, every home need some
maintenance, and most folks do at least
one major home improvement project per
year. In fact, it is estimated that homeowners spent more than 1.180 billion on
home improvements alone in 1998, according to data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
Investing in your home is no longer a
trend, hut a way of life.
For most of us, homes are not only
where we live, but also our single largest
investment. As a living space. its design
and condition affect our lives daily. As
an investment, its value in the marketplace is something we seek to preserve
and enhance. When considering repair
and improvement projects, it's best to
consider both.
David Bowen. president of Western
Pacific Construction, believes that people should approach their home as an
investment, and more importantly. it should
he something they can be proud of and
enjoy every. day.
Whatever your intentions for improving and maintaining your home. now is
the time to get started.
"Our business increases significantly
around tax time." said Bowen. "People
get their bigger projects lined up early

so they are first on the contractor's schedule."
According to Bowen.. the larger projects people typically plan are kitchen
remodels, additions, decks, interior and
exterior painting, as well as basement refinishes. The smaller jobs range from house
cleaning and painting to plumbing and
electrical work.
"For larger projects. consulting with a
designer or architect can be a great starting point for sore creative inspiration,"
added Bowen.
For those of you who haven't talked
to a professional yet. Bowen advises
making drawings and a list of your home
improvements, so when you speak with
the professional, he or she will have a
good idea of the scope of the project,
as well as the estimated budget.
"This enables the consumer to get the
biggest bang for their buck when the
contractor arrives," added Bowen.
He also suggests using a reputable
contractor referral service like ServiceMagic.com to begin. "This service
prescreens its contractors for proper licensing, clean legal background. bankruptcy
checks and Better Business Bureau history. This can give you a quick and confident start, and you can be comforted
in knowing that the contractor you choose
I capable and wants to do the job."

• See

Tax dollars can be reinvested in your home to help with remodeling projects
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Tips offered for spring cleaning
(ARA) - Spring is in the air. Grass is greener, birds
are singing, and its time to clean out your closets.
Because no one wants to be inside scrubbing when
the weather warms up. here are a few tips to speed
up the spring cleaning process.
To clean water spots off the shower door, wipe it
down with a small amount of lemon oil on a regular
basis.
Don't use disinfectants on kitchen countertops used

for food preparation. Residue can leach into food and
be ingested.
To clean in crevices around faucets, apply a small
amount of cleaner to an old toothbrush.
To thoroughly clean a self-cleaning oven, first wipe
away spills with a soft cloth.
Next, use a mild abrasive cleaner for the over door,
but do not scrub the door gasket. Instead, use a wet,
slightly soapy sponge.

To clean a computer screen or television, first turn
the power off.
Then sparingly wet a cleaning cloth or paper towel
with glass cleaner and wipe the screen. Never use a
spray bottle directly, as the mist could settle inside
through the ventilation slots.
These tips come from the experts at The Maids
International, a leader in the residential cleaning industry for more than 20 years.

• Tax ...
.From Page 18
Whether you are planning a large or
small project, spring is a good time to
get organized. One approach experts suggest is to start outside and begin at the
top of the house and work your way to
the bottom. Then move inside and do
the same thing.
If you're not expecting a great windfall this tax season, here are some more
cost-effective home improvement or maintenance projects that you may want to
consider doing, or hiring a professional
to do for you:
For the Outside:
- Inspect your roof for winter damage such as leaks, missing or broken
shingles or tiles.
- Clean gutters and downspouts. Leaves

and other debris will prevent water from
flowing freely.
- Paint the exterior. What areas need
paint? How about a new trim color?
- Remove storm windows or doors
and replace with clean screens.
- Replace the from door. It can create a dramatic difference in your home's
appearance.
- Give your home a facelift with attractive enhancements such as new awnings
and large planters overflowing with flowers.
- Plant new flowers and shrubs. It is
amazing how they can add energy and
life to the leftover winter blahs.
- Spread mulch around shrubs and
flowerbeds to give your yard and garden

•

DISCOUNT
BUILDING SUPPLY, INC.

a manicured look-and save time weeding.
- Build a deck to enhance your outdoor living experience.
- Install a hot tub or cover your patio.
- Clean and seal your deck to prepare
for outdoor dining and entertaining.

- Install a skylight in your kitchen.
This will save electricity by shedding
natural light throughout the day.
- Dust and clean light fixtures and
ceiling fans.
- Paint a few rooms to give your
whole house a clean and refreshing feeling. Although the white-walled appearance remains popular, the current trend
across the nation is bold and beautiful.
Pick one or two rooms and paint a wall
red, raspberry or deep blue.

- Make plans to install a new sprinkler system, walkway or fence. - Ensure
that the downspouts are directing water
away from the foundation of your house.
- Inspect, clean and repair outdoor
- Install new countertops in your kitchen.
furniture.
- Refinish your cabinets or install new
- Make sure the tank on your gas ones. Oak is popular, affordable and
grill is full so you are ready for a bar- durable.
becue and guests.
- Make sure all doors and windows
For the Inside:
close and lock properly.
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Guest rooms add special touch
Alarm clocks, reading lights
provide 'homey' feeling
(ARA) - Do you .treat your guests feels just as good as your own, not by
setting them up on your hand-me-down
as well as you should?
Placing a vase of fresh cut flowers mattress.
"It's hard enough as it is to get a
by their bed is nice.
So is setting out fluffy towels and good night's sleep in a bed that's not
your own.
an extra toothbrush.
"So be sure to put as much thought
But none of these amenities count
selecting the mattress for your
into
well
as
sleeping
aren't
guests
your
if
guests asyou put into selecting your
as they can.
own mattress. Afford your guests the
And chances are, they're not.
same comforts you provide yourself and
conresearch
According to recent
ducted for the Better Sleep Council by your family," stated Herman.
Other ways to make your guests led
International Communications Research,
41 percent of those surveyed move a more at home during their stay include
mattress from another room. such as providing an alarm clock and a good
the master bedroom. into the guest reading light, keeping their room stocked
with popular books and current magaMOM.
"If your bed no longer provides you zines, and setting out a few amenities.
with the comfort and support you need such as toiletries or a bathrobe.
You will also want to he sure there
for a good night's sleep, how can you
expect this mattress to give your guests is enough room in the closet and in
the sleep they need and deserve?" stat- the drawers for your guests to unpack
ed Andrea Herman. Director of the Bet- their clothes.
"Attending to important details, such
ter Sleep Council.
A mattress that's worn out or uncom- as making sure your guests sleep as
fortable can cause your guests to become comfortably as possible and have space
for their belongings, is essential to keeprestless during the night.
Make your guests' stay more restful ing your guests both happy and wellby having them sleep on a bed that rested." said Herman.

Basic amenities can provide a "homey" feeling to a guest bedroom for both
friends and family members.
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Seasonal colors
add to decor
(ARA) - Spring is in the air and soon
color will be everywhere. Forget the dreary gray skies of winter, put away your
dark wool coats, and lift the shades to
welcome the season's sunshine and warmth
into your home.
Once you've completed the customary
'spring-cleaning' of your closets, take a
look around you. Is your home ready
for spring? Could your bedroom, living
room, kitchen or even your bathroom
walls use a little spring-cleaning as well?
If you are considering ushering in the
new season with a little re-decorating to
spruce up your home, wallpaper offers a
practical and economical solution.
Today's wallpaper comes in a variety of colors and patterns and one positive use of these colors and patterns is
to create a home that can actually make
you feel cooler as the weather begins to
warm up.
Using Color to Create a Cooler Atmosphere: Color is one of the most critical
considerations when decorating and can
have a significant impact on the final result.
Using light, bright colors on your
walls can actually make a room appear
larger but more importantly, by using
colors that are fresh and clean, one can

effectively transform the temperature of
a room.
According to interior designer, author
and Wallpaper Council spokesperson,
Sharon Hanby-Robie, the new 'hot' colors of the seasons can accomplish this.
They are ethereal, spiritual, softer and
even transparent influenced by nature water, earth, sun and sky.
Light colors reflect the day's sunshine
and don't hold the heat in a room long
after the sun has set the way dark colors do.
The coolest colors for Spring 2001
are soothing aquas, capri blue, and vin
rouge the color of Chianti wine. Midtone purple is also making its way into
the season and helps to add a touch of
sophistication. All of these colors serve
to create a crisp. light, airy feeling that
welcomes the outside into one's home.
One can achieve this by using wallpaper borders, a great way to change
the look of a room with minimal effort.
If you are looking for a little "punch"
to your color scheme, add complimentary colors to the room.

Spring re-decorating often begins in the bedroom, where fresh colors and
patterns offer a change of pace for the homeowner.

II See Page 22
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Helpful advice saves on energy bills
(ARA) From coast to coast, homeowners are getting hit hard with high energy bills. In some areas,
such as the Pacific Coast, energy consumption has been
limited - and consumers are feeling the crunch.
To offer assistance during this critical period, GE
Lighting has created a simple list of "Top Ten Energy
Saving Tips For Home" that will help conserve energy and save money throughout the year:
I. Use Your Ceiling Fan. On warmer nights, ceiling fans can reduce energy use by up to eight percent
by making you feel cooler. Conversely, in cooler climates ceiling fans can help redirect a room's heat by
placing the fan in "reverse" motion.
2. Replace Your Light Bulbs With Compact Fluorescent Products. Lighting accounts for approximately
five to seven percent of a home's energy costs. GE
Lighting's full line of compact fluorescent light bulbs
provide significant energy savings over standard incandescent bulbs that they are designed to replace - from
$26 to $86 over the life of the bulb - and are now
available in sleek new designs, such as the Spiral,

Incandescent Shape and Post Light, with long life limited guarantees of five to eight years. Also available
in select 3-Way and Dimmable versions.
3. Caulk Around Windows and Doors. A basic tip,
yet caulking can quickly stop air infiltration and increases) energy savings. And if you need to replace your
windows, look for low U-factor. The lower the U-factor, the greater the heat transmission savings.
4. Look For ENERGY STAR Approved Products.
When shopping for appliances or compact fluorescent
light bulbs, look for products that have received ENERGY STAR certification - meaning that the products
meet guidelines for energy efficiency as set by the
EPA and Department of Energy.
5. Install a Light Dimmer. This simple device can
help you save big on your lighting costs. For example, an incandescent light dimmed by 25 percent can
save 10 percent on energy use and extend the life of
the bulb.
6. Use High-Efficiency Fireplace Inserts. These new
products are the most efficient indoor air quality and

heating alternative to wood, wax or gas logs. They are
also cleaner and easier to operate.
7. Install Motion Detecting Devices. Easy to install,
GE's Motion Sensing Switches and Night Lights save
energy by automatically lighting only when the room
is in use and movement is detected - great for hallways, bathrooms and children's rooms.
8. Install a Whole House Attic Fan. This energy
saving device also increases comfort. Another recommended addition to the attic is high R-value attic insulation. The higher the R-value, the greater the insulating performance.
9. Place a Water Heater Blanket Around YouT Water
Heater. The combination of a water heater blanket and
setting the thermostat to 120 degrees will help save
energy. In addition, select the most energy-efficient
water heater you can afford, considering operating costs
on the yellow energy label.
10. Insulate Pipes. This inexpensive tip can dramatically save on energy - simply upgrade pipes exposed
to the cold.

•Decor ...
From Page 21
For example, if the dominant color
on your walls is red, add a coral or pale
yellow border.
Stay away from white paint. White,
the usual trademark color for a clean,
fresh look can be deceiving when used
on one's walls. Pure white walls can be
tricky because the human eye has trou-

ble adjusting to the contrast it gives to
other items in the room such as the sofa
or carpet. If you must, try using new
sheer whites this season with just a hint
of color.
When choosing wallpaper and borders.
Ms. Hanby-Robie suggests you remember the rules of decorating and follow

...s

these simple tips:
- Using light, bright colored wallpaper can make a room appear larger and
more airy.
- Using large patterns - such as the
newly reproduced historic patterns that
are making a comeback in wallcoverings
- can create a cozy, more comfortable

feeling.
Wide stripes are also making a comeback and vertical stripes can make a
small room appear taller and therefore
larger. Detailing is hot for Spring and
using smaller, more detailed patterns on
wallcoverings can create a feeling of
more space.

Make Your Plans for
Home Improvement
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NEED PAVING? ,

It All Adds Up To Loan Rates
You Can Live With

WE'RE READY TO ROLL.
SCOPE OF WORK:
• Asphalt Paving • Hauling
• Fully Insured & Bonded
• Excavating
SPECIALIZING IN...
DRIVEWAYS, PARKING LOTS
& SUBDIVISIONS

Where Quality Doesn't Cost, It Pays.

ithpi

Apply on-line, in person, or by phone • An answer within 72 hours
Loans designed for your needs.
•
Contact Richard Vanover

Murray Paving,Inc.
"Fully Insufed Asphalt Contractor
Kentucky & Tennessee State Approved
Serving Western Kentucky & West Tennessee Since 1979-

FREESTIMATESE
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1161 St. Rt, 94 East • Murray

753-0411

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL BANK
Member FDIC

Our asphalt Is manufactured & tested on-sue
Materials & asphalt meet all Ky Dept of
Transportation standards

608 Main Street • Murray, KY
753-7921

EQUAL. ROUYN.,
OPPORTUNITY
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More Choices in Roofing and More Reasons Than Ever Before
(MS)— If you would have asked anyone
10 years ago their impression of a metal
roof, they probably would have told you
that it belonged on a barn. However, times
have changed — dramatically. Now, metal
roofing has become a preferred choice
among architects, builders and homeowners, and its popularity is growing 'every
day. Part of the reason for its success is
that word about its benefits finally is getting out. From consumer publications featuring metal in many of their issues to
associations like the Metal Rooting
Alliance promoting metal through advertising. it is hard to ignore the message
regarding the advantages of roofing with
metal.
No matter where you hear about metal
roofing, you quickly will understand why
it has become so popular. The keys to its
success are its long lire and low maintenance. Unlike other materials, metal is
unaffected by insects, and won't crack.
split, break or burn. Moreover, today's
multilayer protective coatings not only add
beauty to the metal, but also protect it
from harsh conditions including ultraviolet
(UV)radiation, air pollution and acid rain.
Metal is such a durable material that most
manufacturers now warranty their roofs for

a lifetime. Never having to replace a roof
is a big selling point for homeowners.
Another advantage to homeowners is that
it generally can be installed over old roofing materials. This eliminates costly disposal fees and helps preserve the environment.
Metal roofing also can maintain the look
of a home while reducing the maintenance.
Cedar shakes give a home a unique, rustic
look, but can require expensive treating
and replacement. In some areas of the
country, concerns over the spread of fire
even have resulted in the ban of the material. Metal products available today actually can replicate the look of cedar shakes..
Because metal is fire- and insect-resistant.
it is the perfect choice for homeowners
looking for the natural appeal of wood.
Homeowners are not the only ones being
attracted to metal. Architects are specifying it in increasing numbers. With the side
variety of colors and styles. metal assists
architects in achieving a look not available
to them in the past.
Perhaps the hardest decision.a homeowner
will face regarding metal roofing is what
style of metal roof to have installed. These
days, there is quite a selection. One company, Custom-Bilt Metals, has helped to

THE PAINT FOR PEOPLE
WHO HATE TO PAINT.
Porter paints go on easier,
cover better and last longer than
lesser quality paints. So the more
often you use Porter, the less often
you have to paint!
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r SPRING for PORTER sale!
Porter
Interior Latex
Painters'
Friend
#6079
g $14 99 gal

'12.99

SALE

Porter
Interior Oil
Primer
Hi-Hide
#109
$19 49 pal

SALE

97.49

Porter Exterior Acrylic
Acri-Shield
#619

selected by Better Homes and Gardens® for its Blueprint 2000 Home.
to steel tile. steel shingles. aluminum
make the seledion process easier. The
shakes, steel or copper shingles and granucompany offers one ot the most diverse
lar-coated steel rooling.More Choices in
lines of metal roofing in the United States
Roofing and More Reasons Than Ever
seam
standing
with products ranging from
fabricated from steel. aluminum or copper.
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Murray Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
"
,
TIzte• .Dif-rer-erzto•E
*Certified Technicians

'EPA Approved Cleaning

'We Move The Furniture
•Entire House Specials

'Deep Soil Removal
'Reduces Mold & Mildew

'Free Estimates

'Expert Upholstery Cleaning

Tov: 1

1"

MIYEIZSI,umber Co.
500 S. 4th St.• Murray • 753-6450

(270)753-6300
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

HALL'S HEATING & MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 STATE RourE 121 NORTH • 270-759-2288

71-mificao Siaidani
•

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
Have high efficiency heating & cooling year round
with a dual fuel heat pump

Computer Repair
'
Monthly, Quarterly, Annual
'
Maintenance Service
'Component Replacement/
Installation
•Software Assistance

We
Service
All Major
Brands

jotamon

The Old Fashioned Computer Doctor
A House Call Specialist
Sale Prices hood

SALE $23.99

Demonstrating metal's growing popularity, a Custom-But Metals roof was

Frank Stokes
(270)759-2226
pedoe(ajotamon.eoni

Spruce up your home or office with our
beautiful collection of framed poster
prints original prints and graphics.

FRAME VILLAGE
Court Square • Murray • 759-9853

It has been our goal to provide Murray and Calloway County with the finest
roofing materials and installation available. Thanks to you, our many satisfied
customers, we reach that goal every day. We look forward to
continuing this tradition of excellence throughout the new millennium.

Stop by & look at the new & improved architectural design
in shingles for the new year.

404 Industrial Rd.• Murray, KY
Robert Swift • President
email: swiftrfg@apex.net
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